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ABSTRACT
Building on previous work in participation (Goffman 1981, Goodwin and Goodwin 2004,
Goodwin 2018, Erickson 2004) and agency (Ahearn 2001, Enfield 2017), I investigate – through
interactional sociolinguistic and multimodal micro-analysis of video recorded data – everyday
interactions in a multilingual family (my own) where the mother-in-law and daughter-in-law do
not have a common language (all other participants are Turkish-English bilingual). By focusing
on moments where either the mother-in-law or the daughter-in-law lacks access to the language
being spoken, I demonstrate how family members draw on paralinguistic, embodied, material,
and technological resources to engage in collaborative meaning making, build action in concert
with each other, and constitute themselves as a family by creating connection.
First, I show how the participant who does not have access to the ongoing talk formulates
her requests for translation in ways that highlight shared information, which she gathers by
observing the behaviors of those around her despite not understanding the language. For
example, by formulating a candidate translation and asking for verification via a polar question, a
monolingual participant displays her participation – in terms of attending to what is taking place
around her and making sense of the situation.
I then demonstrate how uses of mobile devices in face-to-face interactions present the
participants with novel affordances that enhance the interactions between them. For example, the
use of a mobile translation application allows the participants who do not have a common
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language to address each other directly, and the mistranslations produced by the application lead
to further negotiation and collaborative meaning making by all participants.
Lastly, I identify and define three ways of creating connection between all family
members: Social referencing (where a participant observes and echoes the response of another
participant), recruit and respond (where the gaze patterns of a monolingual participant function
to select a bilingual as an interpreter and then the other monolingual as the primary interlocutor),
and floor suturing (where a bilingual carries out interactional work to involve all parties in the
interaction by translating without any verbal or nonverbal request).
Ultimately, through the analysis of interactions in the context of a family that includes
two members who do not have a common language, the study furthers our understanding of the
moment-by-moment construction of mutual understanding; of how connection is created
multimodally; and of participation and agency as co-constitutive, embodied, and distributed.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Introduction
It is a beautiful summer evening in New York. My mother Zeyno, my brother Tamer, my sisterin-law Amy, and I are sitting at bar stools around the kitchen counter at Amy and Tamer’s house.
It is dinner time, and the kitchen counter is filled with the dishes Zeyno and I had spent the day
preparing, while Amy and Tamer were at work: Artichokes and fava beans cooked in olive oil,
green beans, tzatziki, and lettuce salad. All four of us are eating and commenting on how much
we are enjoying the food. We are especially admiring the artichokes, which we had bought
frozen from a Greek grocery store in Astoria, NY. Amy – as she enjoys eating Turkish foods but
is not familiar with cooking them – asks for the recipe. Zeyno and I give her step by step
instructions of how to make the dish. She then compliments the dish, and hence Zeyno, as she
continues to eat.
When I recount what had happened that evening, it all seems like a typical dinner in a
typical family. The interactions go smoothly, the messages are delivered, the little rituals that
make a family what it is are carried out – passing food, pouring drinks, coordinating eating with
talk, observing each other’s eating to see if we are enjoying the food or if anyone needs a second
helping. It is almost surprising to know that two central members of this family, my mother
Zeyno and my sister-in-law Amy, do not share a common language.
The close, loving relationship between Zeyno and Amy and their mastery of interacting
with each other has fascinated me for a long time, even before I started to study linguistics and
long before I was introduced to interactional sociolinguistics and the study of embodied
interaction. However, once I had the professional vision (Goodwin 1994) to observe everyday

interactions, I was able to appreciate the cognitive, interactional, and cultural beauty behind these
everyday interactions.
Hanks (1996: 235) points out that it is not enough, or even necessary, for people to share
the same grammar to communicate with each other: “What they must share, to a variable degree,
is the ability to orient themselves verbally, perceptually, and physically to each other and to their
social world.” The aim of this project is to study everyday family interactions that involve
participants who do not have a common language, and explore the possibilities of meaning
making, participation frameworks, engagements with the objects and technologies that are part of
the material surroundings, and displays of agency that arise in these encounters. The larger
purpose of the project is to further our understanding of participation and agency. In other words,
I investigate how people carry out meaning making together in cases where they have differing
access to what is taking place. The bilingual participants in these interactions – in the scene
described above, Tamer and me, who are Turkish-English bilingual – presumably have access to
all the verbal and nonverbal interaction that is taking place. The monolingual participants only
have access to one language, and they compensate for this by relying on other sources of
information for meaning making. These sources include the parts of talk that they can use to
build inferences (e.g. utterance length, volume, pitch, pace, words they can recognize), as well as
gaze and posture configurations; these are important means of inferring what the other
participants are attending to, including objects that are foci of joint attention (Tomasello and
Farrar 1986). In addition, I aim to understand more about how the participants align with each
other as members of a family in these interactions. On a broader level, I demonstrate the
importance of bringing the micro-analysis of video recordings more firmly into interactional
sociolinguistics, which has tended to privilege language.
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1.2. Preview of the chapters
Chapter 2 introduces the theoretical background for this study. I mainly build on research on
participation and agency. My understanding of participation stems first from Goffmanian and
interactional sociolinguistic understandings of participation, including Goffman’s (e.g. 1981)
theorizing on participation framework and production format; Gumperz’s (e.g. 1982) notion of
the interrelationship of meaning making and participation, as seen in his conceptualization of
contextualization cues; work by Tannen (e.g. 2007) and Gordon (e.g. 2009) on building and
maintaining relationships, especially in the context of families; as well as research on framing
(e.g. Goffman 1974, Tannen and Wallat 1993, Tannen 2006, Gordon 2009), since framing is the
ultimate and primary meaning making work that is carried out by any participant in any activity
in the sense that in order to participate in an activity one must first have an idea about what that
speech activity is (in Gumperz’s 1982 words), or in other words to be able to identify the frame.
My understanding of participation was also shaped by work by C. Goodwin and M. H. Goodwin.
Drawing on Goffman’s theorizing as well as concepts from Conversation Analysis and linguistic
anthropology, Goodwin and Goodwin (e.g. 2004) conceptualize participation as action, where
participants collaborate with each other to build action together in structured ways. Finally, my
understanding of participation and how to study it by carrying out microanalysis of interaction
has been deeply influenced by Erickson’s (2004) theorizing on how people participate in
interactions in concert – a phrase chosen to highlight Erickson’s emphasis on the rhythmicity of
interaction – while continuously observing one another and being influenced by others’ actions.
Once we think about participation as collaboratively building action, it only makes sense
to combine it with the notion of agency. I specifically build on theorizing by Enfield (2017), who
defines agency as the relationship between an agent and a course of action. Agents do not
3

necessarily correspond to persons. An agent could be a larger or a smaller unit than a person, and
agency is understood to be distributed between those who are involved in building the action and
facing its outcomes. This conceptualization lends itself very well to the idea of collaborative
action building. Moreover, I believe focusing on the elements of agency – flexibility and
accountability in terms of building action – allows us to better operationalize our understanding
of participation.
I introduce my data and discuss my methodology in Chapter 3. This is a case study of
interactions that took place in my family during two one-month visits of my mother Zeyno, who
lives in Turkey, to the US. The recordings are one year apart, as she visited my brothers and me
once a year. Making frequent recordings during these visits, I have built a corpus of video
recordings of everyday family interactions. My corpus includes recordings that were made using
both a traditional camera and an omnidirectional camera, which allowed me to explore the
affordances of these different recording devices and their effects on the microanalysis of video
recorded interactions. In this chapter I also argue for the necessity for an embodied turn in
interactional sociolinguistics because a close analysis of video recorded interactions is necessary
in order to fully explore the theorizing of Goffman and Gumperz – from bodily behavior in
public to contextualization cues.
In Chapter 4, I identify and explain how agency and participation are intertwined in cases
of monolinguals asking for translations. Asking for translations is perhaps a very surprising and
yet clear domain where we see the monolinguals in my dataset engage in rigorous meaning
making and action building. I investigate both requests for translation of others’ talk and requests
for translations of one’s own talk. Examining requests for translations of others’ talk, I show that
instead of asking using wide scope questions such as “What did she say?” or “What happened?”
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the monolinguals observed the others as they talked and carried out other activities; they attended
to their gaze patterns, handling of objects, facial expressions, and response cries in order to carry
out inferences about what activity is taking place, i.e. to discern the framing of the activity. They
carried out a lot of inference making and displayed this through the structure of their requests for
translation, for instance by providing candidate translations. Exploring requests for translations
of one’s own talk, I show that a similar monitoring behavior occurs before a request. That is, the
monolingual participant asks to be translated to address the other monolingual participant, with
whom she does not share a common language. In this case, the monitoring and inference making
allows the participant to contribute to the ongoing interaction in relevant and meaningful ways
by staying on topic.
In Chapter 5 I explore interactions where mobile devices are used for meaning making
and action building. The affordances of the technologies used in the interactions I look at include
retrieving and displaying photos, doing voice translations, sending files from one device to
another, and displaying videos. Although mobile phones and tablets are often thought of as
personal devices, my analysis shows that participants attend to these devices jointly and
collaborate to carry out various tasks using them. Ultimately, I argue that uses of mobile devices
allow the monolinguals to address each other directly. Moreover, interactions involving mobile
devices are an important domain to study agency and participation because 1) when these
devices are part of face-to-face interactions, people attend to them together, 2) they allow a rich
environment in which to study collaborative action because when they fail, human participants
negotiate ways to succeed in their projects through other strategies, and 3) due to the affordances
of the mobile devices and the participants’ experiences with them, mobile devices provide
different opportunities for participation frameworks.
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In Chapter 6 I focus on how connection is created in the interactions among members of
the family. I identify and explain three strategies that are frequently used. The first one is social
referencing (Feinman 1982; see also Ochs 1993), whereby a monolingual participant, who does
not have access to the ongoing talk, monitors the participants who do. By observing their
reactions to things, the monolingual participant learns how to orient to that which they do not
understand. For instance, upon seeing me laugh about a comment made in Turkish, Amy starts
laughing immediately. The second strategy is what I call a recruit and respond chain. I argue that
the local identities and relationships of the participants position the bilingual participant as the
interpreter and allow the monolinguals to request translations through the timing of their gaze
patterns. Once the translation is complete, the monolinguals hold their responses until they
establish mutual gaze with the other monolingual, whom they position as their primary recipient.
This type of interaction is an example of how agency is distributed between the monolingual and
the bilingual participants in a sequence that involves meaning making and action building. It
also illustrates the inference making capacities of the monolinguals as they make projections
about the ends of turns, exhibit their agency as they utilize the bilinguals’ skills for their ends,
and create alignment with both the bilingual and the monolingual participant by displaying
different types of involvement. The third strategy, which I term floor suturing, identifies the
work carried out by the bilinguals in order to involve the monolingual, who does not have access
to the language, in the interaction. Floor suturing is more than a code switch or an untriggered
translation because the aim of floor suturing is to create involvement in the interaction and a
sense of what Gordon (2009) calls “familyness.”
Chapter 7 summarizes the findings and discusses how the study furthers our
understanding of agency and participation in interaction, the role of mobile devices in face-to-
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face interactions, and how social connection and a sense of family are accomplished in a context
where not all participants share a language. I discuss these points in relation to the phenomena
that I illustrated in Chapters 4, 5, and 6: Using the body and the material reality surrounding us to
meet interactional ends, collaborative meaning making and action building, and creating
alignment and connection.
Building on research by Erickson, Goffman, Gumperz, Tannen, C. and M. H. Goodwin,
Gordon, and others, this work adds to our understanding of agency and participation in
interaction by showing how members of a family navigate social situations when two of their
members don’t have a common language. By focusing on participation frameworks in
multilingual family discourse, the study allows us to investigate the embodied tools for meaning
making in human interaction, including monitoring the behavior of those around us – for
example, their attentional patterns, engagement with objects and people, facial expressions, and
other signals giving clues about their states – using every resource that is available in the
environment for both making sense of the situation and building action, and more. My analysis
shows that meaning making is a highly collaborative and agentive process, and displays of
meaning making, including highlighting shared information through morphosyntax (e.g.
constructing a polar question in Turkish by attaching the question marker to the predicate and
achieve a verum focus) are a powerful tool for participation and alignment. Common ground,
built through the efforts of all parties who are present, is a way of creating connection and
ultimately a family.
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CHAPTER 2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
In this chapter I review the key studies on which I build my analysis. I start by introducing how
participation is conceptualized in interactional sociolinguistics, which is foundational in my
approach to the data. Next, I discuss agency, which is closely linked with participation and has
been examined mostly in linguistic anthropology. Finally, I turn my attention to translation and
related notions, as this process figures prominently in my analysis.
2.1. Participation, alignments, and relationships
2.1.1. Participation and alignment
Research on alignment in social interaction can be traced back to Goffman’s (1981: 128) analysis
of footing, defined as “the alignment we take up to ourselves and the others present as expressed
in the way we manage the production or reception of an utterance.” Goffman points out that
changes in footing can be expressed both through language and other means of communication
and that participants constantly change their footing in interaction (he also suggests that linguists
are primed to examine footing in more detail, citing forthcoming work by Tannen and Wallat
[e.g. 1993]). The term footing, as defined indirectly by Goffman, refers to the alignment
participants take up toward participants in an interactional event. The concept of footing is
closely connected to the concept of framing, that is, the participants’ understanding of the
situation and the events that are taking place. Goffman (1974) suggests that frames can be
laminated or layered; in other words, as participants change their footings, the frames also
undergo transformations, rendering the possibility for various kinds of arrangements of frames,
for instance two being simultaneously at play at once.
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The notions of framing and footing are essential for understanding interaction and
participation. Explicitly noting the connection between the concept of frame and what he
describes as “speech activities,” Gumperz (1982) studied the ways in which people from diverse
cultural and linguistic backgrounds interact, build relationships, and co-construct speech
activities. He founded the interactional sociolinguistics approach as he built his theory of
conversational inference, which explains how people convey and infer meanings. Gumperz
(1982: 1) points out that “before even deciding to take part in an interaction, we need to be able
to infer, if only in the most general terms, what the interaction is about and what is expected of
us.” Once entering interaction, though, how do people co-construct frames and create footings,
thereby negotiating meaning moment-by-moment? The concept of framing as it is used in
discourse analysis, as explained by Tannen and Wallat (1987), can be traced back to Bateson’s
(1972) observations of animal interaction, where he noticed that monkeys were able to
differentiate a play bite from a serious bite, leading Bateson to conclude that there must be some
signal that expressed what the bite denoted, i.e. fight or play. He argues that the same
mechanisms hold for human interaction. As we produce verbal or nonverbal actions, we also
produce what Bateson calls “metamessages” that aid their interpretation. Gumperz (1982) argues
that what gives the necessary information about how communicative actions should be
interpreted are the signaling mechanisms he calls “contextualization cues.” Contextualization
cues indicate “how speakers mean what they say” (Tannen and Wallat 1987: 207), and listeners
use them to infer whether an utterance is to be taken seriously or as sarcasm or play, for example.
They consist of a range of devices, including words, sentence structure, formulaic expressions,
phonetic and rhythmic properties, laughter, and nonverbal signals such as facial and gestural
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expressions (Gumperz 1982). Thus, we can say that through contextualization cues, speakers
express their footing.
The line of research in interactional sociolinguistics that investigates framing starts with
Tannen and Wallat’s (1987) study of a pediatric consultation involving a child with cerebral
palsy, her mother, and a pediatrician. The authors combine Bateson’s (1972) and Goffman’s
(1974, 1981) observations about frames and Gumperz’s (1982) work on contextualization cues
with Bateson’s (1972) notion of metamessages, thus incorporating ideas from sociology,
anthropology, and linguistics. Tannen and Wallat differentiate between the concepts of
interactive frames and knowledge schemas. Interactive frames are defined as the “definition of
what is going on in interaction” (206). The added word “interactive” emphasizes that participants
continuously take up alignments vis-à-vis each other and negotiate their understanding of the
situation. In other words, framing is an intersubjective phenomenon. The term “knowledge
schema” refers to “participants’ expectations about people, objects, events, and settings in the
world” and the notion is different from participants’ understanding of what is going on at a given
moment, i.e. the interactive frame (60). Although knowledge schemas and interactive frames are
representations of very different kinds, they are very much interrelated. Our understandings of
situations are derived from our expectations regarding those situations (including events, people,
places, and other aspects of the world). Schemas in turn are developed over repeated exposure to
and generalization of such situations. Tannen and Wallat illustrate this relationship by discussing
how the doctor operates within different frames as she examines the child patient, gives
consultation to the patient’s mother, and explains the medical situation for anticipated future
viewers of the recording (medical students). The authors thus show how in each interaction there
is more than one frame at work, and how these frames come into being through mutual
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orientation between the participants and their differing knowledge states and expectations
regarding situations. They also show how a mismatch in participants’ knowledge schemas can
lead to a shift in interactive frame, such as when a mother’s understanding of her daughter’s
noisy breathing as troubled breathing leads the doctor to stop the examination of the child to
explain to the mother that the breathing is normal for a child who has cerebral palsy and the child
is not suffering. Another important point that Tannen and Wallat made was that frames are not
self-contained entities separated from other frames with clear cut boundaries, but that a frame
can “leak” into other frames. They thus illustrated through examination of actual interactional
data the observation made by Goffman (1974: 157) regarding the organization of frames: “every
possible kind of layering must be expected.”
Building on Tannen and Wallat’s (1987) seminal work, Hoyle (1993) discussed how
footing can be laminated, using examples from children’s play. She showed how two children, as
they were playing in the backyard, took up different footings of children, players, and
sportscasters, and embedded these footings, for instance embedding the sportscaster footing
within the footing of a child playing with his friend. She thus showed how alignments are
negotiated moment-by-moment in another situation characterized by frequent footing shifts.
Gordon (2009) extends understanding of how frames can be laminated with special attention to
the role of intertextuality, which refers to the relationships between and across texts. Especially
relevant for my study, her data consist of family interactions. Gordon investigates how shared
knowledge (including knowledge of prior events) allows members of families to navigate within
and across different frames. She shows that frames can be laminated in multiple ways, including
as overlapping, embedded, and blended. Overlapping frames, for example, are created when one
spouse uses repetition of past utterances (creating what Bakhtin [1984, 1986] theorized as
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“double voicing”) in order to comment on the other’s behavior in a past situation (usually in a
teasing way) while also doing something in the present. In this way, the participants not only
frame interaction, but also negotiate alignments, and their relationships, in talk and across
interactions. Gordon also demonstrates how, by creating recurrent frames in family talk – such as
how parents and child co-construct the child’s everyday bedtime book-reading ritual, how two
spouses repeatedly engage in the activity of exchanging terms of endearment, and how two
parents and their child use language playfully and creatively – family members construct
themselves as a social group as well as their shared sense of “familyness” (e.g. as a family that
values intimacy and humor).
Understanding footing and framing is essential for an understanding of creating
relationships, but also, and on a more basic level, participation: In order to be able to take part in
interaction, that is, in order to comprehend the actions taking place and also contribute, people
need to know what is going on at that moment and what their alignments, as well as the others’
alignments, are vis-à-vis what is going on. In addition to footing and framing, the concepts of
stance and positioning have been drawn on to investigate people’s alignments vis-à-vis
utterances, things, and each other. Although these two notions are similar to footing at first
glance, they are differentiated in terms of the contexts they are used in, i.e. both the data sets to
which they are applied to and the disciplinary grounding of the research. I review these concepts
briefly here.
The idea of positions in analysis of social relations was first proposed by Hollway (1984)
and later developed into a system for analysis of interaction by Davies and Harré (1990), who
operationalized it to capture the co-construction of identity in interaction. They define
positioning as “the discursive process whereby selves are located in conversations as observable
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and subjectively coherent participants in jointly produced storylines” (48). Even in this early
definition there is an emphasis on “storylines,” and the framework is mostly embraced by
researchers of narrative interaction later on. For example, Bamberg (1997) investigates narratives
in terms of their affordances for identity construction and argues that the narrative medium
allows its teller to position herself at various levels, allowing her to produce herself and her
audience as social beings of certain kinds. Van Langenhove and Harré (1999: 17) define
positioning as “the assignment of fluid parts or roles to speakers in the discursive construction of
personal stories that make a person’s actions intelligible and relatively determinate as social
acts.” In other words, positioning work in interaction is a part of not only relationship building
but also meaning making.
The concept of stance is more widely used in studies of conversational interaction
(though both positioning and stance have been used to analyze conversational and narrative
discourse). Ochs (1993: 288) points out that people establish their positions, roles, statuses, and
relationships through stance, which is “a display of a socially recognized point of view or
attitude.” Ochs (1993, 1996) differentiates between affective stance and epistemic stance. An
affective stance pertains to “a mood, attitude, feeling and disposition, as well as degrees of
emotional intensity vis-à-vis some focus of concern” while epistemic stance encompasses
“knowledge or belief vis-à-vis some focus of concern, including degrees of certainty of
knowledge, degrees of commitment to truth of propositions, and sources of knowledge, among
other epistemic qualities” (Ochs 1996: 410). Ochs (1993: 289) illustrates this latter type by
noting how an academic might display a stance of objectivity and knowledgeability through
linguistic acts associated with her profession, for example “hypothesizing, claiming, instructing,
and assessing.”
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Another example of how people display and negotiate their epistemic stances is Heritage
and Raymond’s (2005) study, where they discussed how stances toward knowledge can affect
how people orient to assessments and formulate their own assessments. They found that speakers
find ways of upgrading their status to epistemic primacy through various strategies (such as “oh”
prefacing, negative interrogatives, repetition before agreement, and tag questions) when another
participant, who had lesser rights to knowledge made an assessment first, leaving the second
position with greater “authority” in terms of knowledge and thus rights to assess. Heritage
(2013b) differentiates between epistemic status and epistemic stance, where the former refers to
a more or less enduring feature of social relationships with regards to an epistemic domain, and
the latter is related to moment-by-moment expression of these relationships through talk. He
argues that speakers constantly need to be aware of their epistemic status with regards to their
listener’s status and attend to it. This is part of what makes so prominent in interaction what
Sacks, Schegloff, and Jefferson (1974: 727) call “recipient design” —or how “the talk by a party
in a conversation is constructed or designed in ways which display an orientation and sensitivity
to the particular other(s) who are the co-participants.”
One attempt to operationalize the concept of stance and combine it with the notions of
alignment and positioning is the stance triangle framework put together by Du Bois (2007). Du
Bois describes stance as having “the power to assign value to objects of interest, to position
social actors with respect to those objects, to calibrate alignment between stancetakers, and to
invoke presupposed systems of sociocultural value” (140). He argues that stance is best studied
through a framework that describes how stancetaking occurs within a framework of these people
and objects, where how subjects evaluate objects and position themselves in relation to them
enables the subjects to align with each other.
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Research has shown that participants may form sustained alignments to the extent that
they act as teams in interactions, and these studies have also highlighted the role of knowledge as
well as evaluation. Teams often form on the basis of relationships that extend beyond the current
interactional context, for example couples form teams based on shared knowledge (Lerner 1993),
which enables them to co-narrate stories of their experiences (Mandelbaum 1987). Kangasharju
(1996, 2002) found that, in institutional contexts, people create teams and make them relevant
through verbal means (e.g. collaborative turn sequences, repetition and paraphrasing of another
speaker’s speech) and nonverbal means (e.g. gaze, body position, smiling). Gordon (2003)
showed how, in family interaction, parties constituted themselves as members of a team through
jointly sharing turns, producing turns with similar interactional functions, and manifesting a
shared knowledge schema in their turns.
Alignments between participants help participants make sense of each other’s actions.
Schiffrin’s (1993) work on “speaking for another” is a case in point. She shows how the same
action can have different meanings when it is carried out by different people; she differentiates
“chipping in,” where a supportive close friend speaks for a present party, from “butting in,”
where the speaker does not have a close relationship with the person he is speaking for, and his
action is interpreted as authoritative and controlling. Schiffrin thus illustrates a phenomenon that
is very common in interaction, one which Tannen (1993, 2007) refers to as the ambiguity and
polysemy of linguistic strategies in terms of power and solidarity. Tannen argues that, as
opposed to the common western understanding, power and connection do not exclude each other.
A relation can be both intimate and asymmetrical in terms of authority. So for example, speaking
for another person could be seen as a move for solidarity and/or control. Likewise, in her
analysis of family interactions, Tannen (2007) shows how actions that are “power maneuvers”
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(such as a direct question posed by a mother “Where is your coat?” which asserts that the son
should have a coat on) can also serve as “connection maneuvers” because they index closeness
and concern.
In this section I have discussed research on how people orient to and make sense of what
is happening around them and their place in what is happening. The concepts of footing,
alignment, stance, and position are used to encompass people’s displays of orientation toward
things, including people, objects, ideas, and events. In explaining how people make sense of the
situations for which they are present, the notion of “frame” becomes relevant, and I have
discussed how people use linguistic and nonlinguistic cues in order to create and negotiate
frames. Finally, I have discussed the importance of examining the construction of footings,
alignments, positionings, and stances: People’s alignments with others can affect participation, as
sustained alignments shift the participation framework, e.g. where people act as teams. In the
next section, I discuss the concept of participation as it relates to the accomplishment of action.
2.1.2. Participation and co-construction of action
Much of the existing research on participation in linguistics is built on Goffman’s
observations on social interaction. Goffman (1957: 47) argued that interaction takes place “in a
reciprocally sustained communion of involvement.” According to Goffman (1964: 135), this
involvement occurs in an environment of “mutual monitoring possibilities,” where all parties in
interaction attend to what others are doing and saying as well as being accessible for them in the
same way. Further, Goffman (1981), as part of his discussion of footing, shows that the
simplistic concepts of “speaker” and “hearer” do not capture the complexity of what takes place
in interaction, and he breaks down the listener and speaker roles into “smaller, analytically
coherent units” (129). For example, Goffman uses the term “participation framework” to explain
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how the hearer is decomposed into ratified and unratified participants, bystanders, and
eavesdroppers. He uses the term “production format” in order to show how the speaker is
decomposed into author (who composes the utterance and its sentiment), animator (the sounding
box, the one who is producing the talk), principal (who is committed to the content of the
message and is accountable for it), and figure (the character who is depicted in the talk).
Goffman’s production format makes it analytically possible to account for cases where a speaker
says things that are not originated by, or spoken as herself, as in the case of an actor who is
performing a dialogue written by a playwright. Likewise, it could be the case that the party who
is committed to the message is neither the one who authored it nor the one who spoke it, as in the
case of supporters of a political party listening to a speech.
Levinson (1988) elaborates on Goffman’s idea of decomposing participation roles into
systems of basic and derived categories. He borrows his methodology from phonology and
applies a set of features (e.g. transmission, motive, format, etc.) to the participation roles in order
to derive the complex versions of derived categories (e.g. he differentiates between author and
ghostor based on the feature “transmission,” which is related to who is actually
transmitting/uttering the message). An important point that Levinson (1988: 176) makes is that
“[a] speaker may seek a particular individual (e.g. by gaze) as an addressee, but that party may
choose not to attend in that capacity …. Clearly a participant role is, from the point of view of
participants, not something that is unilaterally assigned, but rather negotiated.” This point is very
important for any study that explores interaction as a jointly achieved activity.
Offering a different perspective, but still emphasizing the value of understanding roles as
negotiated, Irvine (1996: 157) argues against the research project of decomposing participant
roles, initiated by Goffman and then taken to its extreme by Levinson, pointing out that “there is
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no necessary limit to the participation frames that can be imposed on the pragmatic present,
fragmenting its participant roles and recombining them, in a complex calculus of mapping roles
onto persons present and absent (or, internally, onto aspects of selves).” Thus, it is possible for
any given role to be distributed or shared, and even for it to change its composition over time.
Therefore, research needs to focus on how roles are made relevant and negotiated as participants
are interacting in various contexts.
Goodwin and Goodwin (2004) build on Goffman’s participation framework to investigate
how participation can be understood in terms of situated actions. They point out that Goffman’s
analysis has four major drawbacks: (1) it treats the hearer and the speaker as if they occupy
separate worlds; (2) the speaker is represented as having active and complex cognitive capacities,
while the hearer is quite passive; (3) the method offered for analyzing participation seems to
consist of static categories (e.g. the sub-roles that emerge from the decomposition of speaker and
hearer) and does not offer ways of analyzing interaction that unfolds over time; and (4) the
framework privileges speech over embodied practice. Goodwin and Goodwin argue that our
understanding of participation should be extended to include “the description and analysis of the
practices through which different kinds of parties build action together by participating in
structured ways in the events that constitute a state of talk” (225). They suggest that this
conceptualization of participation would solve the aforementioned criticisms directed at
Goffman’s framework.
An important contribution of the framework developed by Goffman and elaborated
further by Goodwin and Goodwin is in accounting for the participation of persons with varying
abilities, including participants with speech disabilities, who can utilize different means of
meaning making and contribute to the ongoing interaction in different ways. Because “utterances
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are analyzed as participation frameworks which invoke a domain of temporally unfolding
embodied action through which multiple participants build in concert with each other the events
that constitute the lifeworld” (240), actions emerge as co-constructed by default. That is, in such
a framework, the utterances and actions of participants become contexts upon which other
participants can build their own actions, and by building on those can convey meanings that they
otherwise are not able to. For example, C. Goodwin (1995, 2000b) shows how an aphasic man
(who is actually Goodwin’s own father, and for whom he uses the pseudonym Rob or Chil in the
respective articles) who can produce only three words (yes, no, and and) uses these words
strategically to both mobilize the utterances of other people as resources and build on them to
produce actions. C. Goodwin thus shows how participants, even when they have limited
interactional resources, carry out meaning making and find ways of participating. Al Zidjaly
(2009) shows that participation roles can be split and distributed, as she discusses how the author
role is shared between Yahya, a quadriplegic man, and his two caregivers, as the participants
collaboratively engage in the task of writing an official letter, with each participant bringing their
different skills (such as the ability to type fluently in Arabic). The framework can also be applied
to interactions such as those I will consider in my study, where not all participants have equal
access to what is being talked about because of lack of common language.
Participation is also of interest where people have differential access to knowledge. For
example, Hamilton (1994, 2019) investigates how people with dementia engage in meaning
making and action building in concert with those around them in various contexts. For instance
she shows how they make use of distributed cognition (Hutchins 1995, 2001) during mental
testing situations with doctors in order to answer questions that are part of their own information
preserve, or “the set of facts about [themselves] to which an individual expects to control access
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while in the presence of others” (Goffman 1971: 39). Hamilton also shows distributed cognition
at work while participants with dementia utilize their material surroundings in order to find clues
regarding the doctors’ questions. Moreover, she discusses the interactional work carried out by
the other participants in interactions with persons with dementia, including proposing candidate
answers (see also Pomerantz 1988) in dyadic interactions and speaking for them in triadic
interactions. All these cases constitute rich examples of how in the case of dementia,
communication is co-constructed among participants in a situation where there is asymmetry in
terms of access. In this case, the reason for the lack of access is memory loss, which leads to an
absence of knowledge necessary to engage smoothly in interactions with others. However,
Hamilton shows how these individuals, using universal human capacities such as collaborative
meaning making in concert with those around them, find – or at least look for – ways of
managing their lack of access.
In this section I have discussed how participation takes place. I have started by the initial
decomposition of the basic participation roles, i.e. speaker and hearer, and the research paradigm
that has been developed by scholars in Conversation Analysis, linguistic anthropology, and
interactional sociolinguistics. Perhaps the most noteworthy aspect of participation is that it is an
intersubjective process. People always have different access to what is going on and different
capabilities to participate, but even in cases where one person’s access or participation is quite
limited (e.g. dementia), they find ways to participate and help shape the encounter. The concept
of participation, because it is directly related to building action, is closely related to agency, the
topic of the following section.
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2.2. Agency
Agency is often studied by anthropologists, and research on agency from an interactional
sociolinguistic perspective is scarce, which means a detailed linguistic and embodied analysis of
how people display, negotiate, and distribute agency will further our understanding of this
concept. Ahearn (2001: 112) defines agency as “the socioculturally mediated capacity to act,”
where action itself is essentially mediated socioculturally, both as it is being produced and
interpreted. Ahearn points out that her definition leaves a lot of room for specification and raises
significant questions related to the nature of agency, e.g. whether agency is essentially human or
we can talk about animals and objects/technologies as having agency, whether agency is
individual or can be sub- or supra-individual, and so on.
If we define agency as the capacity to act, we also need to account for how that capacity
is realized in interaction. According to Duranti (2004: 453), entities have agency to the extent
that they have “some degree of control over their own behavior,” their actions have effects on
self and others, and they are accountable for their actions. These two properties, having control
and having accountability, are properties that researchers frequently reference in discussing
agency. Duranti, in addition to identifying those, defines two levels of agency: the first, egoaffirming agency is achieved by the very act of speaking, which “establishes the speaker as a
being whose existence must be reckoned with in terms of his or her communicative goals and
abilities” (455). Act-constituting agency, on the other hand, occurs through various ways of
carrying out social actions, including those through language. The author points out that this
second level of agency is studied most frequently and is a result of the performative and
indexical capacities of language. Duranti is very much interested in how agency is expressed in
languages, and by studying various typologically different languages, he concludes that all
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languages have ways of encoding agency in diverse ways, and likewise, all languages have
means of mitigating or omitting the sources of agency.
Again, if we think about agency as the capacity to act, we might then ask what constitutes
that capacity. Kockelman (2007) proposes flexibility. He defines agency as “the relatively
flexible wielding of means toward ends” (375) and explains that we can think about entities
having more agency in terms of having more means or ends to choose from, and thus having
more flexibility. He further argues that flexibility is closely tied to accountability, in that, the
more flexible one is in carrying out an action the more accountable she is for the outcome.
Kockelman explains his framework as a combination of Baconian philosophy, which combines
notions of knowledge and power, and Peircian semiotics. Building on those two frameworks,
Kockelman distinguishes between two types of agency: representational agency (related to
knowledge and representation) and residential agency (related to power and building action).
This differentiation of two types of agency is helpful in thinking about meaning making and
action building as agentive processes.
Enfield (2013, 2017) builds on Kockelman’s theorizing of agency, and operationalizes it
for empirical research. Enfield (2017: 7) defines agency as “the relation between a person and a
course of action and its effects.” According to the author, agency consists of controlled and goaldirected actions, resonating with Kockelman’s conceptualization of means toward end, and he
likewise asserts that there are two essential dimensions at work: flexibility and accountability.
Enfield expands this framework by elaborating on how flexibility depends on freedom to
determine a course of behavior and its outcomes. Determining a course of behavior and its
outcomes includes (1) “controlling or determining that the behavior is done at a certain place and
time,” (2) composing the behavior, i.e. coming up with “a thing to be done and a way to do it,”
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and (3) anticipating “how others could view and react to the behavior” (2017: 7). Accountability,
on the other hand, is related to owning the behavior, and the degree of accountability one has
depends on whether the agent (1) is subject to public evaluation for the behavior, (2) has a degree
of entitlement to carry out the behavior, or (3) has the obligation to carry out the behavior. A
significant point Enfield (2013, 2017) makes is that neither flexibility nor accountability resides
in the atomic individual. Rather, they may be distributed across entities, which can be single or
multiple, human or nonhuman, even animate and inanimate. An example is when a person is held
accountable for another person’s actions, in which case composing of the action and being
subject to evaluation for the outcome of the action is carried out by different individuals. In a
similar spirit, Goodwin (2011) explains that human action is embodied, multimodal, cooperative,
and distributed in his analysis of how his aphasic father manages to interact with others by
building on the utterances produced by them. Goodwin (2011: 189) points out that this is a form
of agency, one that he refers to as “cooperative semiosis, [where] each party is producing signs
so that someone else can perform systematic operations on those signs.”
The way in which Enfield (2013, 2017) decomposes the elements of agency and
conceptualizes them as distributable across different individuals is in line with how Goffman
(1981) decomposed speaker into author, animator, and principal in his discussion of production
format. Enfield (2013) discusses how the animator role, defined as the “bodily production of a
sign” (109) in Goffman’s framework, corresponds to both the controlling and composing of the
behavior. Composing a behavior consists of not just execution but also planning, and this latter
property encompasses the author role as well. Finally, principal, the person who is committed to
the message according to Goffman, resonates with the accountability element, whereby an agent
is entitled and/or obliged to carry out a behavior and is open to evaluation as a result of that
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behavior. That Goffman’s (1981) decomposition of speaker into three roles (author, animator,
and principal) is very much in line with Enfield’s discussion of elements of agency is not
surprising. To repeat Duranti’s (2004) point above, speaking is the most basic form of agency for
humans.
Drawing on interactional sociolinguistics, Al Zidjaly (2009) investigates how agency is
distributed amongst the participants during an activity of official letter writing and explains it
through her analysis of how the participants negotiate, ratify, or reject the author role for
themselves and the others present. Al Zidjaly (2009: 196) thus shows how agency is achieved
moment by moment in a collaborative and interactive way, and how “exercising agency [is] a
mediated, collective process of negotiating alignments, tasks, and roles.” Al Zidjaly (2016)
focuses on the relationship between agency, disability, and inclusion and shows how, in various
contexts (including the collaborative letter episode mentioned above and creating and sharing
online videos, which I bring up in the next section as well), agency is distributed amongst
people, and also how the use of technology enables a participant who has a serious physical
disability, Yahya, to exercise agency. Thus, Al Zidjaly investigates how the use of technology
becomes a means of displaying and negotiating agency both linguistically and multimodally for
Yahya as his use of technology is closely linked to reaching out to people, expressing himself,
and influencing those around him to assist him in tasks.
Carrying out collaborative tasks often entails soliciting and/or offering help. Soliciting
help can be thought of as a kind of recruitment, which make “an immediate physical need,
problem or wish overt and publicly available, thereby providing an opportunity for a
coparticipant to assist in meeting the need, resolving the problem, or fulfilling the wish” (Drew
and Couper-Kuhlen 2014: 28). Recruitments may be formulated in different forms such as
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directives, requests, or hints. Sicoli (2020) builds a relationship between recruitments and agency
as he defines recruitments as “a family of social actions designed to solicit the gift of another’s
agency” (1). He points out that recruitments are face threatening acts and require some sort of
entitlement on the part of the initiator to the agency of the responder. As such, they are
contingent upon the social relations and roles that intersect the everyday speech events that
constitute them.
In addition to the persons who are issuing the recruitments, the type of the recruitment
and the medium used to issue them shapes how they are formulated. Kendrick and Drew (2016)
discuss how recruitments that are associated with the here-and-now are different from requests
for assistance that are associated with future actions, the latter requiring more linguistic
elaborations. The authors describe how recruitments can be carried out through making verbal
requests, but also by indicating to present parties that one is having difficulty with a task in
verbal or embodied ways (e.g. through gestures or by other bodily actions such as holding out
objects). Recruitments may also occur through gaze, as shown in Lang’s (1978) and Davidson’s
(2000) studies on distributing turns in interpreted mediated interactions.
In this section I discussed how agency is defined and operationalized for research by
different scholars. While some scholars propose a more semiotic way of understanding agency
and building action, others focus on language, its capacity to encode, display, and create agency.
I have also discussed how agency can be distributed amongst people, objects, and technologies in
the interaction. In the analysis I present in Chapter 5, where I discuss how the participants
engage with mobile devices in their everyday interactions, I bring in more research on
technology and objects in order to further clarify the effect of the presence and use of objects in
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the process of distributing agency. Next, however, I turn to interpreting, which involves
recruitment and features prominently in my dataset.
2.3. Translation, interpreting, and language brokering
Interactions that are mediated by interpreters have been analyzed mostly in institutional
contexts. One main argument of this line of research is that interpreters are not neutral entities
that transfer only the verbal message from one language into another, but that they themselves
are participants in the interactions with their own identities and stances, and that their actions
have consequences for the other participants. For example, Metzger et al. (2004) found that in
addition to the expected translation of utterances, interpreters contribute to interaction in two
significant ways: they provide information about the ongoing interaction (e.g. explanations,
requests for clarification) and affect the flow of the interaction (e.g. introductions, summonses).
The authors thus showed that “the transfer of information across linguistic and modal boundaries
is more than a simple act of semiotic conversion.” (118) examines interaction between a Russian
speaking woman and a Swedish speaking officer at a police station in Sweden, and argues that
the interpreter, having control over the flow of the encounter, occupies a position between that of
the officer and the layperson. She points out that the interpreter’s role in interaction can be
understood with reference to the notion of participation framework, especially because it helps us
investigate and understand responsibility in interaction. The interpreter’s two major
responsibilities in the interaction are as follows: responsibility for the substance and
responsibility for the progression of talk, realized in the interpreter’s tasks of translation and
coordination.
Also examining how interpreters accomplish their responsibilities, Angermeyer (2009)
shows how the stances taken by the interpreter toward the other participants in a court room lead
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the translator to adopt different translation styles ranging from fully adhering to the formal
institutional style to widely accommodating to the second language speaker’s needs. He
illustrates this with an analysis of choice of person marking to represent the voice of the
translated utterance, arguing that marking the translated utterance with third person is a form of
accommodation; it acknowledges the recipient’s status as a participant and allows the interpreter
to align with him/her. Angermeyer further points out that whether the interpreter accommodates
or not has consequences for the immigrants who appear in court.
Davidson (2000) investigates the social-linguistic role of interpreters in medical contexts
by looking at interactions of Spanish speaking patients with English speaking doctors. He finds
that the interpreters in this kind of medical contexts are not neutral translators, but they take
active part in the process of diagnosis. Moreover, because the interpreters evaluate the relevance
of the patients’ contributions, Davidson argues that they constitute another layer of gatekeeping.
Interpreters’ role in determining the progression of the talk can be regulated in embodied ways,
too. Lang (1978) finds in his analysis of a local court in Papua New Guinea that direction of the
interpreter’s gaze is important for signaling attention and distributing turns. Mason (2012) adds
that gaze in interpreter mediated interactions not only functions to display attention and select
next speakers, it also enables the participants in a meeting between officials and asylum seekers
to establish their positions with regards to one another, especially seen in how the interpreter
achieves neutrality by not directly looking at either party.
The act of translating and interpreting in everyday life by untrained bilinguals is referred
to as language brokering (Tse 1996: 486). The context of language brokering that is often studied
is one where young, teenage, or adult children performing in language brokering for their parents
in mostly institutional contexts, ranging from helping in medical visits to filling insurance forms
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(Kam and Lazarevic 2014, McQuillan and Tse 1995, Tse 1995), contexts ranging from schools
to government offices, apartment managers’ offices, post office, stores, and hospitals and clinics
(Dorner et al. 2008). Unlike these studies, the language brokering the bilinguals engage in in my
data are all in the company of family and friends at home, which sheds a new light into language
brokering in the context of noninstitutional interactions.
2.4. Conclusion
In this chapter I brought together some of the research that informed me in my analysis.
First, I discussed how participants orient to each other and the situation they are in, by bringing
in research on framing (e.g. Tannen 1987, Gordon 2009), positioning (Davies and Harré 1990),
and stance (Ochs 1993). Making sense of the situation and having an idea of what is expected is
the first step of participation. I also discussed how contextualization cues (Gumperz 1982)
constituted the verbal and nonverbal signals for carrying out this essential meaning making. I
then turned to the second aspect of participation, which is the co-construction of action, focusing
on participation frameworks (e.g Goffman 1981; Goodwin and Goodwin 2004), and how coconstruction of action plays out when there are participants with different degrees of access to
the ongoing interaction. I next outlined the key studies that I built on my analysis of agency,
mainly Enfield’s (2017) conceptualization of agency as consisting of flexibility and
accountability and as being distributed amongst the participants in a situation. Finally, I reviewed
research on interpreting, which occurs extensively in my study sometimes as the main activity
and sometimes as an episode that occurs within another activity.
In the light of this body of research I will investigate how participants collaborate to build
action in interactions where access to talk is asymmetrical due to the different linguistic
repertoires of the participants.
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CHAPTER 3. DATA AND METHODS
3.1. A case for embodied interactional sociolinguistics
In this section I will make the case that interactional sociolinguistics (IS), given its focus
on meaning making, would best fulfill its research agenda in the context of analyzing
conversational discourse when combined with the tools of microanalysis of video recorded data;
this would allow scholars who use IS to more rigorously examine the interconnections between,
and meaning making functions of, both verbal and nonverbal aspects of communication. IS as a
field was built on the work of John Gumperz and his students (e.g. Deborah Tannen) and
colleagues (e.g. Helga Kotthoff) (Gordon and Tannen 2021). It is rooted in Gumperz’s training
in structural linguistics and ethnography of communication as well as the influence of Goffman
and Garfinkel on Gumperz in terms of observing and understanding the orderliness of everyday
conduct (Gordon 2011). Gumperz’s work was based on both ethnography and close linguistic
analysis of recorded conversations, and he focused on misunderstandings that occurred in
intercultural encounters uncovering the differences in how people from different cultural and
linguistic backgrounds carried out meaning making, and thereby developing his theory of
meaning making under the term conversational inference.
Perhaps one of the most important contributions of Gumperz’s (e.g. 1982, 1992) work is
his notion of “contextualization cues,” which are signals that communicate how the speaker
means what they say. Gumperz points out that contextualization cues can be verbal or nonverbal,
including lexical items, phonetic and prosodic variables, syntactic structure, facial expressions,
and gestures. Although he does not make the point himself, it is appropriate to say that
contextualization cues are essentially embodied, that is their production and interpretation occur
as a result of the fact that we perceive the world and interact with it through our bodies. Even
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language is embodied; for example, the sounds we produce are a result of our vocal organs, and
thus, a reflection of our bodily make up. Given that the embodied aspect of meaning-making and
interaction is so essential for Gumperz’s work, it is surprising that relatively few IS scholars have
utilized analysis of video recorded interactions and focused on embodied practices in their work.
A few exceptions include Tannen’s (1990) work on differences in posture in dyadic interactions
between girls and boys, Gordon’s on reality TV shows (2011, 2013b), and Choe’s on Korean
online eating shows (2019).
Bringing together both interactional sociolinguistic tools, namely frame analysis and
discursive analysis of language and gender, and multimodal analysis, Yerian (2013) investigates
the role of what she calls the “discursive body” in video recordings of women’s self-defense
classes. She shows how talk and action are integrated in this context, how they are used to
display affective stances, and how they are used to engage in role-play that work to push back
against normative gendered ideologies (e.g. where women are weak). In addition, scholars such
as Norris (2004, 2011) have incorporated concepts from interactional sociolinguistics into
multimodal discourse analyses that also draw on other approaches, such as Scollon’s (e.g. 2001)
mediated discourse analysis. Such studies provide evidence that bringing embodiment more
firmly into interactional sociolinguistics lends insight into meaning making and participation.
I believe that a complete understanding of how people make sense out of the situations
they are in, how they cooperate, and how they carry out actions together can be achieved only
through a careful analysis of video-recordings of everyday interactions, which offer researchers
access to the full range of semiotic resources that play a role in these activities. This means that
the study of the visual aspects of interaction, including gaze, facial expressions, body
orientations, and gestures are not just extra or complementary aspects of interaction that are
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optionally referred to, but that they are part of the system of interaction and that an analysis that
is not taking them into account is essentially incomplete. Stivers and Sidnell (2005: 1) note that
“face-to-face interaction is, by definition, multimodal interaction in which participants encounter
a steady stream of meaningful facial expressions, gestures, body postures, head movements,
words, grammatical constructions, and prosodic contours.” The studies I discuss in this section,
although from different traditions and with different views of interaction, all emphasize this
point.
Kendon is one of the most important figures in embodied interaction research. His
approach grew out of the “context analysis” tradition, founded by Scheflen (1964, 1975) whose
work mainly consisted of analyzing posture configurations and their relations to the framing of
situations (as noted by Streeck 2009). Kendon engaged in a more dynamic study of posture
configurations and gesture, as he focused on sequential transitions and transformations as well.
He analyzed gaze (1967, 1990) and uncovered how it functions to signal the speaker’s attention
to the other participants as well as to provide the speaker information about the situation she is
in, thus playing a role in utterance coordination. Kendon (1973, 1990) also carried out work on
how people organize themselves into clusters and the effects of different types of organization on
the ongoing interaction. One important configuration he found is the “F-formation,” which
allows a group of participants to have equal access to the space between them. He argued that
this enables the participants to keep a focus of joint attention and also to have access to one
another. Kendon (2004) also carried out very detailed analyses of gestures. For example, he
investigated how gestures are formed and found that they are composed of three phases:
preparation (the movement of the hand to the position where gesture will be made), stroke (the
main movement or position that is recognized as the gestures), and return. In addition, he looked
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into the functions of gestures, and argued that gestures could be referential (when they contribute
to the meaning of the utterance), pragmatic (when they add non-referential meaning, e.g. indicate
the framing of the interaction), or interactive (when they are related to the regulation of the
ongoing interaction).
There has been a growing body of research on interaction based on video analysis in
Conversation Analysis. Perhaps the most prominent figure in this field is Charles Goodwin. I
believe we can sum up Goodwin’s most important work as an effort to further our understanding
of how participant negotiate and achieve “a state of mutual orientation.” Goodwin (1980, 1981)
investigated the role of gaze during interaction and found that speakers design their turns in ways
that help them secure the gaze of listeners (e.g. they would use restarts when they obtain others’
gaze and create pauses to wait for it). Goodwin (1981) focused in more detail on gaze, and the
role of gaze in allowing nonspeaking participants to fulfill the listener role. Likewise, in his work
on pointing, Goodwin (2003: 2) defines it as a situation where one participant “is attempting to
establish a particular space as a shared focus for the organization of cognition and action.” Thus,
for Goodwin (2011: 182), action is a distributed phenomenon, not only in the sense that the
components of actions are distributed amongst participants, but also in the sense that actions are
composed of “systematic use of public signs in diverse media with quite different properties that
mutually elaborate each other.”
In his work with M. H. Goodwin, C. Goodwin theorized participation in a way that
prioritizes neither language nor speaker role, but rather focuses on the embodied practices of all
who are involved in the situation (Goodwin and Goodwin 2004). This conceptualization of
participation as embodied is made possible by their early use of video recordings in their
analyses. In her own work, M. H. Goodwin has highlighted the tactile aspect of interaction by
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focusing on the role of bodily involvement, especially in moments of emotional displays, for
instance touching and hugging (M.H. Goodwin 2017).
Streeck, another important figure in the analysis of multimodal interaction, works closely
with Conversation Analysis and focuses mostly on gestures. Streeck (2009) summarizes how
gestures occur in relation to the world, speech, and the participants, in a framework he developed
through various projects and studies in his career. Gestures are crucial in doing the following: (1)
They help us make sense of the present world as they enable us to “structure the participants’
perception of objects, to disclose intrinsic and invisible features and affordances of things, to
analyze, abstract, and exhibit action, and to ‘mark up’ the setting” (p.8); (2) Gestures orient
people to the world that can be seen but is out of reach for touching; this function is typically
achieved by pointing, but is also possible to achieve through posture, direction of gaze and body
posture; (3) They represent aspects of the worlds (which can be real, imagined, concrete, or
abstract) that the speaker is talking about. Gestures also work to (4) conceptualize thoughts that
are to be represented in speech, (5) display aspects of the communicative action such as stance,
and (6) regulate the actions of others through actions such as touching or gesturing toward the
other to elicit attention.
The need for a multimodal analysis of face-to-face interaction was raised early on by
Goffman (1959: 9-10) who pointed out that postural configurations are a way for the participants
to display their momentary consensus and by Scheflen (1964, 1973) who argued that frames can
be displayed in an embodied way through posture configurations, and shifts in posture can index
shifts in frames and topics. Thus, posture configurations are a means for participants to make
sense of the situation and the activity they are engaged in, in other words, to accomplish and
discern framing. These observations are highly relevant for the interactional sociolinguistic
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framework and this line of inquiry would benefit from more studies of video recordings of faceto-face interaction, and greater attention to aspects of communication beyond the
(para)linguistic. Moreover, Bucholtz and Hall (2016) make a similar point and call to action, as
they argue that sociocultural linguistics needs to turn its attention more to multimodal analysis,
as interaction cannot be but embodied and multimodal. They point out that even a linguistic
analysis has to take into account this feature because voice itself is embodied, as it is produced
by a body (vocal organs, etc.) and perceived by an ear. Moreover, given the recent turn in
understanding agency as “distributed across mutually evolving arrays of material and discursive
interactants” (p. 187), integration of these in current sociolinguistic research is underway and
inevitable.
Bucholtz and Hall’s (2016) call to action does not point to uncharted territory.
Throughout his career, Frederick Erickson has been integrating micro analysis of local
interactions and questions pertaining to larger scale social processes including history, politics,
and economy. Erickson carries out very detailed analysis of verbal and nonverbal interaction and
combines those with interviews and ethnography (very much in line with the research tradition in
interactional sociolinguistics exemplified by scholars such as Gumperz, Tannen, and Hamilton),
which sheds further light on the situation. Erickson (2004: 4) argues that in carrying out a
detailed analysis of local interactions, one needs to add “while” as another term to “now” and
“next,” or, in other words, take into consideration the simultaneity of action in addition to the
sequentiality. In addition, Erickson focuses on the rhythmic organization of verbal and nonverbal
actions that occur in social encounters. For instance, in his analysis of a dinner time interaction,
Erickson (2004) shows that the salad bowl is moved from hand to hand from one end of the table
to the other, in line with the rhythm of the ongoing conversation, aligned with stressed words in
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the sentences. He focuses on how participants in a given situation mutually affect one another
through their speaking and listening behaviors. For example, Erickson shows how suspending
the fork in midair until the speaker completes the utterance is a very common listening behavior
during mealtime interactions. He thus demonstrates both the importance of temporality in
interaction and how participant build action in concert with each other in an environment of
mutual influence.
In institutional contexts, the presence or absence of expected listening behaviors, or
whether they are recognized or not, can have high stakes. For instance, in earlier work (Erickson
1979; Erickson and Shultz 1982) on interviews between students and counselors – an example of
what Erickson calls a gatekeeping encounter – he shows that a listening behavior commonly used
by black students, which Erickson refers to as an unaccentuated nod, is not recognized by the
white counselors. This leads to the counselor to infer that the student has not attended to or
understood the counselor’s point and to engage in “hyper-explanation,” or a redundant repetition
of the point, which then leads the student to conclude that the counselor thinks lowly of them;
this creates disalignment between the two that might have drastic consequences for the student’s
career.
In this section, I have discussed multimodal analysis, that is, the type of analysis that
focuses on interaction as an embodied practice that is carried out cooperatively, through a
combination of various semiotic signs that include verbal signs, with all the segmental and
suprasegmental features of language, and nonverbal signs, that include gaze, gestures, posture
configurations, and any other publicly available and locally and globally relevant ones. The only
way to integrate these important sources of information into an interactional sociolinguistic
analysis is to carry out a detailed analysis of video recorded interactions. Thus, I draw on the
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theories and methods of interactional sociolinguistics, as well as theorizing on multimodality in
interaction, to analyze extracts from a corpus of video recorded conversations.
3.2. Building a video corpus of everyday family interaction
Similar to most transnational immigrant families that are composed of members from
different countries, the members of my family live on different continents, and the extended
family gets together only during scarce and brief visits. For the purposes of this study, this meant
that I had very limited opportunities to make recordings of face-to-face interactions that involved
both my mother, Zeyno (all names except mine are pseudonyms) and my sister-in-law, Amy. For
this study I video recorded interactions among members of my family during my mother Zeyno’s
one-month long visits to the US in April 2016 and April 2017 in New York (where my brothers
Tamer and Ali live with their partners Amy and Ula) and Washington, DC (where I lived) (I
have a second brother who did not host my mother but rather visited with her in New York).
Recording my family allowed me to have a deeper insight into the relationships between the
participants and to observe them continuously while everyday interactions took place.
The majority of the analysis is based on the discourse of four participants: Zeyno (my
mother), Tamer (Zeyno’s son and my brother), Amy (Tamer’s wife) and me. Zeyno is a Turkish
monolingual in her late 60s at the time of recording. She lives in Turkey and comes to the US to
visit her three adult children once a year. The three adult children live in different cities in the
US, so she divides her time between them, staying for about one week with each of them (as
mentioned I recorded in two of the cities – Washington DC and a city in New York). As the
cities are more or less close to one another, there are multiple family reunions during Zeyno’s
visits, and I made all my recordings during those times. Amy is a Thai-English bilingual in her
late 40s. She came to the US from Thailand for graduate school and decided to stay after she
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graduated. Tamer is Turkish-English bilingual and is also in his late 40s. He came to the US in
the late 1980s for work. I am also Turkish-English bilingual and in my early thirties.
Occasionally, other family members, notably my then-boyfriend now-husband Yunus, and/or
friends accompany this core group, as is seen in multiple extracts. Ali, my other brother, appears
in one extract, along with his partner.
When building my corpus of everyday family interactions, I used both a standard
handheld camera with a tripod and a 360 camera – which is omnidirectional – in addition to
utilizing participant observation. Having two sets of video recordings made by two very different
cameras allowed me to compare and address important methodological issues in video analysis,
including how to record, watch, and transcribe videos for analysis.
I made the first set of recordings in Spring 2016 using a simple handheld camera and a
tripod. I recorded naturally occurring interactions among members of my family at three
locations: Tamer and Amy’s house in New York, Maria and Silvio’s (a neighbor’s) house in
New York, and my apartment in Washington, DC. The majority of the recordings were made at
Tamer and Amy’s house. I set up my tripod and the camera in a corner of the room, facing the
part of the house where the family spent most of their time together: the kitchen. We sat in the
kitchen not only while we cooked and ate together, but also while we had our evening tea,
watched TV and chatted. I even did most of my work at the kitchen counter, writing final papers.
During the two-week period when Zeyno and I stayed at Tamer and Amy’s house, every
morning I would go downstairs in the kitchen, announce that I was turning the camera on and
start recording even when there was no one in the kitchen yet. Beginning to record when the
kitchen was empty allowed me to capture how episodes were initiated.
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Although using video recordings instead of audio recordings dramatically increased my
access to the interaction and allowed me to carry out micro-ethnography by playing and
watching the recordings repeatedly, I soon became aware of its limitations. Researchers working
with video data rely on the video recorder to capture the ongoing interaction and its details for
later analysis. However, just as any technological device, the video recorder has its affordances
(a term which encompasses both its enablement and its limitations), which directly impact its
output. Cameras with traditional lenses capture the scene from the point they are placed and have
a narrower “point of view,” perhaps one that is comparable to any other participant in the
interaction. Its field of vision is actually more limited than a human participant because a human
participant is able to change their head and torso orientation to attend to different points in the
environment and even get up and change their physical location. My camera placed on a tripod
was not able to change its location, unless I got up and moved it, which had an impact on the
activities taking place at that moment. Working with a set of recordings made with such a
camera, I noticed quickly – and with frustration – that the participants often moved in and out of
the frame as they were changing their positions, and worse, they sat with their backs facing the
camera, so that I was not able to capture their facial expressions. Indeed, this limitation is widely
acknowledged by scholars who use standard video cameras. For instance, Mondada (2006)
describes a recording of participants taking a walk together and how in this situation the
participants’ backs are turned to the camera at times. Mondada observes that the camerawoman
changes her position and configuration vis-à-vis the participants she is recording and concludes
that in this type of recording, the camera is yet another participant, observing and interpreting the
situation and even making projections about what will happen next.
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I made the second set of recordings in Spring 2017 using an omnidirectional camera, also
known as a 360 camera. This type of camera produces a recording that captures all directions
around it simultaneously and produces a spherical video recording instead of the traditional
rectangular recordings that capture only one direction. My 360 camera was very small –
approximately half the size of a tennis ball – and black, which blended into the setting when I
placed it in the middle of the black kitchen counter between the other items that are usually
present throughout the day. I could tell it was much less obtrusive for the participants. When I
watched the recordings which I made using the standard camera, I noticed that the participants
would look at the camera every now and then. In the 360 recordings, they seemed to look at the
camera much less. I was able to observe the facial expressions and gestures of all the participants
as long as they were around the kitchen counter. Moreover, I was able to see what was on the
screen as they watched TV or showed their phone screens to one another.
Watching 360 recordings required a certain degree of adjustment. As researchers, we
sometimes take the affordances of the technologies we use for granted because we are used to
working with them. However, all technology requires a certain degree of getting used to. I
noticed this very clearly when I switched from standard video recordings to 360 recordings. The
images seemed “distorted,” that is, were rendered in a way that was unlike the ones I was used
to. The best way to watch the videos, once I learned how to, was the spherical configuration. In
this configuration, the camera is at the center of the screen, and all the participants are around the
camera as they are located in the environment. Figure 1 below shows participants sitting around
the kitchen counter at their neighbors’ house. The participants are – clockwise starting at 9
o’clock – my mother Zeyno, Amy and Tamer’s neighbor Maria, Amy, Maria’s teenage daughter
Lora, my brother Tamer, and me.
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Figure 1. Spherical viewing configuration
This configuration is challenging at the beginning because the center of the screen – to which we
as viewers of videos and images are used to attending – is occupied by the room’s ceiling, the
participants are all around the edges of the circle, and some of the participants appear upside
down. However, this configuration is the most accurate one if one is aiming to attend to gaze
direction. The rectilinear configuration below (Figure 2) flattens out the 360 image to render an
output that is much easier to watch but is not as good at representing the gaze and the
orientations of the participants in relation to one another.
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Figure 2. Rectilinear configuration
Notice in the rectilinear configuration above that Zeyno, whose image is split between the
leftmost and the rightmost edges of the screen, appears to be looking up, at a point not visible on
the screen. However, Figure 1 clearly shows that Zeyno is actually looking at Amy. In my
analysis and representation of the salient moments in interaction, I both used the global
configuration and zoomed in on particular participants when highlighting their actions, as seen in
the snippets in Figure 3 below, which are taken from the global image in Figure 1. As a result, I
incorporated both the global configuration’s advantage of capturing the gaze, posture, and
gestures of all participants and the rectilinear configuration’s advantage of viewing ease.

Figure 3. Screenshot from the global image with focus on Amy
Being able to observe the nonverbal behavior of all participants simultaneously allowed
me to carry out a much finer analysis of interaction than otherwise would have been possible.
One incident especially made me realize that not having access to these nonverbal behaviors
might actually mislead the researcher. I was working on the analysis of the episode involving
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AirDrop (a photo, document, and video-sharing application on iPhones) that I analyze in chapter
five, which is a highly complex episode. There are six people – Tamer, Amy, Didem, Maria,
Silvio (all English speakers) and Zeyno (Turkish monolingual) – and four mobile phones around
the kitchen counter. Tamer and I are sending a video file from Maria’s phone to Amy’s phone
using AirDrop. There are also multiple other activities going on, including preparing food,
listening to music, watching videos on mobile phones, and chatting. Most of the talk takes place
in English, and Zeyno is trying to make sense of the situation by following the bodily behavior of
the other participants. In my analysis, I was looking at the moment where Zeyno shifts her gaze
from the phone located on the counter between Tamer and me toward Amy. At first, while
watching the video, I was paying close attention to how Tamer and I were handling the phone
because in the earlier parts of the excerpt I noticed that the position of the phone, particularly the
angle of the screen, was used strategically as a means of regulating the participation framework
for the activity. Thus, as I coded the recording, I observed that there was a change in the position
of the phone I was holding and thought that must be the reason why Zeyno turns to look at Amy.
However, as I watched this part of the interaction repeatedly, shifting my attention toward
different participants and objects that are present in the environment, I noticed in the video that
just as I pick up the phone (as Zeyno continues to look at the phone), Tamer turns his gaze
toward Amy, and Zeyno follows that. Tamer does not shift his torso or even his head orientation
as he changes his gaze direction, and thus, it would be impossible for me to see this switch in his
gaze direction, had I not recorded with a 360 camera, and my analysis would be completely
different (and inaccurate)!
This anecdote illustrates how tricky it can be for the researcher to carry out a fine-tuned
micro analysis by relying on the affordances of the technology used to capture the interaction.
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Although a 360 camera offers the most comprehensive visual recording of an interaction, there is
still a lot of information that is available to the participants that the camera is not able to capture,
including information that is outside the scope of the camera’s lens – since the participants
sometimes get up and walk around the kitchen, go in and out of rooms – as well as information
that is available through tactile or olfactory channels. My being present in the interaction was a
big advantage in this sense. Moreover, being part of the family I was working with meant that I
had knowledge about the participants and their relationships with each other. It also meant that I
had continuous access to the participants when I needed to use “playback” (e.g. Tannen
1984/2005) to run certain parts of the recordings by participants and ask for their input.
3.3. Coding and transcription
Analysis of video recorded interaction brings forth important questions regarding not
only recording strategies and technologies used, but transcription as well. Ochs (1979: 44) argues
that “transcription is a selective process reflecting theoretical goals and definitions.” There are
two very important points raised here: (1) one cannot rely on transcription as a true and complete
representation of the interaction because it inevitably leaves certain aspects of the interaction out,
and (2) transcription is guided by one’s analytical training and goals. In a way, transcription, as
part of the analytical process, is carried out according to what Goodwin (1994: 606) calls the
analyst’s “professional vision,” or the “practices used by members of a profession to shape
events in the phenomenal environment . . . into objects of knowledge that become the insignia of
their profession.” As such, according to Goodwin’s framework, the act of transcribing data falls
under coding, which is related to transforming the phenomena under study into objects of
knowledge, and highlighting, which is related to “making certain phenomena . . . salient by
marking them in some fashion.” Erickson (2010: 243) discusses how the often used “playscript
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transcripts,” which represent interaction vertically as an unfolding of consecutive turns over
time, display analytical biases toward interaction, for example, the privileging of the sequential
and verbal aspects of interaction over the “mutual influence between the speaking behavior of
speakers and the listening behavior of listeners,” which are commonly nonverbal. Thus, although
Ochs (1979) indicates that transcripts constitute “data” for a lot of analyses, it is important –
especially for video studies – to build the analysis on repeated viewing of the video rather than
the written transcript (and this harkens back to the work of various scholars, such as Gumperz
and Tannen, who have highlighted that the analysis of transcripts needs to be accompanied by relistening to the recordings). Transcription can be used as the analysis is being carried out, or to
display the results of the analysis, but it can never serve as objective data for the analysis.
When I first started to record the interactions among members of my family, I was still a
couple of years away from writing my dissertation and did not have any particular research
questions in mind. My aim was to use the recordings for class projects. My research interests and
questions emerged only after watching the videos repeatedly over the years. In other words, in
the beginning I did not have any categories for coding and did not immediately attempt to
transcribe the videos. This means that I followed the natural history method, where “a minimum
of theory guided the collection of the data” (Bateson 1971: 6). The purpose of approaching data
with as few pre-existing analytic categories as possible is to be able to derive those categories
bottom up from the data itself, which is common in discourse analysis. As Kendon (1990: 20)
points out, “To decide what will be measured and counted before [the detailed description of
whatever could be observed in interaction] is done will prevent the very understanding that is
sought.” I was introduced to this kind of approach to video analysis – watching the video over
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and over again and writing a “thick description” (Geertz 1973), a “natural history,” without
focusing on a specific research question by Frederick Erickson in his seminars and workshops.
My research questions came much later, once I started noticing patterns in the videos. My
focus shifted toward the interactions that involved family members who do not share a common
language: Zeyno and Amy. These participants rely heavily on various other embodied and
material resources to make sense of the ongoing interactions when they have no access to the
language being used. They also rely on embodied signals in order to interact with family
members with whom they do not share a language. In addition, bilingual members of the families
take on the roles of interpreter and epistemic broker (Raymond 2014) when they are recruited by
the monolingual family members or when they act to create involvement with the participant
who does not have verbal access to the ongoing interaction. Thus, the interactions taking place in
transnational and multilingual families such as this one offer rich opportunities to investigate
embodied interaction and meaning making from an interactional sociolinguistics framework.
Using an MS Excel, I created a spreadsheet where I took notes for each video recording
file I had (259 files in total, ranging in length from 9 to 20 minutes) with a general note about the
episode taking place, the beginning time of the episode, and finally the phenomenon I was
interested in, in that interaction. Figure 4 below is an example showing how I coded the
phenomena of interest in a 9-minute-long video file.
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Figure 4. Coding of one video file
In addition to watching the videos repeatedly and coding for phenomena of interest, working on
a scroll transcription with Frederick Erickson to capture the gaze, talk, and bodily behavior of
each participant helped me notice significant details about the interaction that I would have
missed otherwise. The scroll, an excerpt of which can be seen in Figure 5 below, is a continuous
horizontal representation of interaction, where each participant has their own tier, divided into
sub-tiers. This type of transcription is also referred to as a musical scroll (Erickson 2004). The
scroll also shows the unfolding of time at the top. I made my first scroll by hand, dividing every
second into four and coding for the changes in gaze direction as well as how this aligns with talk
and bodily behavior, which I coded as “action” in my scroll. Figure 5 below is a rendition of the
first scroll I produced using MS Excel of a segment of interaction involving Zeyno, Amy, and
me where a jar of sake (Japanese rice wine) is of interest to participants.

Figure 5. Scroll for the Sake Jar excerpt
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The horizontal/musical score transcript can be read as follows: Each second is marked at the top
tier and the transcript is read from left to right as the interaction unfolds in time. Each second is
divided into four equal segments, represented by the small rectangles. Each participant has four
tiers. Verbal output, in its original language, is at the upper tier. The second tier shows the
continuous gaze of the human participants. At the beginning of each segment the target of the
participant’s gaze is indicated. If a participant’s gaze is not observable – e.g. because their back
is turned to the camera – or their gaze is undeterminable because of the camera angle, the gaze
tier is not marked; thus, there are some gaps in this tier in some of the recordings, especially in
ones I made using the standard camera.
In order to capture the changes that occurred within .25 seconds, I repeatedly watched the
video frame by frame, each time focusing on one tier, e.g. gaze direction of Zeyno or the verbal
output of Amy. Engaging in this exercise allowed me to notice, for instance, how changes in
gaze patterns of the participants are influenced by one another, especially in cases where one
participant does not have access to the talk. In the scroll excerpt shown in Figure 5, for example,
we see that Amy looks at the sake jar at 5:44.75 and asks me “Feeling good with the sake,”
immediately after which I also look down at the sake jar at 5:46.25. Within a quarter-second after
I switch my gaze toward the sake jar, Zeyno also looks at the jar.
Capturing such minute changes and the relationship between these changes in each
participant’s behavior is very difficult to do by just watching the video, even when one watches
it in reduced playback speed. Attending to one participant and one feature at a time and
representing it allowed me to later step back and see the patterns that emerged. In this case, it
allowed me to notice how a participant, i.e. Zeyno, manages to establish joint attention with the
other participants by following their gaze even when she doesn’t understand their talk (because it
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is in a language that she does not speak). As pointed out by Mondada (2018: 87), “transcripts
constitute . . . a (proto)analysis, a representation and annotation, and an embodied practice
involving specific forms of professional vision (Goodwin, 1994).” The example above is just one
case, where video watching and working on its representation without prior research questions
itself led to an analysis.
In my analyses I use two kinds of transcripts. All excerpts I analyze in this study were
first transcribed using the software program ELAN, which allows for a scroll-like horizontal
transcription. I systematically transcribed talk and continuous gaze for all excerpts. I also had
“gesture” and “action” tiers to transcribe and take notes on hand gestures, facial expressions,
movements in space, and handling of objects. Moreover, if I found an object particularly salient
for an interaction, I gave it its own tier. For example, in my analysis of interactions that involved
a voice translation application, the mobile phone used for the app had two tiers. I used one to
transcribe sounds, i.e. the voice translations produced by the phone and the click sounds it made
to signal when it started and stopped receiving input. I used the second tier to represent the
physical location of the phone at any given moment, for example on the kitchen counter or held
by a participant. The horizontal transcriptions, both the scroll I made by hand and/or using MS
Excel and the ones I made using ELAN, fit the purposes of my analyses very well because they
allowed me to capture continuous gaze and also enabled me to look up and down vertically at
any given moment in interaction and see what each participant is doing, making it easier to see
the influence of the verbal and nonverbal actions of the participants.
In addition to the horizontal transcripts I did with ELAN to highlight the synchronicity
of participants’ actions, I used vertical transcripts in writing my analysis to introduce the
excerpts. The vertical transcript is easier to follow, allows the reader to get a sense of the content
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and the progression of the interaction, and takes up less space on the page. I used this type of
transcription only for representation purposes in my analysis and never for carrying out the
analysis itself. In other words, I created the vertical transcriptions after the analysis. In my
vertical transcriptions I prioritized the verbal aspect of the interactions and was very selective in
terms of representing nonverbal actions, including gaze, gestures, and the handling the objects,
including only the actions in the transcript that I refer to in my analysis. Transcription
conventions used in the vertical transcriptions appear in Appendix A. Appendix B shows the
abbreviations used for the morphological coding of Turkish utterances.
3.4. The twelve episodes chosen for analysis in this study
As I pointed out above, I did not have clear research questions when I started making
video recordings of my family. I had a general interest in embodied interaction and wanted to
explore microanalysis of video-recorded interactions as part of my coursework. The more I
watched the videos the more interesting the interactions between Zeyno and Amy appeared. It
seemed that the episodes, where Zeyno and Amy had some kind of direct interaction with each
other, either in the form of talk – translated or not – or bodily behavior, were the perfect context
for carrying out analyses where talk and language could not be the priority.
The first feature I coded for was whether Zeyno and Amy attended to one another in one
way or another. Once I identified all these interactions, I watched them over and over again, and
soon other features that clustered the episodes into different groups emerged. For instance, I
coded for interactions where either Zeyno or Amy requested translations from the bilingual
participants. I coded for whether there was an object that became the center of attention. I also
coded for whether the interaction was mediated through a technological artifact.
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Once I had the episodes grouped under various clusters according to the features I
identified, I kept watching the videos to choose specific excerpts for analysis. While choosing
the excerpts, I first eliminated ones that were hard to work with. For instance, I did not include
excerpts where there was loud music in the background that made it difficult to understand the
participants’ talk. Also, I looked for interactions where the actions that I was investigating were
clearly observable. This was not always possible for the recordings I made in 2016 using a
traditional camera because I positioned the camera in one corner of the room and some
participants inevitably turned their backs to the camera. Another criterion I used for choosing
excerpts was to aim for variation. For instance, as I was working on the use of mobile devices in
everyday interactions, I looked for instances of mobile device use that focused on different
affordances of the devices, including displaying photos and videos, carrying out natural language
understanding and machine translation, and transferring files between devices.
Table 1 provides a list of all the excerpts I analyze in the chapters and gives information
about the date, location, and the length of each recording (indicated through time stamp range)
as well as the activity that is taking place in the recording, the participants involved in the
activity, and the analysis section where the excerpt appears.
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Excerpt
Dinner at
friends’
house
Semolina
halva
Giving
away
semolina
halva

Table 1. Excerpts used in the analysis
Date
Location
Stamp
Participants
Amy, Didem,
Maria and
00:07 – Lora, Maria,
05/2017 Silvio’s
00:29
Silvio, Tamer,
house, NY
Zeyno
Amy and
Amy, Didem,
06:20 –
05/2015 Tamer’s
Tamer, Yunus,
07:36
house, NY
Zeyno
Amy and
05/2015 Tamer’s
house, NY

03:53 –
04:34

Amy, Didem,
Tamer, Yunus,
Zeyno

Amy and
05/2015 Tamer’s
house, NY
Amy and
05/2015 Tamer’s
house, NY

14:16 –
15:00

Amy, Didem,
Yunus, Zeyno

30:44 –
31:45

Amy, Didem,
Tamer, Yunus,
Zeyno

Treats on
the kitchen
counter

Amy and
05/2015 Tamer’s
house, NY

00:09 –
00:51

Amy, Didem,
Tamer, Yunus,
Zeyno

iPad

Amy and
05/2015 Tamer’s
house, NY

30:00 –
30:48

Mother’s
Day

Amy and
05/2016 Tamer’s
house, NY

00:28 –
01:49

Amy, Didem,
Tamer, Yunus,
Zeyno
Ali, Amy,
Didem, Maria,
Silvio, Tamer,
Ula, Yunus,
Zeyno

AirDrop

Maria and
05/2017 Silvio’s
house, NY

03:49 –
05:09

Amy, Didem,
Lora, Maria,
Silvio, Tamer,
Zeyno

Amy and
Social
05/2015 Tamer’s
referencing
house, NY

00:34 –
01:58

Amy, Didem,
Tamer,Zeyno

Recruit
and
respond

04:50 –
06:25

Amy, Didem,
Zeyno

02:00 –
02:27

Amy, Didem,
Tamer, Yunus,
Zeyno

The
romper
Amy helva
yedi mi

Floor
suturing

Ali and
04/2015 Ula’s house,
NY
Didem’s
05/2017 apartment,
DC
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Activity

Section

Visiting friends,
having dinner with
them, and chatting

4.2.1

Cooking together
and teaching how
to cook a recipe

4.2.2

Working in the
kitchen and
chatting

4.2.3

Sitting at the
kitchen counter and
chatting
Having drinks and
snacks and chatting
in the kitchen
Having snacks,
working, and
chatting in the
kitchen
Eating, drinking,
browsing photos on
Facebook
Mother’s Day
lunch party with
friends, using voice
translation app to
talk to each other
Lunch at friends’
house, looking at
videos of previous
day’s party on
smart phones
Preparing lunch,
learning to use a
mobile translation
app, teasing
Sitting at the table
and chatting after
lunch
Having breakfast
together, preparing
food, and chatting

4.2.4

4.3.1

4.3.2

5.2.1

5.2.2

5.2.3

6.2

6.3

6.4

In sum, just like formulating my research questions, choosing the excerpts for the study
was a bottom-up process. Through repeated viewing, noticing, and coding, the excerpts naturally
clustered around certain encounters, activities, and units of analysis. To be more specific, while
watching the videos with my initial interest in exploring embodied ways of meaning making, I
was increasingly drawn to encounters wherein Amy and Zeyno attended to each other. These
encounters took place in the presence of other family members and constituted rich instances of
collaborative meaning making during activities including but not limited to cooking, eating,
cleaning up, watching videos, browsing social media, listening to music, and looking at photos.
All these activities took place as family members were simultaneously talking to and attending to
each other and attending to the activities and objects included in those activities.
As the excerpts clustered around certain themes, for example, use of technology, asking
for translations, and different types of creating connection, my research questions became more
focused, and I delved into exploring how agency and collaborative meaning making take place in
each of these contexts in detail.
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CHAPTER 4. VERBAL MEDIATION AND PARTICIPATION: ASKING FOR
TRANSLATIONS AND EXPLANATIONS
4.1. Introduction
In this chapter I discuss how the monolingual speakers in the family, Zeyno and Amy,
construe themselves as agentive participants as they recruit the bilinguals for translations and
explanations. I show that they accomplish this active participation through various verbal and
embodied practices, including monitoring the behavior of the other participants – how they
interact with each other, carry out actions, and handle objects present in the environment – and
utilize this information for inference making. They then communicate these inferences regarding
what is taking place by expressing varying degrees of shared knowledge in their requests for
translations. I identify and analyze two main ways the monolingual speakers ask for translations.
The first is when a monolingual speaker asks for translations of others’ talk. This happens when
the monolingual speaker is participating in talk which is in a language other than the one she
speaks (either English or Turkish). The ways the monolingual participants display shared
knowledge when asking for translations of others’ talk include signaling focus and givenness
through word order and the structure of their questions and offering candidate accounts for what
is taking place. The second type is asking for translations of one’s own talk. This happens when
a monolingual speaker reaches out to say something to the other monolingual speaker and
recruits the bilinguals to translate the utterances she wishes to convey. In doing this, the
monolingual participants monitor the environment, how the other participants are engaging with
it, and what they are attending to in order to contribute to the ongoing interactions in relevant
ways. I demonstrate that and how the monolingual participants’ talk is grounded in what is
salient in the moment for all participants. The analysis also highlights how the monolinguals
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position themselves as the primary speaker and addressee when they reach out to have their own
talk translated.
I suggest that all the forms of active engagement in meaning making and participation
that I identify are ways through which the monolinguals practice their capacity to build
immediate action and wield all the resources they have — including verbal and nonverbal
repertoires, the material surroundings, the other participants and their capabilities, and various
other affordances at their disposal — to enable future actions. This capacity, that is “the
socioculturally mediated capacity to act” (Ahearn 2001:112), is the moment by moment
realization of agency in interaction.
4.2. Participants asking for translations of others’ talk (Inquiring)
In this section I analyze four excerpts to show how Amy and Zeyno display agentive
participation in asking for translations of other people’s talk. Both Amy and Zeyno ask for
translations of others’ talk when it takes place in the language they did not speak (Turkish for
Amy and English for Zeyno). While they are asking for translations and/or explanations of the
ongoing interaction, they almost always display some sort of access to common ground. In other
words, through their word choice in asking for a translation, they show that they have been
following what has been going on and have come to some degree of understanding of the
situation. In this way, they constitute themselves as agentive participants in the interactions.
4.2.1. Dinner at the friends’ house: Using a polar question to validate a candidate
translation
The following excerpt shows how Zeyno asks me to translate an interaction that is taking
place between Tamer and his neighbor Maria in English. In asking for this translation, Zeyno
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observes the verbal behaviors of participants (in this case prior talk in Turkish directed at Zeyno,
and the use of proper noun “Amy” in the English talk) and those that are nonverbal (gaze
patterns, facial expressions, voice quality, laughter), and makes inferences based on them. When
Zeyno asks for the translation in a polar question form, she incorporates all of this information,
formulates a candidate translation herself for Tamer’s English utterance, and expresses this
candidate translation as shared knowledge through word order. Pomerantz (1988) investigates
candidate answers as a strategy for information seeking. She points out that candidate answers
communicate the speaker’s expectations regarding the answer they are looking for. My analysis
shows that formulating a candidate translation allows Zeyno to assert her position as an agentive
participant in this interaction, who carries out meaning making moment by moment and engages
with the other participants, even when she does not have access to the language being spoken at
the moment.
The excerpt is from the 360 recording I made during my family’s visit to the house of
Amy and Tamer’s neighbors, Maria and Silvio, with whom they are close. Maria invited us to
dinner to celebrate Zeyno’s visit. Maria and Silvio (like Amy) speak English, but not Turkish. At
the time of the excerpt shown below in vertical format, the dinner has just finished and we are all
sitting around the table, chatting. Tamer playfully expresses, in English, that his mom, i.e.
Zeyno, is very tired and that she wants to go home. This statement is interpreted as Tamer, not
Zeyno, wanting to go home (as he intended through the playful keying), and Maria tells him that
he can go home if he wants to. When I ask Zeyno, in Turkish, if she wants to go, she first says
no, then makes a hand gesture that indicates she does not know, possibly because according to
Turkish customs, it is impolite behavior for guests to leave right after they finish eating. There
are even ritualized apologies like Yedi kalktı olmasın “I don’t mean to eat and leave immediately
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after” to sanction this behavior. As shown in line 2 of the excerpt, Tamer then playfully suggests
to Zeyno, in Turkish, that three of us leave Amy behind at Maria’s house and go home. When
Tamer later switches to speaking English from line 7 onwards, Zeyno makes use of this talk and
his nonverbal behavior to infer what he is saying to Maria and asks me to confirm it in line 16.
Excerpt 1.1
1 Didem: [((Laughing))]
2 Tamer: [Amy’yi bunlara
bırakalım.
Amy-Acc these-Dat leave-Opt-1PPl
Let’s leave Amy to these people.
3
Amy: ((Looks at Tamer))
4 Didem: Niye Amy’yi bırakıyoruz
ya?
Why Amy-Acc leave-Impf-1PPl Par
Hey why are we leaving Amy?
5
Amy: ((Looks at Didem))
6
((Turns back to Tamer and shakes
7 Tamer: Cause that’s all [she wants].
8 Zeyno:
[((Laughs))]
9 Didem:
[((Laughs))]
10 Maria:
[What.]
11
Amy: ((Shakes her head))
12 Tamer: You only want Amy.
13
You don’t want the rest anyway.
14
((All laugh))
15 Maria: Amy is tired man.

Gidelim
biz.]
go-Opt-1PPl we
Let’s go.

her head))

In line 2, Tamer makes the point – in a playful footing – that we should leave Amy at the friends’
house and go home (Amy’yi bunlara bırakalım. Gidelim biz. “Let’s leave Amy to these
((people)). Let’s go.”) This way, leaving a member of the family behind would alleviate the
politeness breach caused by going back home immediately after eating at a friend’s house.
Tamer here addresses Zeyno and me, as he speaks Turkish, and his gaze shifts between Zeyno
and me throughout this utterance marking its addressivity. Tamer begins his utterance with the
word “Amy” marked with the accusative case, and as soon as Amy hears her name, she turns her
gaze at Tamer (Figure 6). Tamer’s smile toward the end of his utterance (Figure 7), his smiling
voice tone, and my laughter that overlaps with his speech all indicate that the interaction taking
place is a playful one.
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Figure 6. Amy turning her gaze to Tamer right after he says Amy-Acc in line 2

Figure 7. Tamer smiling toward the end of line 2
In line 3, I ask Tamer Niye Amy’yi bırakıyoruz ya? “Hey why are we leaving Amy?”
Amy first looks at me right after I pronounce her name and then looks back at Tamer and shakes
her head in expectation of an explanation about what is going on. Starting with Tamer and
Amy’s state of mutual gaze (Figure 8) at the end of line 3, the participation framework shifts,
and the English speakers of English who do not understand Turkish, i.e. Amy and Maria, become
the primary addressees. The shift manifests itself with Tamer’s switch to English in line 5
“Cause that’s all she wants.” His gaze pattern also switches, and while speaking in English,
Tamer looks at me, Amy, and Maria, but not at Zeyno.
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Figure 8. Tamer and Amy in a state of mutual gaze in line 3
Zeyno does not have access to what Tamer is saying after this point. Tamer’s utterance in
line 4 (“Cause that’s all she wants”) is a response to my question in line 3 (Niye Amy’i
bırakıyoruz ya “Hey why are we leaving Amy”) and builds on it, expressing the information that
is shared between the Turkish speakers, i.e. leaving Amy at Maria’s house, with the pronoun
“that.” Maria, not being able to resolve what “that” means, asks a clarification question “What”
(line 10). In line 11, Amy shakes her head while looking at Tamer. Tamer provides an
explanation in lines 12 and 13 “You only want Amy. You don’t want the rest anyway.” Here the
word “Amy” as well as Tamer’s smiling facial expression and voice, and the laughter that
follows his utterances in line 14, all indicate to Zeyno that there is a playful interaction centering
around Amy. She bases her inference on this interpretation as well as her knowledge of Tamer’s
previous talk about leaving Amy and going home.
In the second part of the excerpt below, we see how Zeyno asks for a
translation/explanation and how I respond to her.
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Excerpt 1.2
16 Zeyno: Söylüyo
mu “Bırakıp
gidelim”
diye.
Tell-Impf Q leave-Conj go-Opt-1PPl Comp
Is he saying that, ‘Let’s leave ((Amy)) and go?’
17 Didem: Evet.
Yes
18
Sen zaten
bi tek Amy’yi istiyosun,
You anyways only
Amy-Acc want-Impf-2PSg
19
Biz gitsek
de
bişey
olmaz
diyo.
We go-Cond-1PPl Comp something be-Neg-Aor say-Impf
Yes,
‘You only want Amy anyways,
it is okay if we leave.’ he is saying.
20 Zeyno: Haaa. ((Looks around and smiles))

When Zeyno asks for a translation/explanation in line 16 (Söylüyo mu “Bırakıp gidelim” diye.
“Is he saying that, ‘Let’s leave Amy and go?’”) she does it in a polar question form. So instead
of asking for a translation, Zeyno asks to validate a candidate translation she has come up with
through her inference making. Her recruitment here is thus not about me translating Tamer’s
utterance from scratch, but about verifying whether her own interpretation is correct or not.
Moreover, the word order of this utterance also shows that Zeyno marks this candidate
translation as shared information. As shown by Erguvanlı (1984), the post-predicate domain in
Turkish is reserved for background information, including information that can be predicted or
recovered from previous discourse, or information that is assumed by the speaker to be known by
the hearer. In this case, the predicate söylüyo “he is asking” is in sentence initial position, and the
complete complementizer phrase, i.e. the candidate translation which is also a constructed
dialogue reproducing Tamer’s utterance in line 2, is in the post-predicate domain, and thus is
presented as shared information. Likewise, Kamali (2015) shows that when the question particle
is attached to the main verb in Turkish, the focus is on the polarity of the question. She refers this
this type of focus as “verum focus,” and argues that in such cases, everything else is either
shared or recoverable from discourse. Zeyno here makes the inference what Tamer’s utterance in
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line 2 is what he reproduces in lines 4 and 6 based on the proximity to the “original” (which he
just uttered in Turkish), his matching playful footing in both the English and the Turkish
utterance, and his use of the name Amy.
I respond by saying Evet “Yes,” which validates Zeyno’s candidate translation, and go on
to provide further details of Tamer’s talk: Sen zaten bi tek Amy’yi istiyosun, Biz gitsek de bişey
olmaz diyo. “He is saying ‘You only want Amy anyways, it is okay if we leave.’” (lines 18 and
19). Zeyno produces a token of recognition and understanding Haaa in line 20 and then looks at
Maria and Amy and smiles (Figure 9), thus displaying her active participation once more.

Figure 9. Zeyno smiling at Amy after validating her candidate translation in line 20
Through achieving a state of mutual gaze and smiling with Amy and Maria, Zeyno
manages to interact directly with these English-speaking participants and thus constitutes herself
as an active and agentive participant who does not completely rely on translations from the
bilinguals. Moreover, by displaying that she has understood the joke and laughing with them,
Zeyno aligns with the English-speaking participants.
This excerpt shows how Zeyno constitutes herself as an agentive participant by
monitoring verbal and nonverbal actions of the other participants in order to make inferences
about the content of the ongoing interaction, when the conversation is in English. This active
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meaning making enables her to formulate her request for a translation not as a translation from
scratch, but as a validation of a candidate translation she herself formulates and further presents
as shared information through her use of word order. As a result, Zeyno constitutes herself as an
agentive participant both in terms of meaning making and alignment, by asserting the common
ground she shares with the other participants.
4.2.2. Semolina halva: Using a wh- question that targets a focus particle to display
understanding
My analysis of the next excerpt shows how Amy asks for a translation/explanation from
Yunus, my Turkish-English bilingual then boyfriend (and now husband), and how, in so doing,
she incorporates into the linguistic makeup of her request inferences she has made based on her
observations of the interaction between Zeyno and Tamer. In this case the information that Amy
uses to interpret what is taking place is the cooking activity Zeyno and Tamer are engaged in,
Zeyno’s exclamation and high-pitched utterances following the exclamation that indicates
trouble, Zeyno’s facial expression and hand-to mouth gesture that again indicate trouble, and
Tamer’s consequent look and playful facial expression directed to Amy with a head-pointing
gesture toward Zeyno. As a response to all this information, Amy asks Yunus a content question
targeting a focus particle so that she can understand the source of the trouble.
The excerpt is from the recordings I made in 2016 with a traditional camera. Amy,
Zeyno, Tamer, Yunus and I are in Amy and Tamer’s kitchen chatting. Zeyno is preparing one of
our favorite desserts: semolina halva. This dessert is prepared by cooking one-part ground
semolina in butter and then adding two parts milk in the mixture. I am sitting at the kitchen
counter and drinking tea. Yunus is standing up by the kitchen counter and preparing the
ingredients and the tools to make tomato salad. Zeyno is cooking by the stove. Tamer is standing
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next to her, asking her questions about how to make the semolina. Amy is walking around the
kitchen and stopping by the stove to have a look at how Zeyno is cooking the dessert. As Tamer
asks Zeyno questions about the steps of making the halva, she realizes that she has forgotten to
measure how much semolina she has put in the pot. When she realizes that she doesn’t know
how much semolina there is and hence won’t be able to calculate how much milk she needs to
add, she panics, and this starts a whole discussion about how to figure out how much milk to
add.
Excerpt 2.1
1 Tamer: Sadece yağ ve o
mu?
Only
oil and that Q
Is it only oil and that?
2 Zeyno: ((Nods))
3 Tamer: O
kadar.
That much
That's it.
4 Tamer: Sonra?
Then
Then?
5 Zeyno: Birebire
iki ölçü
de
şey
koyucaksın?
One-Dat one-Dat two measure Conj thing put-Fut-2PSg
And you will add one part of the thing to it.
6 Tamer: Şeker?
Sugar
Sugar?
7 Zeyno: Şeker, su.
Sugar water
Sugar, water.
8 Zeyno: <High pitch< Aaaa ben bunu
ölçmedim.>
Ex
I
this-Acc measure-Neg-Past-1PSg
Ooooh I didn't measure this.
9
Amy: <Laughing<She scared me.>
10 Zeyno: oooh ölçmedim.
Ex
measure-Neg-Past-1PSg
I didn't measure.
11 Tamer: Neyi
ölçmedin.
What-Acc measure-Neg-Past-2PSg
What did you not measure.
12 Zeyno: İrmiği.
Semolina-Acc
The semolina.
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As this entire exchange takes place in Turkish, Amy has no access to what is going on
verbally. However, she is monitoring the cooking process and the interaction that is going on
between Zeyno and Tamer. At the beginning of the excerpt, in line 1, as Tamer walks next to
Zeyno and asks her Sadece yağ ve o mu? “Is it only oil and that?” (“that” referring to the ground
semolina), Amy starts walking toward them. By the time his question is complete, she is standing
close by and watching them (Figure 10; Yunus is bending down at the kitchen island, across
from where I am sitting and facing away from the camera). In lines 1-7 Tamer elicits the halva
recipe from Zeyno step by step by asking questions.

Figure 10. Amy approaching the stove to watch how Zeyno makes halva in line 1 (6:24)
As Zeyno gives Tamer the recipe, in line 8 she produces a high-pitched response cry
(Goffman 1978) followed by a statement indicating that she has missed one of the steps in the
recipe: Aaaa ben bunu ölçmedim. “Ooooh I didn't measure this.” Right as she produces the
response cry she stops stirring the semolina, tilts her head back, takes a step backwards, puts first
her left hand and then – leaving the wooden spoon in the pot – both her hands on her mouth, and
directs her gaze at Tamer (Figure 11 below). All these signals indicate that there is some kind of
trouble regarding the cooking process. At this moment, Amy is looking at Zeyno. Amy also
monitors the focused attention of the bilinguals: Tamer is standing by the pot, Yunus walks
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toward the pot after Zeyno’s response cry, I am sitting behind the counter, but continuously
looking toward the direction of the action. Amy has access to all this information and is
continuously monitoring the activities taking place around the stove.

Figure 11. Zeyno's facial expression following her realization that
she forgot to measure the semolina (6:33)
In the second part of the excerpt, shown in Excerpt 2.2, the family negotiates ways of solving the
recipe problem. Nineteen lines in which Tamer, Zeyno, and I discuss measuring water through
various methods are omitted.
During the family members’ talk in Turkish about the food, in line 17, Tamer, as he is
walking out of the kitchen to check the food turns to Amy, smiles, raises his eyebrows, and headpoints toward Zeyno (Figure 12). This teasing behavior also communicates to Amy that there is
trouble caused by Zeyno regarding the cooking project and that the trouble is not serious. The
interaction between Tamer and Amy here is in a playful key, and Amy responds to Tamer’s
playful pointing gesture with laughter.
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Excerpt 2.2
((19 lines omitted))
13 Zeyno: N
olucak?
What be-Fut
What will happen?
14 Tamer: Göz hesabı
yap ya.
Eye calculation-Poss do Par
Well measure it with your eye.
15 Zeyno: Ha öyle
yapiym.
Par like that do-Opt-1PSg
Yeah I shall do that.
16 Tamer: Göz hesabı
yap.
Eye calculation-Poss do
Calculate with your eye.
17
((Turns to Amy, smiles, and points to Zeyno with his head))
18
Amy: [hhhh]
19 Zeyno: ((To Didem)) [Gel şunu
bi] karıştır
Come this-Acc one stir
20
Bardakla bakiym
bi.
glass-Ins look-Opt-1PSg one
Come stir this so that I can measure with a cup.
21
Ayyy nasi böyle kafam dalgın ya.
Aaaah I am so distracted like this.
22
Amy: ((turns to Yunus)) What did she forgot?
23 Zeyno: Bardakla ölçim diyodum.
I was telling myself that I should measure it with a cup.
24 Yunus: She forgot to measure the- the dry? So that she can add
water? Twice as much?
25 Zeyno: ((Holding the semolina package)) Şuraya kadardı.
It was up to here.
26 Didem: Bardak heralde ya.
It is probably one cup.
27 Zeyno: Hm?
28 Didem: Bardakla aynı olucak.
It will be about one cup.
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Figure 12. Tamer in a state of mutual gaze with Amy
while head pointing toward Zeyno in line 17 (7:01)
Following all these cues, while we discuss in Turkish how to solve the problem of adding just
enough milk to the semolina and butter mix on the stove, Amy turns to Yunus in line 22 and asks
“What did she forgot?” displaying her own knowledge based on her inferences regarding the
situation while asking for a translation and/or explanation (the use of “forgot” here is a reflection
of Amy’s non-native English speaking). She does this by marking information which is and is
not recoverable from preceding signals, in other words, through information structure marking
focus and givenness. In his discussion of information structure, Krifka (2008: 250) points out
that “the classical pragmatic use of focus is to highlight the part of an answer that corresponds to
the wh-part of a constituent question.” Amy here has made the inference that there is something
upsetting Zeyno, that the something is related to the cooking process, and Zeyno its cause.
Monitoring the cooking process, Amy sees that the trouble is not the presence of an undesirable
outcome (e.g. something burning or spilling). Thus, Amy frames the problem as Zeyno having
forgotten something and presents this as common ground to Yunus. Her request is one where she
is asking Yunus to fill a gap in her knowledge state related to the situation. In line 24, Yunus
says “She forgot to measure the- the dry? So that she can add water? Twice as much?” both
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aligning with Amy’s interpretation of the situation by repeating “she forgot” and addressing
Amy’s informational needs.
Once Amy acquires a clearer sense of the problem at hand, she goes on to suggest
solutions. The following excerpt, which continues from the previous, shows how she first
suggests that one can eyeball (i.e. estimate) the measurements, and then I recruit her to do this.
Excerpt 2.3
29
Amy: It’s okay right? You can look like eyes.
30 Yusuf: Yeah just eyeball it.
31 Didem: Can you?
32
Amy: Yeah.
33 Didem: Amy “Yaparım
ben gözümle.”
diyo.
Amy do-Aor-1PSg I
eye-Poss-Ins say-Impf
Amy says “I can do it with my eye.”
34 Zeyno: ((Turns to Amy, holding up the semolina
package and a cup))
35
Ha? Bu
bu
kadar.
Par this this much
Oh? This much of this.
36 ((Amy walks toward the stove))

As Excerpt 2.3 unfolds, Amy moves into a more central role in the cooking process as a result of
the active meaning making and participation she has thus far carried out. First, in line 31 I ask
her if she can “eyeball” how much milk we need to add to the semolina. She responds positively.
I then translate this response to Zeyno in line 33, and Zeyno approaches Amy with the semolina
package and a glass to let her estimate the measurement (Figure 13).
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Figure 13. Zeyno with the semolina package and glass cup
about to extend them to Amy for eyeballing in line 34 (7:32)
As is visible in the figure, Amy and Zeyno are oriented to each other, jointly accomplishing an
action.
My analysis of this excerpt shows how Amy monitors the verbal and nonverbal behaviors
of the Turkish speaking participants in order to make inferences about the ongoing interactions
and activities. By noticing and interpreting the response cries, facial expressions, and hand
gestures, Amy makes the inference that Zeyno has forgotten something while preparing the
dessert. She then asks Yunus for a translation/explanation by incorporating this inference as
shared information with a wh- constituent question, thus asserting her meaning making process
and active participation. Fulfilling her informational need allows Amy to act as part of the larger
group. Thus, she moves from her dyad with Yunus into a participation framework that includes
me and Zeyno. She also moves into a more active role within the cooking activity, where she is
partaking in the preparation rather than just watching it.
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4.2.3. Giving away semolina halva: Incorporating verbal resources and knowledge of the
world in a candidate translation
I next show how Amy attempts to carry out meaning making when Zeyno asks her a
question in Turkish. This example is a little different from the first two, where the monolingual
participants were observing an interaction taking place in another language as unaddressed
recipients and carrying out meaning making based on the verbal and nonverbal resources that
were present in the context. In those examples, they were making use of their inferences to
formulate requests for translations and explanations from a bilingual speaker. In this excerpt,
however, as she goes about her business in the kitchen, Amy is directly addressed by Zeyno.
Thus, Amy doesn’t have the opportunity to observe Zeyno’s bodily behavior or displays of
attention toward objects or other participants before being addressed by her. As a result, Amy
makes a guess about Zeyno’s question and directs this candidate translation as a question to me.
In the following excerpt, which was recorded in 2016 with a traditional camera, the
family is in the kitchen at Amy and Tamer’s house in the evening. Tamer and Amy are cleaning
the kitchen as all the cooking and eating for the day is done. Zeyno and I are sitting at the kitchen
counter and chatting. Yunus is sitting next to me and is outside the camera angle. Zeyno goes by
the stove and checks the pot to see how much of the semolina halva she cooked the day before is
left. She notices that most of the halva is still in the pot. Zeyno first tells me that since we have
so much halva, we should offer some of it to Maria and Silvio – the neighbors and good friends
of Amy and Tamer. She directs this suggestion to Amy, and Amy formulates a candidate
translation, which she runs by me to see if it is correct.
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Excerpt 3.1
1 Zeyno: ((Checks the pot on the stove))
2
O
paket yapıldı,
olduğu
gibi duruyo
helva.
that pack make-Pass-Past be-Nom-Poss like sit-Impf halva
We cooked the whole pack, and the halva is just sitting
untouched.
3 Didem: Hm?
4 Zeyno: Bi paket dendi,
bak helva ne kadar çok oldu.
one pack say-Pass-Past look halva what
much very be-Past
They said cook one pack, look how much halva we have.
5 Didem: Hmm.
6 Zeyno: Şeylere
biraz söyleyelim.
thing-Plu-Dat some tell-Opt-1PPl
Let’s tell the ones((pointing gesture with head and eyes))
7 Didem: Ney?
what
What?
8 Zeyno: Hm hm
9 Didem: Marialara mi?
Maria-Plu-Dat
To Maria and her family?
10 Zeyno: Hm hm.
11
((Turns to Amy))
((making a pointing gesture with her thumb))
12
Amy? Maria’ya helva ver?
Amy Maria-Dat halva give
Amy? Give halva to Maria?
13
Amy: ((First faces Zeyno then Didem))
14
Maria? Coming? Today?
15
(.)
16
No ((nodding sideways))
17 Didem: ((Points to the stove)) the dessert.
18
Amy: ((Turns to the stove)) Oh [noo.]
19 Didem:
[Give] her some.

In lines 1-10 Zeyno and I talk about the semolina halva in Turkish. Zeyno points out that most of
the halva remains uneaten because she was told to cook the whole pack of semolina, which
turned out to be a massive amount of dessert once cooked. She suggests in line 6 that we give
some away, using the plural form of the indefinite pronoun “şey” to refer to Maria and her
family, and in lines 7-10 we collaboratively resolve that she means to give the halva to Maria and
her family. In this part of the interaction there are also indexical gestures that give clues about
what Zeyno and I are talking about. For instance, in line 2, after Zeyno checks out how much
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halva is left in the pot, she turns to talk to me while she points to the halva pot with her thumb. In
line 4, after I produce the repair initiator hm, Zeyno repeats her utterance, this time pointing
toward the halva pot with her head, turning toward it as she utters the directive bak “look.” Then,
in line 6, as Zeyno is telling me that we should offer some halva to Maria’s family, she points to
the direction of their house with her eyes. These nonverbal cues are shown in Figures 14 and 15.

Figure 14. Zeyno thumb-pointing toward the halva

Figure 15. Zeyno eye-pointing toward Maria’s house
As seen in Figures 14 and 15 Amy is engaged in the activity of preparing and offering
tea, while Zeyno and I are talking about the halva and looking in its direction, and while Zeyno is
producing the pointing gestures. Thus, not having monitored our joint attention on the halva pot,
Amy is missing crucial information about what is salient at the moment Zeyno addresses her.
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In line 12 (Fig.16), Zeyno turns to Amy and directly speaks to her: Amy? Maria’ya helva
ver? “Amy give halva to Maria?” Zeyno first attracts Amy’s attention by calling out her name
with rising intonation, the typical way of producing vocatives in many languages. Amy attends to
this call by turning around to face Zeyno with raised eyebrows (Figure 16). Zeyno produces an
utterance with minimal morphology, with only a dative suffix attached to Maria to indicate her as
the goal of the sentence (Amy? Maria’ya helva ver? “Amy? Give halva to Maria?”). The verb is
in the base form, which would give an imperative verb reading. However, it also has a question
intonation, although the question particle and morphology are missing. It seems that Zeyno is
attempting to use a sentence structure that is as simple as possible to increase her chances of
getting her message across, to the point that even grammaticality is secondary to this purpose.
Zeyno also points toward the halva pot (Figure 17), thus producing an indexical sign to help
Amy recover the focus of the sentence.

Figure 16. Zeyno calling out for Amy
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Figure 17. Zeyno pointing toward halva while asking Amy to give some to Maria
In terms of lexical information, Maria, Amy’s friend’s name is the only recognizable
item for Amy in Zeyno’s utterance in line 12. Amy builds on this word and knowledge of the
world she and Zeyno share (i.e. Maria comes to visit frequently) to make sense of the situation.
While producing her candidate translation, “Maria? Coming? Today?,” Amy displays uncertainty
by pronouncing each word with a rising intonation and stopping briefly after each. Further
analysis is needed to see whether the fact that both Zeyno’s suggestion (Maria’ya helva ver?
“Give halva to Maria?”) to Amy and Amy’s interpretation of it (Maria? Coming? Today?) are
composed of three words is a happy coincidence or an indication that Amy has some degree of
knowledge on Turkish pitch contours and is coming up with three words that match Zeyno’s
utterance. Amy also shifts her gaze from Zeyno toward me as she is asking for a verification of
her candidate translation (Figure 18).
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Figure 18. Amy checking her translation with me
Unfortunately, my facial expression is not available in this recording because I was
sitting at the kitchen counter with my back turned to the camera. However, we can see Amy’s
facial expressions as she is monitoring mine. After she asks me to validate her interpretation of
Zeyno’s utterance there is a moment of pause, and then Amy shakes her head sideways and asks
“No?” in line 16, questioning whether her candidate translation was incorrect. In line 17, I point
to the stove and say in English “the dessert” which resonates with the collection of telegraphic
phrases produces first by Zeyno and then by Amy. With this information about the topic, Amy
makes the correct interpretation, that Zeyno was suggesting her to give some halva to Maria and
responds to it. She prefaces her utterance with “Oh,” a discourse marker that Schiffrin (1987: 74)
identifies as “the marker of information management,” showing that she has updated her
understanding in the light of the new information and rejects the suggestion by saying “noo”
before I tell her explicitly what the suggestion is in line 19, “Give her some.”
As the interaction continues, we see how Amy provides accounts for her rejection of the
suggestion, and Zeyno gives more options. This exchange, translated by me, shows how the
interaction which started with Zeyno directly addressing Amy comes to an end with a
participation framework wherein Amy and Zeyno primarily orient to each other.
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Excerpt 3.2
20
Amy: She wouldn’t eat it.
21 Didem: Yemez.
eat-Aor
She won’t eat.
22 Zeyno: Yemez miymiş?
eat-Neg-Aor Q-Mod
She won’t eat?
23
Şey. Silvio?
thing Silvio
Well, Silvio?
24
Amy: Silvio would eat, but Maria would not let.
25 Didem: ((Laughs))
26 Yunus: ((Laughs))
27 Zeyno: ((Looks at Didem and nods sideways asking for a translation))
27 Didem: Silvio yer
ama Maria vermez
ona.
Silvio eat-Aor but Maria give-Neg-Aor he-Dat
“Silvio will eat but Maria won’t give him.”
28
Amy: ((looks at Zeyno))
29 Zeyno: ((Smiling)) Haa

The gaze patterns of Zeyno and Amy indicate the participation framework where they orient to
each other as the primary recipients. When Amy speaks, Zeyno looks at her until the projected
end of her turns. For example, in line 20 Zeyno looks at Amy, but then turns her gaze away after
milliseconds after Amy finishes her utterance. In line 24, “Silvio would eat, but Maria would not
let,”1 it is right after Amy says “Maria.” At these points, Zeyno turns to me, expecting a
translation for Amy’s utterances. When she receives the translation, she turns back to look at
Amy while address her directly, as in line 23, Şey. Silvio? “Well, Silvio?” Similarly, Amy, when
she responds to Zeyno’s question in line 24 (“Silvio would eat, but Maria would not let.”) turns
to Zeyno right after she fills a tea glass on the counter and smiles at her (Figure 19), both
monitoring Zeyno’s response and engaging with her. When I finish my translation in line 27

1

In this sentence, Amy omits the object pronoun, Maria would not let (him), possibly because

she is a nonnative speaker of English.
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Silvio yer ama Maria vermez ona. (“Silvio will eat but Maria won’t give him.”) Zeyno turns to
Amy, produces a token of acknowledgement Haa and reciprocates her smile (Figure 20).

Figure 19. Amy monitoring Zeyno's response to her in line 24 at 4:30

Figure 20. Zeyno and Amy laughing together 4:32
The mutual orientation between Zeyno and Amy and their smiles directed at each other
show that what is at stake in this excerpt is not just an information exchange. Their actions do
not only target achieving understanding but also connection between Amy and Zeyno (this is a
theme I examine in greater detail in Chapter 6).
In summary, my analysis of this excerpt of conversation about leftover semolina halva
shows how Amy carries out meaning making when she has limited resources for inference
making. Because she has been busy with making and distributing tea, she was not monitoring
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Zeyno and me as we were speaking about the semolina halva and displaying attention toward it
through gaze, pointing gestures, and physical contact (Zeyno holding and lifting the lid of the pot
and looking inside right before she started talking about it). As a result, Amy builds on her
limited verbal understanding to formulate her candidate translation and engages in repair. Amy’s
candidate translation in this excerpt (“Maria? Coming? Today?”) is in the form of telegraphic
speech. Each lexical item has an independent rising intonation contour with pauses in between,
as if Amy is guessing and validating each lexical item, displaying her hesitation, possibly
because of her lack of sufficient verbal and nonverbal input that would help her make inferences.
This example is also different from the previous two in that Amy, who is asking for a verification
of her candidate translation, is directly addressed by Zeyno, i.e. Amy is the primary recipient in
this interaction, while she was busy carrying out tasks around the kitchen. In all the other cases
shown so far, the person asking for the translation is outside the main activity that is going on.
This difference is reflected in how Zeyno formulates her utterance as simply as possible, to the
extent that the sentence turns out to be ungrammatical because it is missing the question particle.
In addition to addressing Amy directly, both Zeyno and Amy orient to each other as the primary
participants in this speaking activity through their gaze directions and smiling patterns.
4.2.4. The romper: Using polar question to mark focus and shared information
In this section I demonstrate how Zeyno builds on my gaze patterns and hand gestures to
make inferences about talk occurring in English between Amy and me in which we jointly attend
to Amy’s clothing and then discuss our weight. Zeyno uses the inferences she has made to
formulate her requests for translation in a way that highlights that she shares some understanding
of what is going on with the other participants by adding the question particle to the focus
elements of the question and marking the activity as shared information. In other words, Zeyno
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draws on Turkish grammar to constitute herself as an agentive participant, who is following the
unfolding interaction actively and contributing to it in meaningful ways.
In this video recording, made in 2016 with a traditional camera, Zeyno, Yunus, and I are
in the kitchen at Amy and Tamer’s house. I am sitting with my back turned to the camera. Zeyno
is sitting on my left and is outside the frame. Yunus sitting across from me at the kitchen counter.
He has just sliced some tomatoes for breakfast. The three of us are talking about how it was a
good idea to have breakfast at home that morning instead of going out to eat. Just as Zeyno is
telling us about not enjoying eating out two big meals in row, Amy walks in the kitchen, and I
start talking to her in English. Thus, the participation framework shifts, and Zeyno’s role changes
from the speaker to a ratified participant in this part of the interaction. Moreover, the topic shifts
from the breakfast plans to Amy’s clothing, a romper (a one-piece garment), which is an object
that is visually available for all participants regardless of their linguistic repertoire.
Various bodily behaviors constitute signs that communicate that Amy, Yunus, and I are
attending to Amy’s clothing in this part of the interaction. As Amy walks in the kitchen, in line
1, I turn my head toward her, look at her torso, and point at her and smile as I say, “I like it.”
referring to the romper she is wearing (Figure 212). In line 2, right after I comment on Amy’s

2

Because of the camera angle, we do not see Amy enter the kitchen. She appears on screen 1

second after I point at her in line 1. Likewise, Zeyno is outside the frame. In this analysis, I build
on the gaze patterns of Yunus and me to discuss what signs of joint attention is available to
Zeyno. Based on the discussion of the previous excerpts, I argue that Zeyno is monitoring these
signs which are available to her. Moreover, because I have my back to the camera, it is not
possible to see all of my facial expressions, but some of them are observable when I turn my
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romper, Yunus also turns to look at her romper and follows it turning his head more as she walks
toward the middle of the kitchen.
Excerpt 4.1
1 Didem: ((Turns to Amy and points toward her clothing))
I like that. ((smiles))
2 Yunus: ((Turns and looks at Amy’s romper)) Hmm.
3
Amy: ((Moving her hand up to her stomach and
touching the romper)) xx easy.
4 Didem: ((Amy rubbing her hand on her stomach))
What do they call it?
5
Amy: Ha?
6 Didem: What is it called?
7
Amy: Uuuh ro-romper?
8 Didem: Rumper? ((Nods up and down))
9
((Nods sideways)) I don’t know.
10 Zeyno: Şeyi
mi [sevdin?
Thing-Acc Q
like-Past-2PSg
Did you like the thing
11 Didem:
[It looks very comfy.
12
((Turns to look at Zeyno))
13
[Çok rahat
görünüyo.]
Very comfortable look-Imperf
Looks very comfortable
14
Amy:
[It is. That’s why I have it on.]
15 Zeyno: Tulum di mi.
Romper Neg Q
The rumper, right?
16 Didem: ((Nods))

Right after I point to Amy’s outfit, she lifts her left hand and positions it above her stomach,
touching the romper. As I ask her “What is it called?” in line 6, Amy rubs her hand on her
clothing up and down and Yunus is looking at her romper at her hand level (Figure 22).
Unfortunately, my gaze direction is not available for this part of the interaction.

head sideways to face Amy. The facial expressions I discuss are ones that I coded for from this
angle.
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Figure 21. Didem pointing at Amy's romper in line 1

Figure 22. Amy touching her romper in line 6
Building off these signals, Zeyno, in line 10, asks Şeyi mi sevdin? “Did you like the
thing?” orienting to Amy’s romper as common ground. She does this through two linguistic
strategies. First, she marks the direct object with the accusative case marker, which indexes
definiteness in Turkish. Şey “thing” is a nominal filler in Turkish, used very frequently when the
speaker cannot recall a word. In this case it is marked with accusative case and it stands for the
definite direct object of the sentence. Enç (1991: 9) points out that “both definites and specifics
require that their discourse referents be linked to previously established discourse referents.” In
this case, the use of the accusative case marking the definiteness of the direct object indicates
that it is linked to previous discourse. That is, Zeyno orients to the romper as common ground, a
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direct object which has been established in discourse; even though she does not have access to
that discourse verbally, she does have access to our joint attention, and makes the inference that
we are talking about the romper.
Secondly, Zeyno’s sentence does not have an overt subject pronoun. As shown by Enç
(1986) the presence and absence of an overt subject pronoun is related to whether or not there is
a topic change in discourse. If there is no topic change, then the subject pronoun is dropped. In
this case, by dropping the second person singular pronoun when asking me whether I liked the
romper, Zeyno indexes that she is adding to the topic that Yunus, Amy, and I were talking about.
Moreover, Zeyno also makes an inference about my affective stance toward the romper. In the
question Şeyi mi sevdin? “Did you like the thing?” the question particle is attached to “the thing”
(i.e. the romper), hence the question can be read as “Is it the romper that you liked?” which
presupposes that I liked something. Thus, Zeyno has made use of all the semiotic resources she
has access to when formulating her request for a translation/explanation, as she already has an
understanding of what is taking place and formulates a request for information with a preferred
answer.
In line 13, I respond to Zeyno (Çok rahat görünüyo. “Looks very comfortable”) with a
sentence that also does not have a subject pronoun because we are still talking about the romper
and there is no topic change. Moreover, I do not directly answer Zeyno’s question about liking
the romper with a yes or no. I provide a positive evaluation of the romper, and thus state a
possible reason for why I like it, aligning with Zeyno’s inference about my affective stance.
In the second part of the excerpt, Amy tells me that she is wearing the romper because
she has gained weight, and most of her clothes do not fit her now. I align with her by saying I
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cannot fit into my clothes either and ask her to guess how much weight I gained since the last
time saw her.
Excerpt 4.2
17
Amy: I cannot fit anything else.
18 Didem: Me neither.
19
Amy: So fat xx my pants.
18
Tell her that’s why I wear this.
19 Didem: You know how many kilos I got.
20
Since last time I was here.
21
Amy: ((Nodding))
22 Didem: ((Makes a gesture with her hands indicating
the number six))
23
Amy: Six kilo.
24 Didem: ((Nodding))
25
Amy: Nice.
26 Zeyno: Atmış kilo mu oldun.
Sixty kilo Q be-Past-1PSg
Have you become sixty kilos?
27 Didem: ((Turns to Zeyno and looks at her))
28 Zeyno: Ben? Ben?
I
I
Me? Me?
29 Didem: ((Nods sideways))
30
Amy: ((Looks at Zeyno and smiles))
31 Yunus: ((Looks at Zeyno and then the kitchen counter
and laughs))

In this extract, the signs that help Zeyno make sense out of what Amy and I are talking about are
the word “kilo” in lines 19 (“You know how many kilos I got”) and 23 (“Six kilo”), which is
pronounced similarly in Turkish and English, and the hand gesture I make indicating the number
six with the five fingers of my left hand (partially blocked by my head) and my right thumb
spread out (as is shown in Figure 23, where the outline of the hands are traced with line drawings
for clarity).
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Figure 23. Didem making a hand gesture for the number 6 in line 22
Zeyno makes use of my hand gesture for the number 6; in line 25 she asks for a
translation/explanation incorporating this sign, along with her knowledge of the world in general
(my weight and that being sixty kilos would mean gaining weight for me), into how she
formulates her request (Atmış kilo mu oldun. “Have you become sixty kilos?”). Although
Zeyno’s candidate translation is not completely accurate, it is very much on track, as she has
made the inference that Amy and I are talking about weight gain and the amount of the gain
includes the number six.
In summary, in my analysis of this conversation I illustrated how Zeyno formulates a request for
translation/explanation from me, as I am talking to Amy. By monitoring verbal and nonverbal
cues in the interaction between Amy and me, including focused attention on the romper through
gaze, pointing, touching, and smiling in the first part of the excerpt and the loan word “kilo” and
the hand gesture representing the number six in the second part of the excerpt, Zeyno is able to
carry out meaning making in this interaction and ask for a translation in a way that builds on
some degree of shared knowledge. Zeyno thus displays her agency throughout the excerpt by
monitoring the other participants and what they attend to, recruiting me to carry out translations
and explanations for her, and shifting the participation framework and occupying a central role
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by acting not just as an unaddressed recipient who does not have access to the language, but as a
speaker and an addressed recipient. This becomes manifest as Amy asks me to translate what she
says Zeyno in line 18 (“Tell her that’s why I wear this.”) to address her and include her in the
conversation, and again in line 30 when both Amy and Yunus look at Zeyno as she speaks.
Similar to the previous excerpts, the interpersonal connection aspect is very salient in this
example. The participants do not just exchange information or negotiate being addressed
recipients, but they are building connection with each other. Especially, for Zeyno and Amy,
who do not share a common language, making use of all the verbal and nonverbal resources they
have and building inferences based on them is essential for maintaining their relationship and
intimacy.
4.2.5. Summary
In this section I have demonstrated how the monolingual participants, Zeyno and Amy,
constitute themselves as agentive participants while asking for translations and/or explanations
of others’ speech. They do this by (1) observing how the other participants interact with each
other and engage with objects that are present in the environment, (2) making inferences about
what is happening/being talked about based on their observations, (3) formulating requests for
translations and explanations incorporating and constructing their inferences as common ground,
(4) acquiring a more central role in the interaction and displaying further participation. The signs
that the monolingual speakers observe include the gaze patterns of the other participants, directed
at each other and the objects they are handling or talking about; pointing gestures; iconic
gestures; facial expressions such as smiles; and response cries among others. When the
monolingual participants ask for translations and explanations, they do so by providing candidate
accounts, where they express their inferences as shared information. The strategies they use to
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mark information as shared include (1) using polar questions to mark focus and background
information, (2) using wh- question that target the direct object, and (3) incorporating shared
knowledge of the world when they don’t have access to the ongoing conversation. These
practices allow Zeyno and Amy to not only display their agency by showing the others that they
are following the interaction that is taking place and contributing to it in meaningful ways, but
they also allow them to build connection with each other (and the others present). This aspect
manifests itself especially in moments where Zeyno and Amy orient to each other and display
positive affect through gazing and smiling at each other.
4.3. Participants asking for translations of their own talk (Reaching out)
In the previous section, I illustrated how the monolingual speakers ask for translations of
other people’s talk. In this section, I will discuss how they ask translations for their own talk.
One big difference between asking for translations of others’ talk and asking for translations of
one’s own talk is that the former is related to talk that has already happened, while the latter is
related to talk that has not yet happened. Bakhtin (1981: 280), in his discussion of dialogism in
the novel, argues that every word is both produced in the “atmosphere of the already spoken”
and orients to a response from its listener. That is, every word simultaneously looks back at prior
discourse and anticipates future discourse. Erickson (1986: 300), in his analysis of how listeners
influence speakers in face-to-face interactions, differentiates between two types of listener
influence. The first is prospective recipient design, which Erickson explains as arising from “the
speaker’s anticipation of some specific reaction from the listener in the next moment,” and the
second one is retrospective recipient design, which occurs when “the speaker notices in the
present moment some reaction in the listener. Then in the next moment the speaker takes midcourse corrective action, often in the form of some sort of repair.”
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We might argue that when a monolingual speaker, either Amy or Zeyno, asks for
translations of another participant’s talk, they are engaging in retrospective speaker design. That
is, they are initiating a repair, in the form of a translation of an explanation, because the talk that
has taken place a moment ago is in a language that they are not able to understand. When they
recruit bilinguals for translations of their own talk, they are engaging in prospective recipient
design. That is, by reaching out to a family member through translation, they are orienting to a
future response from that member, even though that response is one step removed by being
mediated by an interpreter.
In what follows, my analysis shows that there are two types of asking for translations of
one’s own talk. One happens when the person who is asking for the translation is an unaddressed
recipient in the interaction. In this case, the person inserts herself in the ongoing interaction by
introducing a topic related to an observable and salient element of the interaction. The other type
is when the two monolinguals are already interacting with each other with the help of a bilingual
speaker. In this case, the monolinguals are able to address topics that are not locally available.
While requesting translations of their own discourse, participants aim to reach out to
others and interact with them. We have seen that in asking for translations of others’ talk,
participants make close observations of the verbal and nonverbal behavior of the people around
them and build inferences based on those observations. As a result, they are able to come up with
candidate translations that are relevant for the ongoing talk. Interestingly, they also address
topics that are locally relevant when they request translations of their own talk. By following and
building on the verbal and nonverbal actions of the other participants and the objects toward
which they are displaying attention, the monolingual participants constitute themselves again as
agentive and cooperative participants.
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4.3.1. Amy helva yedi mi: Matching the topic flow when making an offer
In the following excerpt, I show how Zeyno displays her agency in an exchange where
she is asking me to translate a food offer to Amy. She does this by monitoring the bodily
behaviors and joint attention of the English-speaking participants, making inferences about the
changes in topic that shifts from cat pictures into a discussion of food, and contributing to the
ongoing interaction in a relevant manner. As a result, Zeyno acts as an agentive participant both
in terms of her meaning making capacity as she attends to the topic flow of the interaction and
aligns with it by bringing up a topic that is relevant and in terms of engaging in further
participation with Amy.
In this excerpt, the family is sitting around the kitchen counter in the afternoon, drinking
beer and chatting. I have a bowl of semolina halva in front of me, and I am occasionally eating
from it. There are also slices or orange, bowls of dipping sauce, bread, and salad as well as plates
and silverware on the counter. Zeyno and Tamer are browsing photos on their separate iPads.
Zeyno shows pictures of her cat Armut to me and Amy. Tamer is also looking at the pictures of
Armut on his iPad and commenting on them. Amy then suggests that Zeyno should bring Armut,
too, the next time she comes to visit. While this interaction is going on, Yunus passes a little
bowl of dipping sauce to Tamer to try. They start talking about first the dipping sauce, then
tortilla chips. Zeyno monitors our joint attention on the sauce bowl and then asks me to translate
an indirect offer to Amy related to food. Notice that in the excerpt below there are two different
conversations going on simultaneously: One is related to dipping sauce and tortilla chips and the
other is related to Armut and halva. The conversation about Armut and halva is in Turkish and
English. The main participants are Zeyno and Amy, and I am translating for them. The
conversation about dipping sauce and tortilla chips is in English. Zeyno, here, is an unaddressed
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participant since she does not speak English. However, through her use of monitoring, inference
making, and requesting translations, she manages to constitute herself as an active, agentive
participant in this interaction as well. In the transcription below, for purposes of clarity, I
differentiate the conversation about halva by underlining the utterances.
Excerpt 5.1
1
Amy: She should bring her here next time.
2 Didem: Armut?
3
Amy: ((Nodding))
4 Didem: Amy Armut’u
da
davet
ediyo seneye.
Amy Armut-Acc Conj invitation do
next year
Amy is inviting Armut too for next year.
5 Zeyno: ((Turns to Amy))
6
Hmm?
7
Amy: ((Nodding))
8 Zeyno: ((Closes the cover of her iPad))
9 Tamer: ((Closes the cover of his iPad))
10 Zeyno: ((Points toward Didem))
11
Didem’in mezuniyetine
inşallah.
Didem-Gen graduation-Poss-Dat hopefully
(I will come) to Didem’ graduation, hopefully.
12 Tamer: ((Puts down the iPad and picks up his phone))
13 Yunus: ((Follows Tamer putting down the iPad and
offers him the dipping sauce))
14
Mm?
15
Amy: With your cat?
16 Didem: [To my] graduation.
17 Zeyno: ((Looking at the sauce bowl as Yunus picks it up,
lifts it, and passes it toward Tamer))

In line 1 (“She should bring her here next time.”) Amy invites Zeyno’s cat Armut the next time
Zeyno comes to visit. In line 4 (Amy Armut’u da davet ediyo seneye. “Amy is inviting Armut,
too, for next year.”) I translate this utterance, changing “next time” to “next year.” Zeyno, who
has expressed at various points during her visit that she does not intend to travel to US every
year, responds to Amy in line 11 (Didem’in mezuniyetine inşallah. “(I will come) to Didem’
graduation, hopefully.”) pointing out that the next time she visits will be for my graduation, that
is, three years after this visit. While speaking, Zeyno points at me with her thumb. In line 15
(“With your cat?”) Amy produces a candidate translation based on the previous topic on cats and
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Zeyno’s pointing behavior and asks me, through her rising intonation, to confirm it. As Zeyno is
midway through her utterance in line 11, Tamer closes the cover of his iPad and puts it on the
kitchen counter and picks up his phone. Yunus turns to Tamer, and with this opportunity of a
shift in the frame, picks up the small bowl of sauce he has made and passes it to Tamer. Zeyno
turns her gaze toward the small bowl (Figure 24) just when Yunus moves his hand in that
direction and holds it.

Figure 24. Zeyno turning her gaze to the bowl as Yunus is picking it up
After this moment, Yunus and Tamer start talking, first about the dipping sauce and then
about tortilla chips, as shown in the next excerpt. Meanwhile, Zeyno attends to both the
conversation between me, Amy, and herself and the one between Tamer and Yunus. Zeyno’s
behavior here is similar to the pediatrician discussed in Tannen and Wallat (1987), who skillfully
switches between three frames (consultation, examination, and teaching) with different
participation frameworks. Although Zeyno does not directly address Yunus and Tamer, her gaze
patterns show that she attends to them at significant moments that coincide with switches in
activity or attention, joint attention on a new object, shifts in posture, etc. In line 11, Tamer is
referring to the dipping sauce.
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Excerpt 5.2
11 Tamer: [Nice?]
12 Yunus: ((Lifts the bowl higher and moves it
above the counter))
13 Didem: [We put a- küçük Armut’a
da
şey
takarız.
little Armut-Dat conj thing put on-Aor-1PPl
We put a little thing on Armut, too.
(referring to a graduation cap)
((Making a gesture for a cap on her head))
14 Zeyno: ((Nodding))
15 Yunus: [Garlic, salt, ((puts down the bowl)) [olive oil.
16 Tamer: Salt? What do we put
[it on17
Oh shit=
18 Yunus:
=You want some bread?
((turns head to his left to
look at the bread basket))
19 Tamer: No we were supposed to get Tostidos for him.
20 Yunus: Tostidos for who.
21 Tamer: ((pointing toward Yunus)) You.
22 Yunus: No
23 Didem: He doesn’t like Tostidos.
24 Tamer: Tortilla chips.

Zeyno signals which conversation she is attending to by shifting her gaze between the small
sauce bowl, me, Yunus, and Tamer. For instance, in line 12, she looks at the bowl as Yunus lifts
it and moves it around, then turns her gaze toward me in line 13 (We put a- küçük Armut’a da şey
takarız. ““We put a little thing on Armut, too.”3) when I switch to Turkish to address her and
responds to me by nodding at me in line 14. In line 15, she turns back to first the bowl then
Yunus right when he puts it down. In line 17, she – together with me and Amy – turns to look at
Tamer in reaction to his response cry “Oh shit,” follows Yunus’ gaze toward the bread basket in

3

Here I am responding to both what Amy and Zeyno say. Zeyno says her next visit will be when

she comes to my graduation. Amy says Zeyno should bring her cat (Armut) to US when she
comes next time. Hence my joke that we will have Armut wear a little graduation cap as well if
Zeyno brings her next time.
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line 18, and looks back at Tamer at the beginning of line 19 (Figure 25). Finally, at the end of
line 19, when Yunus and Tamer turn to look at the dinner table (where they usually keep recently
bought snacks), Zeyno also turns toward that direction, but instead of looking at the dinner table,
she looks down at the halva bowl in front of me (Figure 26).

Figure 25. Zeyno looking at Tamer in line 19

Figure 26. Zeyno looking at the halva bowl in line 19
Zeyno’s gaze patterns, which are in sync with the talk, movements, and bodily
orientations of Yunus and Tamer, show that she monitors what these two participants are
attending to. As the conversation shifts to food, signaled to Zeyno by Yunus’ handling of the
sauce bowl, other participants’ gaze toward bread, and so on, she introduces a topic that is
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relevant for this flow: Having Amy taste the dessert she has made. In so doing, she demonstrates
her awareness/knowledge about the general topic the others are attending to (food) and the
activity that is taking place (looking for and tasting food). In the following section, Zeyno issues
a recruitment to me to translate an offer to Amy. This move for reaching out demonstrates her
participation and allows her to interact more with Amy.
Excerpt 5.3
25 Zeyno: Arm26
27 Didem:
28 Zeyno:
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

Yunus:
Tamer:
Yunus:
Didem:
Yunus:
Amy:
Didem:
Amy:
Didem:

şey- Amy helva yedi
mi.
thing Amy halva eat-Past Q
Arm- uhm- did Amy eat halva.
Tattıralım
bi ona.
taste-Caus-Opt-1PPl one her-Dat
Let’s have her taste it.
Ne?
What
What?
Helva yedi
mi Amy?
Halva eat-Past Q Amy
Did Amy eat halva?
No- I mean- chips=
Oh (.) homemade tortilla?
Don’t. No no.
((pointing to halva bowl))
Would you like to try some now or later?
We have so much stuff.
Thanks.
The dessert?
((Nods))
I will taste some.
((Passes the halva bowl to Amy))
It’s buttery. It’s the butter xx

The structure of the question in line 25, Amy helva yedi mi. “Did Amy eat halva?”, indicates that
the act of eating halva is shared information, in the sense that Zeyno has just made the halva, I
have it in front of me at the moment, and it is expected that the other members of the family will
be eating it at some point as well. Thus, halva as topic is not new, it is shared. The question
particle is attached to the main verb, leading to a verum focus (Kamali 2015), thus questioning
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only the polarity of the sentence, whether eating halva has taken place or not4. In line 28 Helva
yedi mi Amy. “Did Amy eat halva?” the word order changes, and the subject Amy is in the postverbal domain, where only given information is expressed. It is not surprising that Zeyno asks
this question in verum focus: She makes the observation that people are talking about food, there
is a bowl of halva in front of me, and the halva has been made for the whole family. Through the
information status of this sentence, Zeyno asserts her status as an active participant in this
interaction, expressing knowledge that is shared.
Moreover, Zeyno’s question is not just seeking information. She recruits me to translate
an offer to Amy. In line 26 (Tattıralım bi ona. “Let’s have her taste it.”), right after asking me
whether Amy has eaten halva, Zeyno tells me to offer Amy a taste. She does this through a
sentence where the verb is marked with the optative mood, used when expressing wishes, and the
first-person plural suffix marking the subject, an inclusive “we” referring to Zeyno and me. This
is a strategy used frequently when making requests and creates shared alignment between the
participants. There is also no pause between the two utterances, indicating that the question is not
a request for information, but a request for action, namely, helping Zeyno carry out the action of
offering Amy some halva. I pick up this function of her question, and without answering the
question or responding to it in any way, I turn to Amy and make the offer in line 33 “Would you
like to try some now or later?”

4

If Amy’s eating halva was not recoverable from shared knowledge, it would be appropriate to

ask Amy mi helva yedi? “Was it Amy who ate halva?” or Amy helva mi yedi? “Was it halva that
Amy ate?”
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Figure 27. Offering samolina halva to Amy in line 33
The sentence “Would you like to try some now or later?” is a case of nominal ellipsis, the
object nominal (“halva”) is omitted. The information that is missing in the offer as a result of the
ellipsis is filled in through the pointing gesture with which I initiate the offer. Before I start to
speak, I move my index finger toward and away from the bowl twice and then keep pointing at
the bowl as I speak (Figure 27). Amy’s gaze is fixed on my finger as I point. This example is
similar to the dinner at friends’ house example (discussed in section 4.2.1) in which Tamer,
while switching from Turkish to English, acts as if the English-speaking participants are familiar
with the topic the Turkish speakers have been discussing (that is, Maria only wants Amy to stay
at the house and would not mind if the rest of us went back home) and marks it as shared
information. In a sense, he carried the common ground from the English-speaking participation
framework to the Turkish speaking participation framework with him. I will discuss this practice,
which I refer to as floor suturing (to capture the metaphor of stitching together the viewer and the
diegesis), in Chapter 6. That is, he built on the conversation that took place in Turkish and
expressed the information structure, the new and the shared information, based on that. The
English-speaking participants, having no access to the Turkish talk, could not follow what he
said, and initiated repair. This excerpt is very similar to that one in that Zeyno and I talk about
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offering halva to Amy in Turkish, then when I turn to Amy and talk in English, I still treat
“halva” as common ground and omit the term, although I also point to the halva bowl because it
would be difficult to infer what I am referring to without any signal. Moreover, just like Zeyno, I
treat “eating halva” as common ground as well. Zeyno expressed this through a verum focus in
her question. I do so by formulating my question about the time of eating halva (“now” or
“later”).
These instances of carrying the information structure from one language into another (i.e.
Turkish and English) and one participation framework into another (i.e. one that consists of those
who speak Turkish and the other composed of those who speak English) seem to be establishing
two functions. First, it gives Amy information about what Zeyno and I have been talking about
without a bilingual translating the whole thing. Second, building on the first function, it creates a
sense of continuity and unity between the two participation frameworks. I will discuss in further
detail t Amy, in line 44 (“The dessert?”) makes an inference based on my pointing gesture and
checks it with me. I respond to her by nodding, thus verifying her interpretation of the elliptical
nominal “halva” in my question. In Chapter 6, where I discuss this practice as floor suturing, I
emphasize its implications for alignment and connection between the participants.
Throughout the excerpt, Zeyno displays her participation through gaze, posture, and head
position. Likewise, Amy attends to Zeyno as an addressed recipient through her own patterns of
gaze and bodily alignment. In line 25, (Arm- şey Amy helva yedi mi. “Arm- uhm- did Amy eat
halva.”) Zeyno first looks at Amy at the beginning of her utterance5. When Zeyno turns her head

5

Although I analyze Zeyno’s gaze as an indication that she is addressing Amy, or at least

expects her indirect offer to be translated to Amy and thus address her by proxy, based on my
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toward Amy and looks at her, Amy also turns her head away from Yunus and Tamer and looks at
Zeyno (Figure 27). Thus, Zeyno, at the very beginning of her turn, makes it clear that she is
addressing Amy. Zeyno then turns to me and completes her utterance, which is a pattern both
Zeyno and Amy employ when they are expecting translations from the bilingual speakers.

Figure 28. Zeyno at the beginning of her utterance 31:14
Likewise, when I offer Amy some halva to try in line 33 (“Would you like to try some
now or later?”), Zeyno turns to Amy and monitors her responses (Figure 28) and follows the
halva bowl as I pass it to Amy in line 39, probably because she is utilizing the turn taking
structure in making sense of the activities that are taking place. Here, right after my exchange
with Zeyno, I turn to Amy and speak to her in English, which signals to Zeyno that I am
translating her offer, and because the second pair part to an offer is typically accepting or
rejecting it, Zeyno sustains her gaze on Amy. In the following part of the interaction, Zeyno

general experience of triadic interactions with Amy and Zeyno, the gaze itself is ambiguous. It is
difficult to differentiate whether Zeyno is looking at Amy because she is addressing her or
because she is talking about her or both.
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momentarily attends to the conversation between Tamer and Yunus, when Yunus switches to
Turkish to list to Tamer the bread items they could eat with the dipping sauce he has made.
Excerpt 5.4
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

Amy:
Didem:
Amy:
Didem:
Tamer:
Yunus:

43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54

Tamer:
Yunus:
Tamer:
Amy:
Didem:
Tamer:
Didem:
Amy:
Zeyno:

The dessert?
((Nods))
I will taste some.
((Passes the halva bowl to Amy))
It’s buttery. It’s the butter xx
SoEkmek (.) ya da lavaş (.)
bread
or
flatbread
Bread or flatbread
Biraz ondan
biraz bundan.
some that-Abl some this-Abl
A little bit of this, a little bit of that.
We’re gonna make kofte,
((Nodding))
Kofte.
It’s good.
You remember?
You have to put cinnamon on it though.
The meat is still there.
Try it with cinnamon.
((Gets up and goes to get the cinnamon shaker))
((Turns to Zeyno and nods)) It’s good.
((Nods))

Zeyno continuously looks at Yunus between lines 42 (Ekmek (.) ya da lavaş (.) “Bread or
flatbread”) and 49 (“You have to put cinnamon on it though.”), starting with Yunus’ switch to
Turkish and ending with my hand gesture depicting adding cinnamon on the halva. While I get
up to get some cinnamon for Amy, Zeyno continuously looks at her and waits for Amy’s
response after eating the halva. Zeyno thus attends to both conversations that are taking place but
is committed more to the one she herself has initiated. Goffman (1963) explains that people can
(and often do) split their attention between more than one involvement at a time. He
differentiates between a main involvement, which occupies the person’s attention and actions,
and a side involvement, which the person takes part in to the extent that the main involvement
allows. In this case, the interaction taking place between Amy, me, and Zeyno is Zeyno’s main
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involvement, while the one taking place between Yunus and Tamer is her side involvement. In
addition to initiating the offer-acceptance sequence, Zeyno is committed to observing Amy’s
response to the halva because she has cooked it herself (this is a different batch than the one
where the amount of water had to be “eyeballed”). At the end of the excerpt, in line 47 Amy
turns to Zeyno, expresses positive assessment of the halva verbally (“It’s good.”), and nods with
raised eyebrows as a sign of her positive stance toward the halva. Zeyno, in turn, nods back to
Amy (Figure 29).

Figure 29. Amy and Zeyno nodding to each other 31:39 in line 54
The two women thus close off the interaction by orienting to each other as addressed
recipients and by aligning with each other in terms of their responses to the halva and each other:
Amy communicates her positive stance towards the halva while Zeyno communicates her
understanding of Amy’s evaluation of the halva. Ultimately, all this situated involvement around
eating, offering, and accepting food, displaying alignment in terms of the positive affective
stances toward food, and expressing shared tastes function to create connection between the
family members, especially Zeyno and Amy. As pointed out by Wiggins and Laurier (2020: 12)
practices involved in aligning in terms of displaying and recognizing tastes constitute one aspect
of how people “do being a family.”
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In summary, in the analysis presented in this section I discussed how Zeyno acts as an
agentive participant in an interaction that is mostly in English. I showed how Zeyno monitors the
other participants’ verbal and nonverbal behavior to make inferences about the activities taking
place, including the objects they handle or look at, their gestures, and bodily alignments. This
allows Zeyno to contribute to the ongoing interaction by introducing a topic that is related to the
ongoing one: Food. Zeyno further displays her agency by recruiting me to translate an offer she
makes to Amy. She then looks at Amy again to interpret her stance toward the halva as she eats
it. Amy shares her assessment directly with Zeyno through her facial expression, nodding
gesture, and speech. Zeyno thus transforms her role from that of an unaddressed participant to an
addressed one through her agentive employment of her capacities of meaning making,
intersubjectivity, and recruitment.
4.3.2. Treats on the kitchen counter: Achieving local relevance and incorporating
knowledge of the world when asking a question
In the previous excerpt Zeyno recruited me to translate an offer to Amy. The following
excerpt is an instance where Zeyno recruits me to translate a request for information, that is,
Zeyno asks a question to genuinely gain information. Similar to the previous example, Zeyno
uses her capacity to follow the other participants’ actions and make sense out of them, i.e. what
Erickson (1986) refers to as “emergent knowledge,” and introduces a topic that is related to an
object that is locally relevant for the other participants. She further displays her agency as she
directs my attention to the object she is attending to and engages in information seeking by using
me as a resource and providing candidate explanations based on her knowledge of the world.
In the excerpt (recorded in 2016 with a traditional camera) Yunus, Zeyno, and I are
sitting in the kitchen at Amy and Tamer’s house. Tamer is doing the dishes at the sink, and Amy
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is walking around and organizing various food items. Zeyno and I are talking about Zeyno’s
diabetes medication (where Zeyno explains that she is taking a break from taking her medication
after finishing three boxes and will resume when she goes back to Turkey), while Amy, Yunus,
and Tamer are talking about beer. Amy passes out some snacks to me, and Zeyno, following
these actions, introduces a new topic, recruiting me to translate a question for Amy. In the
excerpt, the dialogue where Zeyno is a participant is underlined for clarity.

Figure 30. Zeyno monitoring Amy's actions in line 8
The conversation between Zeyno and me ends after Zeyno’s utterance in line 5 Burdan
gittikten sonra başliycam tekrar. “I will start again after I leave here.” She doesn’t speak for a 5second-long period. During this period, she first looks at the objects on the kitchen counter: the
bread, the cinnamon shaker, the tea mug, etc. She then turns to Amy and looks at her while Amy
is packing the bread (Figure 30). Amy finishes packing the bread and puts it in the breadbasket in
line 10 and then picks up a handful of snacks from the bread basket and offers them to me saying
“You try one?” in line 12. As Amy holds the treats and puts them on the kitchen counter, Zeyno
follows them with her gaze (Figure 30).
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Excerpt 6.1
1 Zeyno: Bi kutu bittikten
sonra
One box finish-Nom-Abl after
After one box is finished
2
Ben üç
kutu bitirdim.
I
three boxes finish-Caus-Past-1PSg
I finished three boxes.
3
Bıraktım
şimdi.
leave-Past-1PSg now
Now I stopped.
4
Bir ay
bırakıcam.
one month leave-Fut-1PSg
I will stop for a month
5
Burdan
gittikten sonra başliycam
tekrar.
here-Abl go-Nom-Abl after start-Fut-1PSg again
I will start again after I leave here.
6 Yunus: It’s stout, it makes you full, (.) too.
7
Amy: <Packing bread> Hmm stout is nice.
8 Zeyno: ((Turns head to look at Amy))
9
Amy: I like stout.>
10
((Puts the bread bag away))
11 Yunus: Yeah.
12
Amy: ((Amy passes a package of food Didem’s way.))
You try one?
13 Yunus: These have like little pouches in them?
Of nitrogen?
14
When you open up it activates.
15
So it tastes like draft beer.
16
That’s right still draft.
17 Zeyno: Baksana
bi çok değişik
o.
look-Cond-2PSg one very different it
((Head pointing toward the snacks))
Check that out, it is very different.
18
Küçücük
küçücük
içinde.
small-Dim small-Dim inside-Poss-Loc
They are tiny inside it.
19 Didem: ((Nodding))

My gaze patterns are not captured in this excerpt because of the camera angle. However, from
my head direction we can infer that I turn to look at Yunus when he starts to speak in line 13
(“These have like little pouches in them?” – referring to the glass of stout beer in front of him).
Zeyno issues a directive in line 17 Baksana bi çok değişik o. “Check that out, it is very
different.” and through her use of the conditional with an optative meaning on the verb bak
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“look” and her head pointing gesture toward the snacks (Figure 31) directs me to look at the
snacks that Amy put on the table.

Figure 31. Zeyno head pointing toward the snacks in line 17
Zeyno expresses further interest and positive affect toward the snacks by smiling, raising her
eyebrows, speaking in a higher pitch, and describing the snacks as değişik “different” and
küçücük küçücük “tiny,” a reduplicated adjective marked with diminutive combined with a hand
gesture depicting the smallness of the snacks – her thumb touching the inside of her index finger
and thus marking the tip of the index finger as a depiction of the snacks. Zeyno’s description of
the snacks is quite vague, the adjective değişik “different” is used for things that are unfamiliar
but interesting, but it is not very informative. The other modifier Zeyno uses, küçücük küçücük
“tiny” is merely describing part of the snacks’ appearance. This might possibly be because
although she is interested in them, she does not know much about them. I respond to Zeyno by
nodding in line 19. It is the first time I have seen these snacks, and I do not have much to add to
the discussion. Zeyno’s verbal and nonverbal demonstrations of interest indicate that she is
recognizing that there is something about these snacks that is different, and that they might be
special. Next, Zeyno recruits me to ask Amy the function of such special treats.
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Excerpt 6.2
20 Zeyno: Şeyi
sorsana
o
nişan
evlemenme mithing-Acc ask-Cond-2PSg that engagement wedding
Q
Why don’t you ask her that- is that
(referring to the package Amy hands out to me)
for engagement or wedding.
21
Amy: ((Walks toward the kitchen sink))
22 Zeyno: Ne
için o.
what for that
What is that for.
23 Didem: Amy. Is this for a wedding or something?
24
Amy: No.
25 Didem: She’s asking.
26
Amy: No it’s not.
28
((Nodding sideways))
29
Just the Japanese packages.
30 Yunus: Hmm.
31 Didem: Japonlarin
paketleri.
Japanese-Plu-Gen packaging-Plu-Poss
Japanese people’s packaging
32
Amy: ((Picks up an empty waterbottle and starts to walk away))
33 Didem: boyle
oluyo.
like this be-Imf
is like that.

Zeyno reaches out to Amy in line 20 (Şeyi sorsana o nişan evlemenme mi- Ne için o. “Why
don’t you ask her that- is that for engagement or wedding- what is that for.”) Her directive is
again marked with the conditional suffix with an optative meaning. This is a very common way
of issuing directives in Turkish. In fact, the sentence only has a directive reading.
In asking for an explanation, i.e. on what occasion the snacks are eaten, Zeyno introduces the
question first as a yes/no question that presents a candidate explanation. This time the candidate
explanation is not based on observations of the immediate interactions, but on Zeyno’s
knowledge of the world: Candy in pretty packaging is a very common wedding and engagement
favor in Turkey. In line 22 (“Amy. Is this for a wedding or something?”) I translate Zeyno’s
question for Amy. However, because Amy had her back turned to Zeyno and me and did not
have the opportunity to follow the interaction between us (turns and gaze patterns), it is
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ambiguous from her perspective whether it is me or Zeyno who is asking this question. Amy first
responds to me in line 24, while she is still by the kitchen sink, that is, behind Zeyno at a point
where Zeyno cannot see her. Amy turns to face me and says “No,” while shaking her head. In
line 25 (“She’s asking”) I clarify the ambiguity by attributing the authorship of the question to
Zeyno. This time, Zeyno is an addressed recipient. Amy walks back toward the kitchen counter,
in line 26, when she is midway between the sink and the counter, still behind Zeyno, she says
“No it’s not.” Then takes two more steps and stands right next to Zeyno and shakes her head
sideways again. This last head shake is longer than the first two and becomes more accentuated
just at the moment Zeyno turns her gaze toward Amy, possibly because Amy knows gestures are
amongst the primary sources of information for both herself and Zeyno when the other
participants are speaking in a language they don’t understand. The interpersonal work carried out
by all three of us in this excerpt shows that what is at stake here is not just an information
exchange. For instance, by attributing authorship to Zeyno after Amy responds to my question, I
make sure that she recognizes that Zeyno is the one answering the question and speaks to her. In
other words, I carry out work to make sure that Amy talks to Zeyno and not me. Amy, in turn,
adjusts her response to address Zeyno, by repeating her response while emphasizing her gestures.
In line 29 (“Just the (.) Japanese packages.”) Amy elaborates on the packages, indicating that
they are not made for special occasions, but are packaged beautifully as is typical for Japanese
snacks. While elaborating on the packaging, Amy’s bodily orientation shows her commitment to
the kitchen organization activity. She turns her back to Zeyno and her side to me to pick things
up from the counter, changes location frequently, and does not hold her gaze on either of us. For
instance, although it is typical for her to look at me and then at Zeyno as I translate for them
when we sit down together, this time Amy picks up an empty plastic water bottle as I speak and
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walks away toward the recycling bin. Her bodily orientation and movement indicate to Zeyno
and me that Amy is not available for chatting at the moment. My translation to Zeyno has a
falling intonation. Moreover, the sentence is cut into two with a pause Japonlarin paketleri.
“Japanese people’s packaging” and boyle oluyo “is like this.” Moreover, each has its own falling
intonation pattern, whereas in a typical Turkish sentence, the falling intonation is at the end of
the sentence and the direct object, (in this case “Japanese people’s packaging”) has a rising
contour. I believe this intonation pattern expresses a sense of completion. Zeyno does not
respond to the translation but turns her head to attend to Tamer organizing the fridge.

Figure 32. Zeyno looking at Amy as she shakes her head
To summarize, my analysis of this episode demonstrates how Zeyno requests a
translation to reach out to Amy and ask a content question, and how Zeyno constitutes herself as
an agentive participant by attending to the activities carried out by Amy and the objects she is
handling. In so doing, she aligns with the group activity by introducing a topic related to the
object, i.e. snacks, that become a focus of joint attention between Amy and me. Zeyno further
displays her agency through her directives, first to gather my attention toward the snacks at a
moment when I was looking at Yunus and then recruiting me as a translator to ask Amy what the
snacks are for. Utilizing her knowledge of the world to make inferences about the purpose of the
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snacks as wedding favors is another agentive action on Zeyno’s part, one that draws on her
cultural expectations, and it is another example of how she carries out meaning making and
displays it in interaction.
4.4. Conclusion
This chapter has demonstrated how participants request translations and explanations
when other family members are talking in a language they do not understand. I have shown that
asking for translations/explanations occurs in two ways: One is when the speaker asks for a
translation/explanation of the interaction that is taking place around them, in other words, when
they request translations of others’ speech. When this occurs, the participants do not make
general, wide scope requests such as “What did she say?” Instead, they demonstrate that they
have been actively participating in the ongoing interaction and have sense of what is taking place
by asserting differing degrees of shared knowledge in their requests. The examples that I
discussed in the chapter include using polar questions that function as candidate translations,
questioning only the focus particle with a wh- question in the sentence to demonstrate general
understanding of the situation, incorporating knowledge of the world (when observation of the
current situation is limited) in the candidate translation, and using polar questions to mark the
focus particle and thus assert shared knowledge. I have shown that these ways of requesting
translations are preceded by monitoring actions, except in the case where Amy incorporates her
knowledge of the world, and in that example, I show that she does not attend to our talk because
she is carrying out some tasks in the kitchen and this lack of monitoring is reflected in the lack of
confidence in her candidate translation displayed through her marked intonation.
The second type of request for translations occurs when a participant recruits a bilingual
to translate her own talk for the family member with whom she does not have a common
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language. In other words, Amy and Zeyno request translation for their own discourse in order to
reach out and “talk” to another family member. I show in my analysis of the examples in this
section that speakers again observe the other participants and their actions, make inferences
about the ongoing activities based on their observations, and introduce topics that are relevant for
the ongoing interaction. As a result, they constitute themselves as agentive participants, who are
in sync with the flow of the interaction. The first excerpt I discussed in this section illustrated
how Zeyno attends to the conversation taking place in English and then makes an offer to Amy
when the conversation steers toward foods. In the second example, she again achieves topical
continuity as she asks a question to Amy related to the food item that Amy passes to me. This
second example is significant in that although in all the examples in this chapter there is the
aspect of connection and building relationships between Amy and Zeyno, in this last example we
see that extra work is carried out to achieve this end. When Amy does not recognize that I am
translating a question by Zeyno, I explicitly tell her that Zeyno is the original speaker, and Amy
responds by repeating her answer to the question and making her facial expression and gestures
more visible for Zeyno. In other words, in this excerpt I differentiate the author/principal roles
from the animator role. By telling Amy that Zeyno is the one who is asking the question, I
indicate that I am not committed to the outcome of this request for information. Thus, I position
Zeyno as both the author and the principal, while limiting my role to only as the animator.
In sum, in this chapter I have discussed two types of requests for translation: Requests for translating
others’ talk and requests for translating one’s own talk. In both cases the requester shows that she has
been attending to the ongoing interaction and thus positions herself as an active, agentive participant,
rather than someone who is simply co-present. The requester’s agentive status is collaboratively
constructed by others as well, which becomes especially visible in the last example, where the recipient
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at first fails to acknowledge this status and the interpreter explicitly points it out. The recipient then
repeats her actions, this time tailored for the requester. Collectively, the examples analyzed in this
chapter show that there is an active meaning making going on, as the person who does not have access
to the verbal interaction uses every kind of sign that is available to her in order to make inferences about
the situation, and also displays that she brings inferences to the table. However, we would be missing a
significant aspect of what is taking place if we only focused on the information aspect. There is also a lot
of work being carried out in order to build and maintain relationships between the participants, which is
especially important given that they belong to a family. Ultimately, the inquiring and reaching out that is
carried out through these requests for translation enable the participants to achieve intersubjectivity,
constitute themselves as accountable to each other, and strengthen their bonds as members of a family. I
will explore this further in Chapter 6. Next, however, Chapter 5 extends my analysis to the role of
technology in how these family members participate in interaction.
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CHAPTER 5. INTERACTIONS AROUND AND THROUGH TECHNOLOGICAL
DEVICES
5.1. Introduction
In this chapter I discuss how the affordances of technological artifacts constitute
resources for interaction between participants and make possible the emergence of a range of
activities with different participation frameworks. I show how mobile devices are attended to by
multiple participants, facilitate direct interaction between the two family members who do not
share a language, and serve as resources for the construction of collaborative action.
Studies on technology and its impact on interactions have proliferated as the use of these
objects becomes frequent in interactions and their status becomes ambivalent. Latour (1992)
points out that “Technologies can shape the decisions we make, the effect our actions have, and
the way we move through the world.” Gibson (1979) argues that objects have such consequences
on our actions because they present certain affordances, i.e. actionable material properties of
objects. Properties enable action, they are referred to as ‘enablements’, those that limit action are
referred to as ‘constraints’. The type of interactions that I investigate in this paper is sometimes
referred to as ‘technologized interaction’ (Hutchby 2001), where the affordances of objects
(technologies) become inescapable, and at times function as semiotic resources. Hutchby (2001:
450) points out that “When people interact through, around, or with technologies, it is necessary
for them to find ways of managing the constraints on their possibilities for action that emerge
from those artefacts’ affordances.”
Paying close attention to how people engage with objects and technologies in interaction
is significant for various reasons. People carry out meaning making in a manner of bricolage
(Levi-Strauss 1966), that is by piecing together any semiotic sign that is available and relevant
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for the current endeavor of making sense of the situation. As such, objects and materials that are
locally available constitute significant resources for meaning making (as shown e.g. by Scollon
2001 and Streeck 2011), as they are highly relevant for the actions carried out by people around
them. As material settings and objects become foci of attention, they shape the activities and
actions that take place around them (Goodwin 2000a). At times, material surroundings are
transformed into objects of knowledge as they are attended to by members of different
professions and evaluated through their “professional vision” (Goodwin 1994).
As humans engage with objects, their actions are altered because objects, as in the
example of frequent use of tools, make certain actions possible or easier for people. Gibson
(1979) argues that objects have consequences for our actions because they present certain
affordances, i.e. actionable material properties of objects. Properties that enable action are
referred to as ‘enablements’; those that limit action are referred to as ‘constraints’. For example,
a sieve provides an enablement to hold pasta, but not broth. The latter can be seen as a limitation
if one is attempting to store noodle soup. In that case, she would need to use a pot or a bowl
which offers the enablement of containing liquids. Gibson has also made the point that material
objects have different affordances for different species. For instance, water presents the
enablement of breathing for most fish species, but not humans. This point is relevant for the
discussion of the affordances of objects, especially technologies, and different users.
When we talk about the affordances of artifacts, we need to keep in mind that they do not
just happen to be there naturally, but that they are designed to be there in order to make certain
actions possible or impossible. Latour (1992: 151) points out that “Technologies can shape the
decisions we make, the effect our actions have, and the way we move through the world.” In his
example of buckling his seatbelt because he cannot bear the sound of the alarm that sounds when
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the driver is not buckled in, Latour raises the question where morality lies in our decisions of the
sort. Such questions related to building actions and being accountable for their effects are ones
related to agency, and although Latour does not formulate it directly as such, what’s at the heart
of his discussion is whether we can talk about inanimate objects and technologies as having
agency. Pennycook (2016) makes a similar point as he discusses how applied linguistics can
benefit from a post-humanist approach that could rethink what Amin (2015: 245) – as cited by
Pennycook – describes as “social identity as a reciprocal exchange between thinking bodies,
machines and environments,” which would enable us to understand language, cognition, and
agency as distributed amongst these elements. In his article where he reviews various research on
‘technologized interaction’ Hutchby (2001) argues that it is impossible to escape the affordances
of objects and technologies and that one always needs to find ways of working around them.
Scollon (2001) and Scollon and Scollon (2004) also engage with the idea that objects, including
technological objects, play an important role in interaction, and especially how they are
agentively used by humans to accomplish social practices.
Interactions involving technologies may be woven into and around other actions and
interactions that are already in progress. Aarsand (2008) investigates how students interact faceto-face and over MSN Messenger in a way that challenges the notions of what Goffman (1963)
refers to as primary and secondary involvements because interactions that start in one medium
are carried over to the other. Aarsand argues that online and offline activities do not constitute
separate frames in the students’ interaction, and that we should instead think about the constant
switching between the two as “borderwork,” where “the students created borders between online
and offline chatting, and between ratified and nonratified participants” (157). DiDomenico and
Boase (2013) also focus on the affordances of technology – in particular, mobile phones – and
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argue that the affordances of text messaging enable participants to send and receive text
messages as a secondary involvement while they are carrying out a face-to-face interaction as
what Goffman (1963) calls their primary involvement. Caron and Caronia (2001) argue that the
functions of technologies evolve and adapt to the existing lives of the users because “when the
technology enters the household, it is incorporated into the moral economy, and the social
organization of the family” (46). Wang et al. (2011: 45) carry the argument even further and
suggest that “technology does not determine human action, rather, human action shapes
technology.” They point out that technologies acquire phatic uses as a result of interpretive
flexibility, and that the phatic use of a technology is the product of the relationship between the
developers, the users, and the non-users. Likewise, Al Zidjaly (2007) shows how PowerPoint, a
computer program designed for professional use, acquires social functions as Yahya, a young
man with quadriplegia, uses it to create videos that he shares online as a way of reaching out to
people and voicing his emotions, thus alleviating his disability.
Research has also addressed how people explicitly orient to the technological artifacts
around them, showing that it is possible for participants to conceptualize and address these
artifacts similar to the way they address other human participants. Gordon (2013a), in her
analysis of the discourse of four families who self-recorded their interactions for a whole week,
finds that the recorder was conceptualized as either an object or a person; in doing this, the
participants used it as a resource for identity display. Although in cases where the family
members oriented to the recorder as a human they were actually “performing” to it as a stand-in
for the researcher who would listen to the recordings later on, it is consequential for the
interaction because it offers the participants a choice of conceptualizing the machine in different
ways. Molina-Markham and colleagues’ (2016) investigation of drivers’ interactions with an in-
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car speech enabled system found that people engage in both task oriented and non-task oriented
talk with the system. The latter mainly consisted of phatic talk, including encouragement,
support, and evaluations. Thus, the participants in the study at times oriented to the in-car system
in person-like ways regardless of its status as a non-human.
Existing research has demonstrated how technologies are mobilized in interaction, and
how people make use of their affordances, taking advantage of their various enablements and
managing their constraints. Extending this work, in what follows, I explore uses of technology,
especially how it is incorporated in the face-to-face interactions of a multilingual family that
includes members who don’t have a language in common. Through analysis of how participants
(1) use an iPad to jointly attend to a photo and use it as an interactional resource, (2) use a voice
translation application to address each other and then collaboratively engage in making meaning
and constructing a message when the technology fails, and (3) use mobile phones in order to
transfer and watch together a video recording of a shared event, attending to the different
affordances of the mobile device and thus constructing different activities and participation
frameworks in relation to the device.
5.2. Analysis
5.2.1. The mobile phone screen as a space for embodied meaning making
The following excerpt illustrates how the affordances of an iPad enable Zeyno and Amy
to directly address each other and construe themselves as agentive participants in interaction. For
the interactions taking place in this family, it is usually the case, as highlighted in the previous
chapter, that the bilinguals facilitate the monolingual family members’ participation by
translating utterances and explaining situations for them. The example I present and analyze here
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is one of the few where, when two bilingual Turkish-English speakers are speaking in Turkish,
Zeyno – instead of a bilingual participant – turns to Amy to explain what is going on. Zeyno is
partly able to do this through the iPad’s affordance of displaying photos on its screen. Zeyno
pulls up a photo on her iPad and shows it to Amy. She then builds on that photo by performing a
series of embodied actions, including deictic and iconic actions, to communicate her messages to
Amy. These actions allow Amy to carry out meaning making, respond to Zeyno in meaningful
ways, and herself introduce relevant and meaningful topics of talk with Zeyno. In this excerpt,
Zeyno, Amy, Tamer, Yunus, and I are sitting around the kitchen counter at Amy and Tamer’s
house, as shown in Figure 33. The recording was made in 2016 with a traditional camera.

Figure 33. The family engaging with mobile devices and each other simultaneously
As is visible in the figure, at the moment the excerpt begins, Yunus is preparing a dipping sauce
for pita bread, while Zeyno, Tamer, and I are all engaged with our mobile devices. As the family
members shift the screens of their mobile devices, the screens become visible in the video
recording, giving clues about the activities in which they are engaged. Zeyno is browsing
Facebook on her iPad, rereading the messages friends and family posted for her cat Armut’s
birthday. I am surfing the web on my smart phone. Tamer is also browsing Facebook on his
phone. He posts comments on a couple of Facebook posts and then starts to browse pictures of
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Zeyno and Armut. Tamer also has his smart phone with its screen facing up on the kitchen
counter. Amy walks in the kitchen and sits next to Zeyno as Tamer initiates the talk that appears
in the excerpt. He comes across a photo I posted on Facebook that captures a photo of Zeyno and
Armut communicating on Skype with me (Zeyno is holding Armut in front of the webcam)
(Figure 34).

Figure 34. Zeyno holding Armut in front of the webcam
Tamer laughs when he sees the photo and initiates a playful interaction in Turkish, where Tamer,
Yunus, and I tease Zeyno about how she is holding Armut and joke about Armut’s appearance.
Tamer, in line 2, makes the point that Zeyno is holding Armut in a headlock, which is a wrestling
move, where one athlete immobilizes the other by trapping their neck with their arm. In the
photo, Zeyno is holding Armut facing the webcam with both hands to immobilize her for the
purposes of sharing her presence with me on the other side of the Skype. Armut, in turn, has a
facial expression that Tamer, Yunus, and I recognize as upset. Tamer’s description of a headlock
gets at this idea of a humiliated athlete. Likewise, my caption for the photo on Facebook is Zorla
Skype “Skype by force,” indicating that Armut does not want to interact with me, again
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highlighting her unfriendly nature. In line 3, I respond to Tamer’s description with laughter and
ask him if it is screenshot of Armut during a Skype conversation. Yunus comments Suratında şey
yok. “There is not the thing in her face.” This translation sounds very off, but the Turkish
utterance is also quite odd. Yunus is aiming to produce the idiom Suratında meymenet yok,
which can idiomatically be translated as “I don’t like the look of her.” Meymenet is an Arabic
word rarely used outside this idiom and means good fortune. Yunus cannot come up with the
word meymenet, and instead uses the generic pronoun şey “thing.” This idiom is used for people
who have unwelcoming facial expressions, especially when it reflects a lack of friendliness and
compassion.
Excerpt 7.1
1 Tamer: ((Laughs))
2
Annemin
kafakol çektiği resim
çok güzel.=
mother-Poss-1PSg-Gen headlock pull
picture very nice
The picture where my mom is doing a headlock is very nice.
3 Zeyno:
=((Looks at Tamer))
4 Didem: Hhhh Skype mı.
Skype Q
Is it the Skype?
5 Zeyno: ((Smiles))
6 Didem: ((Laughs))
7 Yunus: ((Smiling)) [Suratında
şey] yok.
face-Poss-3PSg-Loc thing Neg
I don’t like the look of her.

Throughout lines 1-7, Yunus, Tamer, and I are talking in Turkish and laughing in a
playful manner, where the photo is the object of our attention; what Zeyno and Armut are doing
in the photo is the target of our teasing remarks. Zeyno is attending to both Tamer and her iPad,
where she is looking at Armut’s photos. She smiles after Tamer’s comment in line 2 (Annemin
kafakol çektiği resim çok güzel. “The picture where my mom is doing a headlock is very nice.”).
Amy is also attending to the talk. She looks at Tamer as he speaks in line 2. However, unlike the
Turkish speaking participants, Amy does not smile or laugh in this part of the interaction. In the
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next parts of the exchange, Zeyno uses both her iPad and a series of verbal and nonverbal actions
– including Turkish utterances, gaze, pointing, and laughing – to capture Amy’s attention.
Excerpt 7.2
8 Zeyno: ((Holds her iPad with both hands))
9
((Turns head and looks at Amy))
10
Amy: ((Looks at the iPad screen))
11 Zeyno: ((Looks down at the iPad))
12
((Tilts screen toward Amy))
13
Amy: ((Leans toward Zeyno))

Zeyno and Amy coordinate their joint attention toward the iPad screen through a number of
nonverbal cues as described in lines 8-13. In line 8, Zeyno moves one hand from her eye-glasses
and the other from her beer glass and holds her iPad with both hands. This gesture solicits Amy’s
focused attention in the activities that will soon be organized around the iPad. Zeyno then turns
her head toward Amy and looks at her. Amy, although her gaze is not on Zeyno directly, can
monitor these actions through her peripheral vision, and right after Zeyno turns her head, Amy
looks at the iPad screen, possibly interpreting both Zeyno’s holding of the iPad and turning to
look at Amy as signs indicating that Zeyno wanted to share something on the iPad with Amy.

30:13.320 Zeyno’s hands shift
toward the iPad

30:13.821 Zeyno holds the
iPad and starts shifting her
head to look at Amy

30:14.254 Amy shifts her
gaze toward the iPad as
Zeyno completes pushing it
toward Amy

Figure 35. Zeyno and Amy coordinate attention on the iPad in lines 8-14
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In line 11, right after Zeyno sees Amy turn her gaze toward the iPad, which indicates that Amy’s
attention has successfully been directed toward the screen, she also looks down at the screen.
Some moments of this sequence I describe can be seen in Figure 35 below
Once joint attention on the iPad is established, Zeyno goes on to deliver her message to
Amy, through both her Turkish utterance and a combination of pointing, gaze, and laughter.
Excerpt 7.3
14 Zeyno: ((Points toward the iPad screen))
15
Amy: ((Leans toward Zeyno))
16 Zeyno: Buna
[gülüyolar.]
this-Dat laugh-Impf-3PPl
They’re laughing at this.
17
((Points toward Tamer and back at the screen))
18
Amy: ((Smiles))
19 Tamer: ((Moves iPad forward and back))
20
Hhhh yeah
21 Zeyno: Hhh
gü(h)lüyo- gü(h)lüyola(h)r.
this-Dat laugh-Impf laugh-Impf-3PPl
They’re laugh- laughing.
22
Amy: ((Nods))

Zeyno’s utterance in line 16 Buna gülüyolar. (“They’re laughing at this.”) reflects typical
Turkish SOV word order with the subject pronoun dropped, as is the case in conversational
Turkish unless there is a shift in topic, and Zeyno seems to align her pointing gestures with her
speech. For instance, her pointing gesture toward the iPad screen (Figure 36, below) aligns with
the object buna “this-Dat” and her pointing toward Tamer is right at the end of her utterance and
thus aligns with the 3rd person plural marker on the verb gülüyolar “laugh-Impf-3PPl.” Finally,
when her utterance ends, she points back at the screen, perhaps because the object of the
utterance, i.e. the pronoun referring to the image on the screen, is the new and focalized
information in her utterance. Her pointing back thus emphasizes this information. Figure 36
below shows how Zeyno switches from pointing at the screen to pointing at Tamer and then back
at the screen.
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Line 14
30:14.820 Zeyno points toward
the screen as she utters buna thisDat. Amy leans toward Zeyno.

Line 17
30:15.862 Zeyno points
toward Tamer toward the
end of her utterance, where
the person marker is on the
verb. Amy starts to smile.

Line 17
30:16.230 Zeyno points
back at the screen.

Figure 36. Zeyno explaining to Amy that we are laughing at Armut's photo in lines 16-17
In line 21, Zeyno repeats her utterance Hhh gülüyo- gülüyolar. “They are laughlaughing.” Here again, Zeyno points first toward Tamer, aligned with her false start gülüyo- and
then back at the iPad screen, aligned with gülüyolar. Moreover, as she is uttering the words
(gü(h)lüyo gü(h)lüyola(h)r), she intersperses them with laughing particles. In this utterance, thus,
Zeyno explains to Amy what is taking place using nonverbal means in conjunction with her
Turkish utterance. She uses pointing to refer to the object and the subject of the sentence and
laughter in order to perform the action that the verb denotes.
Figure 35 also illustrates how Amy displays participation in her interaction with Zeyno
through gaze, posture, and smiling. First, Amy displays attention toward the iPad as she looks
down at it when Zeyno holds the iPad with both hands and subtly moves it in Amy’s direction
while looking at her. Then, as Zeyno points to the screen, Amy leans in toward Zeyno as she
continues to look at the screen. Because Zeyno tilts the iPad toward Amy, Amy doesn’t actually
have to tilt toward Zeyno in order to be able to see the image. However, by doing so, Amy
displays her involvement in an embodied way. Moreover, Amy reacts to Zeyno’s message in
meaningful ways. In line 16, when Zeyno both tells Amy (in Turkish) what Tamer is laughing at
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and points at the screen and Tamer, Amy starts smiling. I noted above that Amy’s facial
expressions differed from the Turkish speaking participants as Tamer and I were joking about
Zeyno’s handling of Armut in the photo. All three of us were laughing and/or smiling, but Amy
had a straight face. Now, as Zeyno reaches out to Amy and “explains” the situation to her, Amy
aligns with the group in terms of facial expressions as well. Moreover, in line 21, when Zeyno
repeats her utterance and her pointing and adds the laughter particles to the verbs meaning
“laugh” and thus performs the action, Amy nods in reaction to Zeyno, displaying understanding.
Zeyno and Amy establish the participation framework through their bodily conduct. Zeyno tilts
the screen toward Amy and points at the screen, and Amy looks at the screen, leaning in toward
Zeyno to display further attention and interest, and reacts to the photo and Zeyno by smiling and
nodding.
I now turn to how the interaction continues to unfold: Zeyno engages with the image on
the iPad screen in socially recognizable ways that help Amy make inferences about Zeyno’s
emotional state and then align with her by making an offer (through me as a participant) that is
relevant to Zeyno’s inferred emotional state. Specifically, Zeyno bends down and kisses the
screen as she expresses her love for Armut, and Amy describes this action as an indication that
Zeyno is missing Armut. Amy then invites Armut to her house the next time Zeyno visits. I
omitted parts of the talk here which are related to (1) Zeyno and I negotiating which photo
Tamer and I are laughing at and (2) Zeyno and I talking about whether Armut will welcome
Zeyno back home after her trip, or display a bad attitude.
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Excerpt 7.4
((Omitted: 6 lines wherein Zeyno and I talk, in Turkish,
about which photo Tamer is talking and laughing about.))
29 Zeyno: Hiiii (Bends down and kisses the iPad screen))
30
Amy: ((Tilts head backwards)) Hhhhh she miss her.
((Omitted: 6 lines wherein Zeyno and I talk, in Turkish,
about what she and Armut do when she goes back to Istanbul.))
38
Amy: She should bring her here next time.
39 Didem: Armut?
40
Amy: ((Nods))
41 Didem: Amy Armut’u
da
davet
ediyo seneye.
Amy Armut-Acc Conj invitation do
next year
Amy is inviting Armut too for next year.
42 Zeyno: ((Turns to Amy and smiles)) Hmmm?
43
Amy: ((Nods))

In line 29, right after the part I omitted where Zeyno and I negotiate which photo it was that
Tamer and I were laughing at, Zeyno produces a response cry (Goffman 1978), Hiiii (produced
by inhaling in air to express sudden and strong emotions such as surprise or a burst of love), and
bends down to kiss Armut’s photo on her iPad. Amy recognizes this action of kissing Armut’s
photo as a sign of Zeyno’s love for Armut and, because Zeyno has left Armut back in Istabul
while visiting her children in the US, a sign of missing Armut. Amy’s immediate reaction to
Zeyno’s kissing in line 30 is to tilt her head backwards and laugh and then to verbalize her
interpretation of the situation Hhhhh she miss her. Figure 37 below shows Zeyno’s behavior and
Amy’s response.
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Zeyno kissing the screen in line 29 at
30:27.854

Amy responds to Zeyno’s kiss by laughing and
interpreting her action in line 30 at 30:28.234

Figure 37. The kiss and the reaction
It is quite easy and common to express emotions in embodied means such as shown in
this figure, through gestures, facial expressions, voice quality, and so on, and all these signs are
interpretable even when there is no common language between two participants. What is special
in this case is that the iPad’s affordance of having a surface that could be kissed and displaying
Armut’s photo enables Zeyno to carry out the action of kissing and Amy to observe both the
action and its goal. Although any photograph – print or digital – enables actions such as pointing
at, kissing, and looking at, only a mobile device has the affordances of being easily carried
around, having a connection to the internet, facilitating browsing social media, and retrieving
online photos from anywhere in the world. Thus, the mobile device enables the participants to
initiate conversations and topics based on these images. These resources, i.e. the iPad and the
actions it enables, allow Amy to introduce a locally relevant topic after she has just listened to an
exchange in Turkish where Zeyno and I were talking about what Armut will do once Zeyno goes
back home (omitted from the transcript). Throughout that talk, Zeyno kept looking at Armut’s
photos on her iPad, and Amy’s gaze direction switched between Zeyno’s face and the iPad
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screen. Then, in line 38 (She should bring her here next time.), Amy offers to host Armut the
following year when Zeyno comes to visit. After I translate Amy’s offer in line 41, Amy Armut’u
da davet ediyo seneye. (“Amy is inviting Armut too for next year.”). In line 42 Zeyno turns to
Amy, smiles, and produces the response Hmmm? indicating that she has received, understood,
and appreciated Amy’s message, and in line 43 Amy nods, asserting her commitment to her
message as well as indicating that she has received Zeyno’s response.
In this exchange we see how this offer functions to establish alignment between Zeyno
and Amy. First, in line 42, Zeyno lifts her head from her iPad, turns to look at Amy, smiles and
produces the response (Hmmm?). Amy also smiles and nods to Zeyno. This pattern -- the
Hmmm? response followed by Amy’s nodding while the two women are in a state of mutual gaze
after a translation -- occurs frequently in the interactions in this family and illustrates how Zeyno
and Amy orient to each other as the primary speaker and the recipient of utterances and display
that orientation publicly.
In analyzing this episode, I have discussed how an iPad, through its affordances that
make certain actions possible, i.e. seeing images on its screen as well as performing certain
actions such as pointing and kissing, allows Zeyno and Amy to agentively build action.
Moreover, the actions they build are publicly available for mutual monitoring and enable Amy
and Zeyno to interact directly with each other and align with each other. By using the iPad as an
object and building actions where they are the agents and the iPad is the patient, both Zeyno and
Amy can make inferences and construct verbal explanations of situations. First, Zeyno pointed at
Tamer and then at Armut’s picture and performed laughing behavior. Her pointing and laughing
align with the verbal part of her production, where she tells Amy that Tamer and I are laughing
at that picture of Armut. In the second part of the excerpt, we see a similar pattern of how
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information is constructed in nonverbal means, where the gestures align with corresponding
words. Amy’s verbal description of the situation, i.e. that Zeyno misses Armut, is based on an
inference Amy makes as a result of observing Zeyno’s kissing action. In other words, Zeyno’s
kissing the photo and producing a response cry communicates to Amy that Zeyno is in a state of
longing. Amy’s utterance makes her understanding of this known to the others present.
5.2.2. Collaborative building of a Mother’s Day message
The next excerpt is an instance of how the affordances (in this case both enablements and
limitations) of a translation application (or app) that was designed to enable communication
between two people who do not share a common language is mobilized by the non-bilingual
speakers to create a participation framework that includes the bilinguals and distributes agency
amongst participants. In the extract, drawn from a dinner party including the family and their
friends, Amy positions herself as an agentive participant as she directly addresses Zeyno without
the aid of the bilingual speakers, introduces the activity frame of “talking” to Zeyno, and recruits
Zeyno as her recipient. Zeyno also practices her agency by requesting the phone that is running
the app by extending her hand and displaying understanding and alignment with Amy even when
the translation app fails to produce meaningful output. The other participants also collaborate
with Zeyno and Amy as the activity progresses. We see Tamer issuing directives to Amy, Maria
(the neighbor and friend who also appeared in extracts analyzed in the last chapter) recruiting the
participants to attend to Amy, Didem reading the writing on the phone screen as Zeyno is
holding it, and Ali (who is brother to Tamer and Didem) translating Zeyno’s utterance for Amy.
Thus, it is necessary to address their actions when talking about how agency is distributed in this
excerpt.
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Figure 38. The seating arrangement
The excerpt is from the recording I made with a traditional camera during lunch on
Mother’s Day in 2016 at Amy and Tamer’s house. Present are Zeyno’s three children (Tamer,
Ali, and Didem), their partners (Amy, Ula, and Yunus, respectively), and the neighbors (Maria
and Silvio). The group is diverse in terms of language beyond the family. All participants –
except Zeyno, who is Turkish monolingual – speak English as a second language. Ali, like
Tamer, Yunus, and I, is Turkish-English bilingual. Amy is Thai-English bilingual, Ula is
German-English bilingual, and Maria and Silvio are Spanish-English bilinguals. The
participants’ shared identities as second language speakers become salient as they speak English
to engage with the voice translation application. The participants are all sitting around a long,
rectangular table, eating and chatting. Figure 38 below shows the seating arrangement. Zeyno is
sitting at the middle of the long side of the table surrounded by her three children and daughtersin-law. I am sitting next to her on her left-hand side and helping her with translations and
explanations where necessary. Going around the table from front left, the participants are Silvio,
Maria, Tamer, Ali, Amy, Ula, Zeyno, Didem, and Yunus.
The excerpt begins as Tamer, Ali, and Zeyno are chatting about the food in Turkish. Amy
is not involved in the talk at this point. She is holding her phone in front of her face and
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browsing apps, touching the screen frequently. As the conversation between the Turkish speakers
continues, Amy starts to speak to the phone, addressing Zeyno, that is, she is recording input for
a voice translation app in order to address Zeyno directly. (This voice translation app had been
introduced to Amy and Zeyno several days before by Tamer; the family’s first experiences with
the app will be examined in Chapter 6 and are also discussed in more depth in İkizoğlu 2019b).
Amy attempts to tell Zeyno that she is very happy to have Zeyno at her house during Mother’s
Day, but the translation app misunderstands her utterance and produces a meaningless string.
This is followed by teasing by Maria, Tamer, and Ali.
Excerpt 8.1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Amy: ((Holding the phone to her mouth))
I am very pleased,
And happy to have you here,
On this Mother’s Day?
((Long stare at the phone screen
to check the translation and then
taps the screen))
((Extends the phone out to Zeyno))
Maria: Quiet!
Zeyno: ((Lifts hand to pick the phone up))
Amy: ((Pulls the phone back and looks at it))
Tamer: Say it.
Amy: [I did.]
Tamer: [Say it.]
Amy: I did.
((Extends the phone out to Zeyno))
Tamer: Read it.
Amy: ((Pulls the phone back, looks at the phone,
then at Tamer))
What!
((Moves the phone toward Tamer))
Tamer: You have to read it honey.
Zeyno: ((Reaches out to take the phone))
Amy: ((Hands the phone to Zeyno))
((Laugh))

In lines 1-4 (“I am very pleased, and happy to have you here, on this Mother’s Day?”), Amy
produces voice input for the translation application, which is a celebratory message to Zeyno for
Mother’s Day. The group, at this point, is engaged in talk, switching between Turkish and
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English, about the food. In line 5 Amy holds the phone in front of her face and looks at the
screen (for a whole 5 seconds) to check the translation. She then taps the screen to play the voice
output and extends her arm with the phone toward Zeyno. These cues indicate that Amy is about
to “address” Zeyno through the app, and Maria, in line 7 (“Quiet!”) issues a directive to the other
participants to stop their talk and direct their attention toward Amy.
Between lines 10 and 19, Amy and Tamer negotiate how the message will be delivered to
Zeyno, either by having Zeyno read the Turkish output herself or by having Amy read it to her.
Amy extends the phone out toward Zeyno in line 6 because this particular translation application
uses voice strings as input, but the output (which, in this case, is in Turkish) is produced in
writing and needs to be read. Thus, Amy, by extending the phone to Zeyno, is recruiting Zeyno
as a recipient to read the message. In lines 10 and 12, right after Amy extends the phone toward
Zeyno to have her read the Turkish writing, Tamer issues directives (“Say it.”) to Amy to read
the messages herself, instead of recruiting Zeyno to read the words from the screen. Amy
responds to Tamer by pointing out that she did say it; Tamer’s directive is ambiguous, as it is not
clear whether he is directing Amy to produce input or read out loud the output. Amy’s response
to Tamer indicates that she takes it to mean the former – she has already produced the English
utterance to be used as input. Tamer then revises his directive and tells Amy to “Read it.” In line
16 Amy first moves the phone back in front of her face and looks at the screen, then she looks at
Tamer and exclaims “What!” expressing her negative stance toward undertaking the task of
reading a Turkish sentence out loud. In line 19, Tamer repeats the request (“You have to read it
honey.”), this time adding a modal verb “have to” indicating obligation.
As Tamer and Amy are negotiating the delivery method for Amy’s Mother’s Day
message to Zeyno, Zeyno reaches out to take the phone in line 20 (Figure 39 below).
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Figure 39. Zeyno makes a request for the phone nonverbally by extending her hand
toward Amy in line 20 at 00:00:40.772
In reaching for the phone, Zeyno claims her status as Amy’s recipient and a participant in
the ongoing interaction at a moment when attention has diverted from the dialogue between
Zeyno and Amy to one between Amy and Tamer. Although she is the primary recipient of
Amy’s message, because of the technical issues, Zeyno has been left out of the interaction, and
the interaction has evolved into one where Amy is managing the translation process with Tamer
in English. Zeyno’s gesture of extending her hand to take the phone functions to assert her role at
a moment when she is not addressed by Amy. Right at the moment when Zeyno extended her
hand toward Amy, Amy was moving her hand – holding the phone – toward Tamer (line 18) but
she diverts the course of her action as soon as she sees Zeyno’s gesture. As Amy hands Zeyno
the phone in line 21, the negotiation between Amy and Tamer is resolved and the participation
framework at the beginning of the excerpt is restored.
As the interaction continues, Zeyno and I collaboratively act as the recipients of Amy’s
message, as Zeyno holds the phone and I read what is on the screen. As I read the message out
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loud, the Turkish speakers notice that the translation application has failed, and the frame
switches to a playful one.
Excerpt 8.2
23 Didem: ((Leans toward Zeyno to look at the screen))
24
Cok, hapishane, mem(h)nun oldugumu,
Very prison
glad
be-Nom-1PSg-Acc
Very, prison, that I am glad.
25
Iste anneler
gu(h)nu.
Dem mother-Plu day-Poss
Here is mother’s day
26 Didem: [((Laugh))]
27 Yunus: [((Laugh))]
28 Zeyno: ((Looks at Amy and smiles))
29
Amy: What!
30
What did it say?
31
[((Laugh))]
32 Yunus: [((Laugh))]
33 Tamer: ((Reaches out for the phone))
34 Didem: I am very prison?
35 Zeyno: ((Hands the phone to Tamer))

The way Zeyno and I collaboratively fulfill the recipient role is an instance of distributed agency
that is facilitated and shaped by our use of technology. We saw at the end of the previous excerpt
that Zeyno nonverbally requested the phone from Amy by extending her hand to hold the phone.
Zeyno takes the phone from Amy and looks at the screen, and in line 23 I lean over to look at it
as well (Figure 40 shows my neutral position and leaning position). Then I read the translation
out loud in lines 24 and 25 (Çok, hapishane, mem(h)nun olduğumu, işte anneler gü(h)nü., which
translates into English as something like “Very, prison, that I am glad, here is Mother’s Day.”).
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Line 21 - 00:00:41.722

Line 23 - 00:00:43.582

Figure 40. Didem leans over to read the translation on the phone screen
Both Amy and Zeyno have limited flexibility for action in this exchange mediated by a
voice translation application. Although Turkish orthography uses the Latin alphabet, which Amy
uses to read and write in English, not knowing Turkish limits Amy’s capacity for action in terms
of reading the output, and although Zeyno is able to read and write Turkish, working with the
affordances of this unfamiliar technological artifact and reading small text on the screen limits
her capacity for action. Hence, I take on multiple tasks in building of the action of celebrating
Zeyno on Mother’s Day. First, I produce the sound string to become animator (in Goffman’s
terms) for Amy’s message by reading the output.
As Enfield (2017) points out, agency is not just related to the relationship between agents
and courses of action, but the effects of the actions are also part of what constitutes agency, and
here, I also play a role in how the message is received. As I animate the message, I begin using a
smile voice from the beginning of the third word, which then turns into laughter particles. I am
also the first participant to start laughing upon completion of the message. Thus, I initiate how
the others, especially Amy, who does not have access to the content of this message, react to the
message, in other words, I influence the effect of the course of action. Right after I initiate the
laughter, Yunus follows and starts laughing (lines 26-27). In line 28, Zeyno looks up to Amy and
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smiles (without nodding or providing another obvious reaction). These signs communicate to
Amy that there is a problem with the translation, and she also laughs and checks the validity of
the translation in lines 29 and 30 (“What! What did it say?”), recruiting me as a translator to
check the validity of the application’s output. I have discussed in İkizoğlu (2019a) how both
Amy and Zeyno, when committed to their message (assuming the principal role in Goffman’s
terms), publicly display that commitment by checking whether the translation application has
produced a correct translation. Here, Tamer, in response to the problematic output, reaches out to
take the phone from Zeyno, and in line 34 I respond to Amy by reading the English input that is
displayed on the phone screen (“I am very prison?”) with rising intonation to indicate uncertainty
because the English input is also semantically anomalous. Notice that this input does not match
the utterance Amy has produced in line 2 (“I am very pleased.”). Thus, the anomaly of the
translation results from a combination of various factors, including the program’s rudimentary
natural language understanding and grammar. In sum, Amy, Zeyno, the translation app, and I
collaborate to produce and receive the message and negotiate its effects. In addition, all the
participants who are present play a role in the construction of this playful and interactive frame.
For instance, Yunus laughs and Tamer issues directives to Amy.
The following part of the excerpt illustrates accountability, which is an element of agency
that is also related to the effects of an action. The excerpt shows how Amy is held accountable –
within a teasing frame – for the mistranslation by the English speakers – Tamer, Maria, and Ali –
as a result of her poor skills in tech, writing, and speaking English as a second language. All
three English speakers who are teasing Amy are nonnative speakers themselves and have similar
issues with speech recognition programs, such as Alexa, which surfaces at several points in the
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video recordings in my corpus. Thus this teasing frame has a humorous and aligning tone rather
than a judgmental one.
Excerpt 8.3
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49

Tamer: ((Takes the phone from Zeyno))
((Looks at the screen))
((Looks at Amy and holds the screen facing Amy))
Why don’t you read the top.
That’s what you’re doing.
I am very prison happy to- have you.
Amy: ((Reaches out to take the phone))
Tamer: ((Hands the phone to Amy))
Prison.
((Hands the phone back to Amy))
Maria: ((Laugh))
Amy: ((Looks at the screen and laughs))
Tamer: You said you are very pleased?
Amy: Ye:s. ((Looking at the screen))

In line 39 (“Why don’t you read the top.”) Tamer holds Amy accountable for her use of the
mobile device, for not checking how the software encoded her input. In other words, he suggests
that she should read what appears at the top of the screen, as it reveals how the app encoded her
input. Then, he explains in line 40 (“That’s what you’re doing.”) that at the top of the screen the
app shows the input she has produced. (Tamer’s explanation might sound awkward to native
English speakers. The pronoun “that” in his utterance refers to the written form of the input as
the software has perceived it, which appears at the top of the screen. The noun clause, “what you
are doing” refers to the input, i.e. what linguistic string the speaker has produced.) In line 41
Tamer reads the input out loud: “I am very prison happy to- have you.” Then in line 44 he
extracts and repeats the part that has caused the trouble in interaction (“Prison”). By identifying,
reading out loud, and repeating the parts of Amy’s input that led to the anomalous output, Tamer
further holds Amy accountable by zooming into what she had done wrong. In addition, by
holding Amy accountable in such a way, Tamer assumes an expert role, who identifies the
problem, its source, the responsible parties, and recommends solutions.
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As Tamer discovers and explains what has caused the failure in translation, his hand
configuration in relation to the phone shifts. Figure 41 below shows the shifts in Tamer’s hand
configuration.

Line 37 at 00:00:55.706

Line 39 at 00:00:56.099

Line 44 at 00:01:01.875

Figure 41. Tamer reading the screen and showing it Amy
First, in the first panel of Figure 41, Tamer takes the phone from Zeyno in line 35 and
attends to it himself, as he attempts to figure out what caused the mistranslation. While doing so,
he holds the phone facing his face only. Then, right before line 39, in the second panel, when
Tamer holds Amy accountable for not checking the validity of the app’s transcription, he extends
his arm toward Amy, and shifts the alignment of the phone screen – parallel to the table – so that
it does not only face Tamer but is also visible to Amy. In other words, Tamer creates an Fformation (Kendon 1990) with the phone screen as the center of attention.
The third panel in Figure 41 shows how Tamer hands Amy the phone with the screen
facing her, while repeating the problem word “prison” (line 44). Compare this to another
instance of handing the phone to another participant: Figure 39, repeated as Figure 42 below,
illustrated how Amy is handing the phone to Zeyno upon completing her utterance.
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00:00:40.772

00:00:41.722

00:00:43.582

Figure 42. Amy passing the phone to Zeyno
The phone screen in the first panel, as Amy is handing the phone to Zeyno, is positioned
more parallel to the table, that is, not immediately in Zeyno’s visual and attentional space. In
other words, the participants differentiate the configuration of the phone when they are using it to
hold a participant accountable – by controlling the participant’s attentional space – and when
they are handing it to their interlocutor in response to their request for the phone – responding to
an extended hand by the interlocutor. In the middle panel of Figure 42, the position of the phone
screen acted as a recruitment, where Tamer directed Amy’s gaze and attention toward the phone
screen. While doing so, Tamer repeated “Prison” (in line 44), the word that constituted a problem
for the translation, directing Amy’s attention to that aspect. Thus, the alignment of the screen in
Figure 41 coupled with Tamer’s repetition are both ways of emphasizing Tamer’s act of holding
Amy accountable.
In line 48 (“You said you were very pleased?”), Tamer expresses his best guess about
what Amy said that the software transcribed as “prison.” We can see from the video that while
Amy was producing the input for the translation app, Tamer was not attending to her. He was
talking to Maria. Thus, he seems to be making a guess based on his knowledge about the
occasion and Amy’s interactive goals as well as his experience with Amy’s linguistic practices,
specifically her switching between the [l] and [r] in accordance with Thai phonetic rules.
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Following Tamer’s comments about checking the app’s transcription of Amy’s input,
Maria brings in another aspect of Amy’s performance that could potentially play a role in the
app’s failure, that is, Amy’s writing skills.
Excerpt 8.4
50 Maria: Amy you need to talk.
51
Don’t write man.
52
You don’t know how.
53 Tamer: ((Laughs))
54
Noo she talked.
55
The- iPhone didn’t understand her.
56
Amy: Maybe it’s the (bit) part of the song.
57
Ali: What Sir- Siri doesn’t understand her.
58 Maria: Doesn’t understand Silvio either.

In lines 50-52 Maria teases Amy about her literacy skills by issuing directives to her to produce
verbal input instead of written input for the app because she potentially does not possess
adequate writing skills in English (“Amy you need to talk. Don’t write man. You don’t know
how.”). Maria and Amy met at their first jobs after attending graduate school in New York.
Although both women studied and have worked for many years in the US, they still tease each
other about not speaking or writing properly. These attitudes toward each other surface very
frequently in interactions with technology. For instance, both families have voice assistants at
home and on their mobile phones (Alexa and Siri respectively) and frequently joke about how
the voice assistant does not “understand” them.
This idea that the technological artifact does not understand the nonnative speaker
surfaces as Tamer responds to Maria in lines 54 (“Noo she talked.”) and 55 (“The- iPhone didn’t
understand her.”) and accounts for the failed attempt at interaction by explaining that the
problem was not Amy’s choice of communicative channel, i.e. writing vs speaking, but that her
speech was not intelligible. The word Tamer uses to refer to the failure in encoding Amy’s
utterance is “understand.” The use of this cognitive verb by Tamer anthropomorphizes this
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technological artifact. Possibly because of this reason, right after Tamer refers to the artifact as
“iPhone,” Ali repeats his point in line 57 (“What Sir- Siri doesn’t understand her”), this time
referring to “it” as Siri, emphasizing the anthropomorphic attributes of the technology. These
attributes include producing speech with a human voice – one that is more advanced than older
versions in terms of the voice quality, intonation, and prosody. The voice assistant also has a
human name and even a gender. Users refer to it as she and her instead of it. Ali also generalizes
the issue by switching from simple past tense to present tense, and Maria, in line 58 utters
“Doesn’t understand Silvio either.”, which frames the misunderstanding not as something that
only happens to Amy, but to her husband Silvio (also a non-native English speaker) as well (but
note that Maria too is a non-native English speaker, but she does not claim that Siri cannot
understand her). By talking about this instance of interactional trouble as not an isolated event,
but a pattern and as something that happens to more than one participant, Tamer, Ali, and Maria
playfully orient to this event as an instance of the everyday troubles of non-native speakers of
English, where they are frequently misunderstood by native speakers. In this case, the “native
speaker” is the anthropomorphized software.
As the interaction continues to unfold, as shown in the next extract, Tamer issues verbal
and nonverbal directives to Amy to use the translation app, and when Amy refuses to comply,
Ali helps her produce the utterance herself in Turkish by dividing it into morphemes and having
her repeat it after him. This part of the interaction illustrates another instance of how agency is
distributed between the participants as they collaboratively construct a Mother’s Day message
for Zeyno.
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Excerpt 8.5
59
Amy: No, I’m done with talking.
60 Tamer: Say it.
61
Amy: I finished.
62 Tamer: ((Head and hand gesture directing her to speak))
63
Amy: I don’t know honey.
64 Silvio: She’s finished.
65
Amy: You say it.
66
Now it’s Ula turn.
67
Ali: Say anne, ler, anneler.
mother Plu mother-Plu
Say “Mother, s, mothers”
68
Amy: Anneler.
Mother-Plu
Mothers
69
Ali: Gunun
Day-Poss-2PSg
Your day
70
Amy: Gunun
Day-Poss-2PSg
Your day
71
Ali: Kutlu
olsun.
Celebrated be-Opt-3PSg
((May it be celebrated)) Happy
72
Amy: Kutlolsu.
73
((Looks at Zeyno and smiles))
74
Anne ((babbles))
Mother
Mother
75
((Turns to Ali))
76
Oh what?
77
((Laughing))

In the extract, Amy refuses to engage further with the voice translation application. First, in line
59, she states that she will no longer talk (“No I’m done with talking. I finished.”), and when
Tamer insists further, Amy provides an account (“I don’t know honey”), and finally tries to
switch the activity and participation framework by first selecting Tamer and then Ula as the
agent (“You say it. Now it’s Ula turn.”). At that point, in line 67, Ali comes in and helps Amy
produce a Turkish utterance. This is another instance of distributed agency, where Amy brings in
the interactive goal, i.e. conveying a positive message to Zeyno for Mother’s Day, and Ali
authors and animates the utterance for her. As Ali and Amy are practicing the utterance, they are
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in a state of mutual gaze. This shows that although the recipient of the final product is Zeyno,
this part of the interaction is a different activity, a teaching/learning frame, which does not
involve Zeyno. Ali starts with morphemes, and then moves up to lexical item and phrase, and
Amy first repeats each unit after him. When she finishes repeating the separate words, she turns
to Zeyno and smiles. Since Amy has completed the practice, she attends to Zeyno as her primary
recipient. Amy then attempts to repeat the whole utterance. This attempt fails, and Amy can only
produce the word “anne” (tr. mother), which she is already familiar with. She turns back to Ali
for assistance in lines 75 and 76 (“Oh what?”) and then laughs.
In the final part of the interaction, Zeyno responds to Amy’s message.
Excerpt 8.6
78 Zeyno: Olsun,
Be-Opt-3PSg
It’s okay.
79
Ben anladim.
I
understand-Past-1PSg
I understood.
80
Ali: She says she understood.
81
Amy: ((Smiling and nodding to Zeyno))
82 Zeyno: Tenkyu.

Up until the moments shown in this extract, all the participants had been commenting on Amy’s
performance in terms of how and why she failed. In other words, the English speakers’ approach
toward Amy’s performance was analytical, and they initiated a frame that is centered around
problem solving while it is simultaneously playful. Zeyno’s approach, on the other hand, is more
phatic. She does not evaluate Amy based on whether she correctly made a point in Turkish but
focuses instead on the connection she attempted to establish between the two of them. Ali
translates this point for Amy in line 80 (“She says she understood.”), and Amy turns back to
Zeyno and smiles, displaying recipiency for Zeyno’s message. In this case, Ali fulfills the role of
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interpreter facilitating the interaction between Zeyno and Amy. Zeyno then directly addresses
Amy and thanks her in line 82 (Figure 43) (“Tenkyu”).

Figure 43. Amy and Zeyno in a state of mutual gaze in line 81 at 00:01:49.768
This is a common pattern in the interactions between Zeyno and Amy. As they address
each other and receive messages, the agency is distributed between them, the bilinguals, and
other objects and technologies that are present. (Indeed, arguably in all interactions, agency is
distributed, but their interaction serves as an especially striking example.) When it comes to
closing the episode, the two women turn to each other and smile, nod, and acknowledge each
other as the primary interlocutors.
In summary, the analysis I presented in this section shows how both Amy and Zeyno
position themselves as agentive participants utilizing multiple resources for meaning making and
action building. Amy introduces the frame wherein she will interact directly with Zeyno.
However, she is not able to deliver the Mother’s Day message successfully – first because of the
translation app’s rudimentary natural language understanding and translation abilities, and then
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her unfamiliarity with the Turkish language as she tried to repeat a Turkish utterance after Ali.
Because the interaction gets more and more complex as the technology fails and other parties
present in the situation get involved in the activity, the direct exchange between Amy and Zeyno
becomes unclear and seems to perhaps be unsuccessful. However, in the end Zeyno reasserts her
recipiency by pointing out that she understands Amy, adding “olsun” (tr. let it be) as an
adverbial, indicating that what matters is not the correct and intelligible verbal message, but the
action that Amy is engaging with, and Zeyno is able to retrieve the meaning of that action by
putting together other sources of information such as the malformed translation, my comments,
Ali’s model sentence, and so on.
In other words, my analysis has shown how the limitations of the technological artifact
transform the interaction from a relatively direct exchange (with the app as an intermediary) to
one where agency and participation are distributed among the family members and their copresent friends. I help Amy by reading out loud the translation on the screen, Tamer comments
on Amy’s use of the phone and gives her directions about how to use it, and Ali helps Amy
produce the sound string where she says “Happy Mother’s Day” to Zeyno. In the end, Zeyno
again emphasizes her agency as a recipient by asserting that she has understood the message
(despite difficulties regarding tech and Amy’s pronunciation of Turkish utterances).
In addition, Amy’s use of the iPhone allows ideologies regarding tech use, literacy, and
second language performance to surface. Amy is first held accountable by Tamer for not
checking the input (the translation is meaningless because the software got “prison” instead of
“pleased”). Then Amy is held accountable by Maria regarding her writing skills when Maria tells
her she should speak and not write because she doesn’t know how to write. Finally, both Tamer
and Ali comment that Amy did speak, but the operating system did not understand her, possibly
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because of her Thai accent. Maria supports this point by saying that the operating system does
not understand her husband Silvio either (possibly because of his strong Spanish accent). These
comments about Amy’s performance, which tap into the accountability element of agency, are
yet another way of constituting Amy as the agent in this exchange.
5.2.3. Differentiation of participation frameworks and frames according to the type of
engagement with technology
In this section, I analyze one extended excerpt to show how agency is distributed between
the participants as they interact with different affordances of the mobile phones and have
differing access to those affordances. By examining how participants share a video with each
other using AirDrop, a wireless file transfer technology, and watch the video together, I show
how the affordances of mobile phones open up different possibilities for addressivity and allow
the participants to orient to different frames and collaboratively build action. The frames that I
identify in the analysis include what might be described as a problem solving/learning frame, as
Tamer guides me by using directives to share the video with Amy via AirDrop, a joint video
watching frame, where Amy, once she receives the video via AirDrop, plays it on her phone and
holds it in a position that allows the others to see it.
In this excerpt, the family is at the house of neighbors Maria and Silvio for dinner. The
recording was made with a 360 camera in May 2017 (11 days after the Mother’s Day recording).
Tamer, Zeyno, Amy, and I are sitting around the kitchen island as Maria and Silvio are making
the final preparations for the dinner before we all move into the dining room. Silvio is by the
kitchen counter cutting brisket with an electric knife. The loud buzzing sound of the electric
knife can be heard throughout the first half of the recording, at times making speech
unintelligible. When Silvio finishes cutting the brisket, he sits next to Amy at the kitchen
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counter. Throughout the recording, Maria is moving back and forth between the kitchen and the
dining room, both checking that the dinner preparations are complete and joining the
conversation and drinking beer with the other participants. Silvio and Maria’s teenage daughter
Lora walks in and out of the room as well, at times sitting at the kitchen counter with the others.
Lora is not part of the interaction in the segment I am analyzing and does not appear in the
screenshots.
There are four mobile phones that are part of the interaction in this excerpt. Figure 44
shows the seating arrangement of the participants as well as the locations of mobile phones that
belong to me, Maria, Tamer, and Amy. Each mobile phone is marked with the initial of its
owner. I have my phone on the kitchen counter right in front of me, and I put Maria’s phone next
to it as I work on both to send files from one to the other. Tamer sits a little farther away,
although the phones are also within his reach. The screens of my phone and Maria’s phone are
visually accessible for me, Tamer, and Zeyno, as I place them facing up on the kitchen island.
Both Amy and Tamer also have their own phones in front of them and focus on these at various
points in the interaction. Zeyno does not have a phone but displays attention toward other
people’s phones at multiple points in the interaction.
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Figure 44. Seating configuration of the participants and the mobile phones
The episode begins as we talk – in English – about the pictures we took during a party we
went to as a group the day before. This part of the recording is not included in the interaction
because my focus here is on the use of technology. Amy asks Tamer and me if we are looking at
the pictures taken at the party. Tamer then asks me whose phone I used to record the videos
during the party. I tell him I used Maria’s phone, and he asks Maria for her phone, explaining to
her that I used her phone to record videos at the party the day before and that he would like to
share the recordings with the rest of the group. He takes the phone from Maria and then
approaches me with it to show me the video clip. He suggests that I share it with myself (i.e.
transfer it to my own phone) and others using AirDrop, which is a wireless file transfer
technology that comes as part of iOS operating system. I don’t have experience using AirDrop,
so I ask Tamer and he gives me instructions. We, thus, have different levels of access to the
phone not only in terms of spatial arrangement, but also in terms of knowledge related to how to
operate the phone and its applications.
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5.2.3.1. Addressivity and orienting to different frames
In the first part of the excerpt, Tamer, Zeyno, and I establish joint attention on Maria’s
phone and negotiate our haptic access to it. This negotiation takes place through gaze and
gestures as the participants reach out for the phone, hand it to another participant, and receive the
phone from another participant. Directives related to how to handle the phone and reactions
toward those directives are also part of this negotiation process and index rights and
responsibilities with regards to handling the phone, i.e. how agency is distributed in the actions
built around the phone.
Excerpt 9.1
1

((Tamer moves toward Zeyno and Didem
holding the phone))
2
((Didem and Zeyno talking))
3 Tamer: Here.
4
((Turns the phone sideways and moves
it toward the table))
5 Didem: ((Turns her head toward Tamer and
looks at the phone screen))
6 Zeyno: ((Shifts gaze toward the phone screen))
((Leans toward Didem while looking at
the phone screen))

In lines 3-4, Tamer makes the phone screen available to Zeyno and me as he directs our attention
toward it. The two panels in Figure 45 below show how Tamer announces that he is showing
something on the phone in line 3 (“Here.”) and then moves and places the phone directly in our
field of vision (line 4), while continuously looking at the screen as the video plays.
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Line 3 at 3:10.030

Line 4 at 3:11.630

Figure 45. Tamer directing our attention toward the phone
Tamer’s announcement (“Here.”) is in English, and thus he is selecting me as his primary
ratified recipient. However, his nonverbal actions, including his sustained gaze on the screen, his
smile, and his gestures – where he holds the phone, turns it in horizontal position, and moves it
toward me – in addition to my response to those gestures, i.e. turning my head toward Tamer and
looking at the phone screen, enable Zeyno to infer that there is a salient activity going on
between Tamer and me that is organized around the phone. We see, in line 6, Zeyno leans in
toward me, displaying focused attention toward the phone and thus affiliation with the activity
taking place around it.
The second part of the excerpt illustrates further how the phone, that is, its affordance of
playing videos, is a resource for Zeyno to make sense of the situation and constitute herself as a
participant, even when Tamer and I are talking in English, and thus she is not an addressed
participant. As mentioned, language choice in this family is a significant indicator of
addressivity. At any given moment in the interactions of this family there is the need to choose
between Turkish and English. Choosing Turkish means Zeyno – and not Amy – is an intended
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recipient and choosing English means Amy – and not Zeyno – is an intended recipient. Of
course, these roles are negotiated moment by moment, and as I have shown in both the previous
chapter and the current chapter, the participants make use of not only the language but also
embodied actions in order to make sense of the situation and participate.
Thus, although choice of language is one of the indexes of participant status, the issue is
much more complex than that, and this complexity plays out in the interactions in this family
very frequently. In the previous chapter, I showed how both Zeyno and Amy, in moments where
the interaction was unfolding in language they did not understand, monitored the nonverbal
behavior of the other participants to make inferences about the actions taking place around them,
which allowed them to express common ground in their requests for translations and thus
position themselves as agentive participants in the interaction. In this section my focus is on
how the smart phone furthers Zeyno’s ability to make sense of the situation and her capacity to
address other participants in a moment when they are not addressing her and they are using a
language she does not understand.
In the excerpt, Tamer hands me the phone, and we continue to speak in English as we
watch the video playing on the phone and negotiate whether to hold the phone horizontally or
vertically. Meanwhile, Zeyno attends to the phone simultaneously and engages in verbal and
nonverbal actions that are relevant for the ongoing activity between me and Tamer.
Excerpt 9.2
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Tamer: ((Turns the phone
Zeyno: ((Reaches out for
Tamer: ((Hands the phone
Turn.
Didem: Ha.
For her to watch?
Tamer: ((Makes a turning
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to vertical position))
the phone))
to Didem))

motion with his hand))

Zeyno positions herself as a participant through her bodily behavior, including posture, gaze and
hand gestures. For instance, she asserts her participation by extending her arm toward the phone
in lines 7-9, as Tamer hands me the phone to watch the video. Figure 46 below shows how
Tamer first turns the phone to vertical position at 3:12.390 and then extends his arm to hold the
phone in my field of vision at 3:13.774.

Line 7 at 3:12.390

Line 8 at 3:13.774

Line 9 at 3:14.408

Figure 46. Zeyno's receiving hand gesture as Tamer hands the phone to Didem
Zeyno displays her engagement with the activity that is centered around the phone first
through her posture: Her torso is slightly turned toward me and her head is tilted toward me and
down. She has her gaze fixed on the phone screen. As Tamer moves the phone into vertical
position at 3:13.774, Zeyno extends her hand with an open palm position to receive the phone
from Tamer. I extend my hand and take the phone from Tamer at 3:14.408. Thus, Zeyno
positions herself as a recipient almost 1 second before I do.
Although Zeyno positions herself as the recipient through her gaze, bodily alignment, and
hand gesture, Tamer and I continue to orient to each other – and not to Zeyno – as ratified
participants as we continue to speak in English in lines 10 (“Turn”), 11 (“Ha.”), and 12 (“For her
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to watch?”). In this case, Tamer and I do not switch to Turkish even when Zeyno is highly salient
for the topic at hand, i.e. Zeyno is the benefactor of the action of turning the phone to horizontal
position to get a better view of the video, as seen in my response to Tamer’s directive to turn the
phone “For her to watch?” What is at stake here is the framing of these conversational moments
and the participation framework that goes with it. Recall that the episode begins in English when
Amy asks Tamer and me whether we are looking at the pictures from the party, and following
this, Tamer walks over to Maria to ask for her phone. Thus, the participation framework is
composed of the English speakers, and the frame is sharing photos and videos.
The following part of the excerpt shows how Zeyno demonstrates participation through
gaze, gestures, response cries, and directives, as she orients to the phone and the actions built
around it. Moreover, although Tamer and I continue to speak in English, I address Zeyno as a
ratified recipient and display my participation in two different frames through my body
orientation, facial expressions, and language choice. Ajda, mentioned in line 19, is Zeyno’s
sister and is one of the people in the video.
Excerpt 9.3
14 Didem: ((Turns the phone into horizontal position
and moves slightly toward Zeyno))
15 Zeyno: Aayyy.
16
((Reaches out to take the phone))
17 Didem: ((Pulls the phone away))
18 Tamer: You took it wrong.
19 Zeyno: Ajda’ya <laughing<gonderelim.>
Ajda-Dat
send-Opt-1PPl
Let’s show it to Ajda.
20 Didem: I took many.
21 Zeyno: Gondericen
mi?
Send-Fut-2PSg Q
Will you send it?
22 Didem: Kendime.
Self-1PSg-Dat
To myself.
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Figure 47 below shows the differences in my bodily alignment and facial expressions as I orient
to a problem-solving frame, where (in line 14) I work to figure out how to play the video before
sharing it with Zeyno and a video-watching frame, where Zeyno and I orient simultaneously to
the video.

13:18.190

3:22.442

3:25.578

Figure 47. Lines 14-20 - Didem orienting to problem solving frame vs
video watching frame
In the problem-solving frame at 13:18.190, I try to figure out how to play the video right
before I share the screen with Zeyno. My torso is turned toward the phone and my right arm
stretches vertically in front of me separating the space between me and the phone screen from
Zeyno. The phone screen is in front of my face, standing at a right angle. In contrast to this
screenshot, at 3:22.442, I orient to Zeyno as a ratified co-participant in the video-watching
activity. I extend my hand toward her and hold the phone with my palm facing up so that my arm
does not constitute a barrier between Zeyno and the space between me and the phone. In other
words, with my arm configuration, I create an F-formation (Kendon 1976) that includes Zeyno. I
also tilt the phone toward Zeyno. Although the angle of the screen does not make much
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difference in terms of Zeyno’s visual access to the video, this position of the phone index
Zeyno’s status as a ratified recipient. Moreover, I shift my torso and face toward Zeyno and tilt
my head in her direction, and as we watch the video together, I smile.

These nonverbal actions, namely, sharing F-formation with Zeyno, smiling, and
increasing her visual access to the object of focus, contrast with those I engage in while I attend
to the phone in the problem-solving frame. In the third panel of Figure 47 (at 3:25.578) occurs
right after I respond to Tamer’s assessment that my video recording was faulty by saying “I took
many” in line 20 in the transcript. Tamer identifies the video as faulty because its orientation
switches as we change the orientation of the phone so that the recording is upside down at all
times. I categorize this exchange as part of problem-solving frame because here again, Tamer
and I speak to each other in English and focus on how to play and share the video. The
screenshot shows a similar pattern between the first and third panels of Figure 47 (corresponding
to lines 14 and 20): In both cases, I hold the phone vertically, possibly because it allows easier
access to menu options and navigation with my left hand. As a result of holding the phone
vertically with my thumb on the side, my arm constitutes a boundary between Zeyno and the
space between me and the phone. I thus physically bracket the frame in a way that excludes
Zeyno. As I orient back to the problem-solving frame, the smile disappears, and my face changes
back to neutral expression, while my head and face turn away from Zeyno. These, in addition to
speaking to Tamer in English, are signals that indicate I do not orient to Zeyno as a ratified
recipient when I switch to the problem-solving frame.
Zeyno’s posture and orientation do not change throughout this part of the excerpt, except
for her hand configuration which changes from palm up receiving position to palm down resting
position. This change occurs after Zeyno reaches to take the phone and in line 17, and I pull the
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phone away in line 18. This is to say that Zeyno continues to demonstrate involvement in the
ongoing actions taking place around the phone through her gaze and head orientation, however,
my orientation toward her changes. In other words, the two frames I navigate between –
problem-solving and video-watching – differ in terms of participation framework and the
language that is being spoken; it is also constructed non-verbally. The problem-solving frame
involves Tamer and me, and the language we speak is English. The video watching frame
involves Zeyno, Tamer, and me, and the language we speak is Turkish (although Tamer does not
speak).
Zeyno claims her position as a participant in the interaction not only through nonverbal
behavior, including gaze direction in addition to head and torso configuration, but also through
issuing directives. First, in line 19 “Ajda’ya gonderelim.” (tr. Let’s send it to Ajda.) Zeyno issues
a directive to me to send the video to her sister, who appears in the video. The predicate in this
directive is marked with the optative mood marker and the first person plural subject marker.
Optative mood expresses wishes and desires, and thus is used frequently in making suggestions.
The first-person plural marker on the verb is an inclusive we, that is, it refers to me and Zeyno
(and possibly but unlikely Tamer). Here, Zeyno marks her participation in the activity of sending
the video recording to Ajda, her sister. Neither I nor Tamer respond to this directive. I keep
navigating the phone with my gaze fixed on the screen. In line 21 “Gondericen mi?” (tr. Will you
send it?), Zeyno repeats the directive, this time increasing the assertiveness and accountability.
First, she formulates the directive as a question rather than a statement, which syntactically calls
for a response in the form of an answer. Second, she switches from the first person plural marker
to second person singular marker, which singles me out as the agent of the action, and thus,
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increases my accountability to not just respond verbally to the directive but also to commit to
carrying out the action.
In sum, this part of the excerpt shows how Zeyno constitutes herself as a participant
through both bodily and verbal behavior. She displays attention and involvement toward the
activity organized around the phone through gaze, head orientation, posture, hand gestures,
response cries, laughter, and repeated directives. Zeyno’s agency is salient in this part of the
interaction both in terms of her nonverbal displays of meaning making and involvement and her
increasingly assertive directives, as she recruits me to send the video to her sister. The excerpt
also illustrates how I orient to two different frames involving the mobile phone. The first is the
problem-solving frame that involves getting the video to play and sending the video to the other
participants. The second one is watching the video. My involvement in those two frames, which
differ in terms of participation framework, also differs in terms of posture, head orientation,
facial expressions, and language choice.
5.2.3.2. Phone screen as a collaborative deictic space
In the next part of the episode Tamer and I collaborate to send the video from Maria’s
phone to his phone. We jointly attend to Maria’s phone, which is on the kitchen counter in front
of me, and Tamer directs me throughout the process. Tamer uses pointing, deictics, and tapping
on the phone in the construction of his directives, while I carry out the directives by navigating
the touch screen through tapping and scrolling. Analysis of this extract demonstrates how agency
is distributed between the participants as we attend to a difficult task that is organized around the
mobile phone and try to collaboratively make sense of the tactile interface, both in terms of
navigating it through touch and talking about it as we are orienting to the problem-solving frame.
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Tamer and I use a Bluetooth based iOS application called AirDrop to send the files from
Maria’s phone to Tamer’s phone. Before going into the transcript, it would be helpful to
summarize how sharing files on AirDrop works. In order to send files via AirDrop, first you need
to tap on the Photos application in the home screen. Once in the home application, you tap on the
photo or the video that you would like to share and tap on it. Then you tap on the Action (Share)
link (that is, the

icon) on the bottom left corner of the screen. This opens up the options for

sharing, including AirDrop, texting, and sharing it on other messaging applications. Figure 48
below illustrate the steps for sharing a photo via AirDrop.

Home screen

Photos/videos

Selected photo

Sharing selected
photo

Figure 48. Steps for sending a photo via AirDrop
The excerpt begins as I work on Maria’s phone and my phone to figure out how to share
the video and ask Tamer if he would like to have the video on his phone.
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Excerpt 9.4
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

Tamer: Huh
((Puts chips in his mouth))
Didem: You want?
Tamer: You do an AirDrop.
Didem: Oh AirDrop?
Oh s((Working on both Maria’s phone
and her own phone))
((7 seconds long silence))
Amy: xxx ((on her phone))
((17 second long silence))
Didem: How do you do AirDrop.
Go [go on the] file?
Tamer: [You pick-] you pickDidem: Hmm
Tamer: You pick the video,
You go to((Touches Maria’s phone screen))
Didem: ((Continuous vocal fry))
Tamer: Select- uhm (?)
((Bends sideways to see the screen better))
Didem: Nah this is not xx
Tamer: Na
Didem: Oh a- no?
Tamer: Nah.
Didem: This one is.
Tamer: So hit the:- (.)
((Pointing at the screen)) that?

In line 26, Tamer suggests that I send the video via AirDrop. Not having experience with
AirDrop, I first express my surprise via the change of state token “oh” in line 27 “Oh AirDrop?”
and then recruit Tamer to help me in line 32 “How do you do AirDrop”. After this, Tamer and I
collaboratively navigate the AirDrop application.
As Tamer issues directives to guide me through the process, he rarely uses noun phrases
to refer to the targets on the phone screen. For instance, in line 34, he repeats “You pick- you
pick” without the direct object twice and adds the noun phrase on the third repetition in line 36
(“You pick the video”). In line 37 (“You go to- ((touches the phone screen))”), the prepositional
phrase expressing where he is directing me to go to is incomplete. In this instance, instead of
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verbally producing the noun denoting the location, he completes the phrase by pointing to the
location on the phone and then he himself taps on the location that he was directing me to. In line
39 (“Select uhm-”), the direct object is again not expressed. Tamer produces a filler “uhm-”
instead of the noun phrase. Finally, in line 45 (“So hit the:- (.) ((pointing at the screen)) that?”)
Tamer the vowel of “the,” pauses briefly while pointing at the screen, and then uses a deictic
pronoun instead of a noun to refer to the direct object of the verb “hit.” Figure 49 below shows
Tamer pointing at the phone screen at 04:28.609 as he is about to produce the deictic pronoun
“that.”

Figure 49. Tamer pointing toward the phone screen to complete
the prepositional phrase in line 45 at 04:28.609
All these signals, that is, false starts, repetitions, omissions followed by verbal and
nonverbal deictics, and carrying out the action instead of completing the directive indicate that it
is challenging for Tamer to verbally describe these targets on the phone screen, possibly because
some of the targets on the phone screen are icons without verbal description or common names
(see Goodwin and Goodwin 1986, Hayashi 2003, and Hamilton 2019 on word searches). For
instance, in line 45 (“So hit the:- (.) ((pointing at the screen)) that?”), the direct object of the verb
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“hit”, which Tamer expresses through pointing and the deictic pronoun that, is the Action
(Share) icon

that is part of iOS navigation bars and toolbars.

As our interaction continues, Tamer and I continue to work together to navigate the
phone interface to send the file to Amy.
Excerpt 9.5
45 Tamer: So hit the:- (.) ((Pointing at the screen)) that?
46
Hit?
47
AirDrop?
48
((Points at the screen and retracts his hand))
49
((Moves hand toward screen and spreads his fingers))
50
((Taps on the screen))
51 Didem: How come I’m not there.

In this exchange, Tamer and I fail to establish joint attention on the Action (Share) icon; I am
unable to find it. This leads Tamer to carry out the final step of the file transfer process himself
rather than guiding me to do it, once again making evident the difficult nature of the task Tamer
and I are orienting to. The task is difficult both because it is a task that is related to the tactile
interface of the two mobile phones we have in front of us and because the very activity is
completely new for me. Thus, because formulating directives regarding an interface that Tamer
is accustomed to engaging with in a tactile manner rather than a verbal manner is especially
difficult and because I am not completely following his directives because of my unfamiliarity
with the technology, Tamer claims the phone screen to carry out the navigation himself. This
move brings about a change in the participation framework, where I am transformed from the
central participant building the action into a bystander. First, in line 47 at 4:32.150 (“AirDrop?”)
Tamer issues a verbal directive. As illustrated in Figure 47 above, AirDrop link is toward the
middle of the screen under the photo or the video to be shared. Meanwhile, as seen in Figure
49.1 below, I am looking at the bottom of the screen and swiping my fingers across to browse the
options around this area. Seeing that I am not attending to the target he directed me to, Tamer, in
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line 48, points with his index finger toward the AirDrop link. Figure 49.2 shows that he brings
his finger very close to the phone screen but does not actually touch it. My gaze shifts from the
bottom of the screen to the point where Tamer’s index finger is directed, but my index finger is
still positioned above the lower part of the screen. Finally, in line 49, Tamer moves his hand
back toward the phone with his index finger pointed out, ready to tap, and then spreads out his
three other fingers. For this configuration, he first moves his hand toward the screen in the
horizontal axis and then he moves his hand down in the vertical axis and spreads out his fingers,
so that I retract my hand from the screen. As he positions his index finger above the AirDrop link
and spreads his fingers out, they cover the lower part of the screen and block my access to it. I
move my hand, with my index finger still stretched out, away from the screen while keeping my
gaze on it as I follow Tamer’s actions. The third panel in Figure 49 shows the moment Tamer is
about to tap the AirDrop link with curved index finger and spread out fingers. My hand is
positioned close to my chest (some distance from the phone) while my index finger still
maintains the tapping position.

1. 4:32.150

2. 4:33.371

3. 4:36.058

Figure 50. Tamer directing my attention toward the phone and tapping himself
Figure 50 is a prime example of how activity that centers around the phone and AirDrop
is constituted as collaborative and how Tamer and I nonverbally negotiate the rights and
responsibilities related to navigating the tactile interface, thus our roles in building action in this
environment where agency is distributed between the participants.
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In the final part of the excerpt that focuses on the activity of attending to the phone and
sharing the video file, Tamer recruits Amy to accept the file, which has been delivered to his
phone (i.e. another device that is now being brought into the interaction), and then responds to
my questions. As such Tamer further positions himself as the participant who is directing the file
sharing activity both through his capacity for making meaning and building action.
Excerpt 9.6
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77

Tamer: ((Turns toward Amy with index finger pointing at her))
((Tamer’s phone beeps))
Tamer: Accept that?
Amy: ((Tapping on Tamer’s phone))
Didem: ((Pointing at the screen of Maria’s iPhone))
I’m not there?
Tamer: ((Tilts Maria’s iPhone toward himself))
You’re not.
((Tilts Didem’s iPhone toward himself and begins swiping))
Your AirDrop is on?
((Swipes and taps))
Didem: Yeah.
Amy: Oh my gosh.
Tamer: Contacts only.
Maria: What.
Didem: Oh!
Tamer: She’s in your contacts?
((Points toward Maria’s phone))
Maria is in your contacts?
Didem: ((Tapping her phone))
No?
((Taps on her phone))
((Picks up the phone))
Amy: ((Laughing))
Didem: Well let me open it to everyone.
Tamer: ((Pulls Maria’s phone in front of him and
starts tapping and swiping))

In line 50, right after Tamer taps the AirDrop share link on Maria’s phone, situated in front of
me, he turns to Amy and points at her with his index finger. Tamer takes up this hand and body
configuration half a second before his phone produces a beeping sound as a notification of
receipt of the incoming file he has just sent. He holds this body and hand configuration for that
half second duration and issues the verbal directive in line 54 (“Accept that?”) only after the
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beeping sound. This instance is one example of how Tamer demonstrates through his bodily
behavior that he knows about how the AirDrop file transfer process works, by publicly
displaying his anticipation that there will be a notification sound once the file is send from one
phone to another and that the receiving phone will need to accept the file (and this will be
indicated by a beep).
Tamer’s position of authority – and role in accomplishing the action – is also established
through the questions I ask him. First, in line 32 (“How do you do AirDrop.”) I initiate the whole
episode by asking Tamer to direct me to send a file, and in the excerpt above, I ask Tamer in
lines 51 (“How come I am not there.” and 57 “I’m not there?”), to clarify the reason why my
phone doesn’t appear in Maria’s list of potential AirDrop receivers. I have already demonstrated
in the analysis above how Tamer goes about first directing me to send the file and then carrying
out the last step himself when he notices that I am not attending to the link he is directing me to.
Thus the analysis shows the shifting participant roles in relation to the task at hand and the
participants’ flexibility and accountability regarding building action.
In lines 57-76 of the excerpt above, Tamer and I co-construct another problem-solving
frame, this time addressing the question of my phone not appearing in Maria’s AirDrop list. To
address this issue, Tamer both directs methodical questions to me to figure out the potential
causes of the problem and uses the phone as a source of information (by looking at it) to directly
see the answers to his questions. For instance, in line 60 (“Your AirDrop is on?”) Tamer asks me
whether I have enabled the AirDrop function on my phone because both the sender and the
receiver need to have their AirDrops on to be able to share files. About half a second before he
asks me the question, he tilts my phone toward himself and starts swiping and tapping in order to
check my AirDrop settings. In line 63 (“Yeah.”) I confirm that my AirDrop is turned on. Tamer,
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however, continues to investigate my phone settings himself and in line 64 (“Contacts only.”) he
announces that AirDrop settings on my phone allow me to send and receive files only from the
people already listed in my contacts. I respond to Tamer with the response cry “Oh!” in line 66,
indicating a new “orientation to information” (Schiffrin 1987: 73) or a “change in current state of
knowledge” (Heritage 1984: 299). Tamer then moves on to question the next step in lines 67
(“She’s in your contacts?”) and 69 (“Maria is in your contacts?”), leading to the conclusion – for
both me and Tamer – that if my AirDrop is open only to my contacts, and I don’t have Maria in
my contacts, it is expected that I will not appear in her list of recipients. I first respond to
Tamer’s question in line 72 (“No?”) confirming that Maria is not in my contacts, and then
formulate a solution for sharing the file in line 75 (“Well let me open it [the AirDrop share
settings] to everyone”).
The activity that Tamer and I co-accomplish is not simply sharing files or even
collaborating to solve problems while trying to share files. In addition to negotiating how to
share files and meanwhile problem-solving, we are involved in a teaching activity or frame. My
phone and Maria’s phone are sitting on the kitchen counter in a spot where Tamer already has
access to them. Thus, he does not need to engage in this kind of dialogue with me and elicit
responses from me to figure out whether my AirDrop is turned on or whether Maria is in my
contacts. By doing so, he is positioning me in a more agentive role in relation to the activity at
hand. He first directs me only verbally and then touches my phone but does not pick it up or
move it away from me, thus preserving my rights and responsibilities in relation to this activity
to a certain degree. We could also see this activity as not just one where Tamer and I are figuring
out how to send a file, but as one where he is teaching me how to use AirDrop. As we see in how
Tamer and I engage with Maria’s phone and also how Tamer engages with my phone when I
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don’t carry out his directives in the previous excerpt, in situations like these, it is socially
acceptable for participants to handle others’ phones.
Moreover, Tamer checks for the answers to his questions by attending to the phone
simultaneously with me, instead of just accepting my answers. For instance, as Tamer and I are
trying to figure out the reason why I do not appear in the list of potential receivers in Maria’s
AirDrop list, Tamer asks me in line 61 (“Your AirDrop is on?”) whether my AirDrop is on, but
does not rely only on my answer in line 63 (“Yeah”), which does not specify the source of the
problem. Tamer, in line 65, identifies the root of the problem by correcting the information
(“Contacts only”). Thus, this part of the interaction emerges as one where Tamer and I are trying
to make sense of the situation and collaboratively, with Tamer leading the process through his
diagnostic questions.
The analysis in this part of the excerpt shows that the presence of the technological
artifact contributes to the emergence of a teaching frame between Tamer and me, in addition to
the sharing, co-watching, and problem-solving frames that involve the other participants who are
present in the environment. This aspect of the framing of this interaction, that it is not just
sharing files or problem solving, but it is teaching in addition to these, may explain the
particulars of addressivity in this part of the interaction. There are other participants in the room
who are committed to the outcome of our actions, that is, sharing the video with them and/or
others. In figuring out how to send the video from Maria’s phone to my phone and Amy’s phone,
Tamer and I use every resource available to us – language, gesture, touching, etc. – to make this
work because multiple others are invested in the activity. The purpose of sending the video to
our phones is because all the participants who were present when the video was made would like
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to have the recording, i.e. Amy, Zeyno, and me. The analysis also shows how Tamer is taking up
an expert role vis-à-vis me also in the interest of solidarity.
One of these affordances of the phone is the tactile engagement it offers with its screen.
That is, the phone screen does not just display auditory or visual signs to engage from a distance,
but its affordances enable the user to carry out multiple activities, such as sharing a photo or
using a translation app, by engaging with its tactile interface. In this case, the engagement at
hand is tapping on various icons and links to choose the videos to send to certain contacts. For
Tamer and me, this tactile space becomes a shared space upon which we collaboratively act and
negotiate our capacity to build action in relation to this space.
Our capacity to build action is contingent no only upon the presence of the phone and its
particular affordances, but also upon the framing of the interaction. In this part of the excerpt, the
phone surface emerges as a space where we direct our joint attention within the teaching/learning
frame and the problem-solving frame, and the participation framework for the learning frame
includes Tamer, who is, to use Heritage’s (2018) terms, in a K+ position and me who is in a Kposition. This asymmetry of positions based on the asymmetry in knowledge becomes apparent
in how Tamer and I negotiate our rights and responsibilities regarding the activity at hand. For
instance, throughout the excerpt Tamer issues directives and I carry them out, and when I do not
carry out a directive, in lines 45-50, Tamer does so himself. He moves his hand over the screen
and spreads his fingers out in a way that allows him to sweep my hand off the screen and occupy
the whole space. I promptly move my hand away as he moves in. This example illustrates how –
although the phone belongs to me – Tamer’s rights to operate on the screen supersedes mine
because of his knowledge of how to navigate the AirDrop function and our close relationship,
which makes it possible for him to touch my phone. Goffman (1971: 50-51) in his discussion of
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the territories of self identifies possessional territory as “any set of objects that can be identified
with the self and arrayed around the body wherever it is.” Mobile phones, although not
mentioned by Goffman because the technology did not exist at the time, is the perfect example of
a possessional territory. Goffman notes that the extent of the territories of self is in part
determined by “power and rank.” In this case, Tamer’s power (i.e. epistemic authority) and rank
(i.e. his role as my older brother) allow him to operate on my phone as he finds necessary.
In sum, in this section I demonstrated how the mobile phone’s affordances, in
combination with the participants’ knowledge states and interactional roles as well as the
mobilization of various communicative strategies, both linguistic and multimodal, lead to the
emergence of frames such as problem solving, teaching, and video watching (which will be
examined next). The affordances also enable the participants to cooperate around these activities
in ways where the rights and the responsibilities regarding that action is distributed between the
participants. Thus, in addition to serving as a means to facilitate interactions between speakers
who do not share a common language by adjusting the participation framework, all participants
can mobile phone technology to create different frames and interact within them.
5.2.3.3. Watching video together
In the previous section, the excerpt I examined involved Tamer and I participating in a
problem solving and teaching frame that is organized around the mobile phone; we speak
English as we jointly attend to the phone screen, engaging with the tactile interface. Tamer issues
directives related to the actions that the phone’s affordances enable us to carry out and refers to
the links and icons on the screen through pointing and deictic pronouns. The particulars of this
activity, i.e. the language we speak and the ways we display our attention toward the phone –
which is only available to Tamer and me as it sits on the counter in front of us – excludes the
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other participants from the activity. We have seen in the first part of the episode that Zeyno
attempted to participate, but Tamer and I did not switch from English into Turkish. So, in the
second part of the episode Zeyno limited her participation to occasional gaze directed toward the
phone.
In analyzing the third part of this conversation, I show how the affordances of the phone
enable Zeyno to resume her role as a ratified participant in the activity. In what follows, I repeat
the lines 64-77 from the previous section of my analysis. In that section, I only focused on how
Tamer and I jointly attended to my AirDrop settings. In this section, I will not address the
dialogue between Tamer and me but focus my analysis on how Amy receives and watches the
video, reacts to it, and shares it with Zeyno and Maria by turning her phone so that the screen
faces them. Thus, this time I will present a more detailed transcription for the three women’s
actions. I will demonstrate how Amy, utilizing the affordances of the mobile phone, is able to
address Zeyno directly and creates an opportunity for Zeyno to join the participation framework
by enabling her access to the video. The excerpt begins with Amy receiving the video file on her
phone.
Excerpt 9.7
64
Amy: ((Moves across Zeyno and leans over the countertop))
65
Oh my gosh!
66 Tamer: Contacts only.
67
Amy: ((Starts to laugh and continues intermittently
until line 84))

Upon receiving the video file, in line 64, Amy moves to the side of the kitchen counter, adjusts
her torso so that she is turned slightly toward Maria, and leans in to rest her elbows on the
counter, in a position that is directly facing Zeyno and closer to Maria. This results in the three
women being in a triangular F-formation (Kendon 1990). Figures 51 and 52 below show the shift
in Amy’s torso alignment as she switches participation frameworks and moves from sending164

receiving videos with me and Tamer to watching the video with Maria and Zeyno. In the figure,
the participants are, starting at 9:00 going clockwise, Zeyno, Maria, Silvio, Amy, Maria and
Sylvia’s daughter (whose face is obscured, as she was not a participant in the study), Tamer, and
me.

Figure 51. Amy's body alignment at 4:37.285 “Accept that”
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Figure 52. Amy moving toward Zeyno and Maria in line 65 at 04:46.470
The shift in Amy’s torso alignment and the increase in proximity signals Amy’s preparation to
show the video to Zeyno and Maria, which helps them to better watch the video. The torso shift
also enables the three women to orient to each other as they constitute the participation
framework of this activity, i.e. watching a video together. With her gaze still on the phone
screen, Amy produces a response cry in line 65 (“Oh my gosh!”) and starts laughing while
watching the video in line 67, indicating her affective stance toward the video she is watching.
Amy’s displays of involvement with Maria and Zeyno together with her displays of
attention and positive affective stance toward the video leads Maria and Zeyno to also attend to
the activity of video-watching.
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Excerpt 9.8
68 Maria: ((Turns gaze toward Amy))
69
What.
70
Amy: ((Looks at Maria and then back at her phone))
71
((Moves the phone screen back and forth))
72 Maria: ((Moves toward Amy while looking at the screen))
73
Amy: ((Laughing continuously until the end of the excerpt))

In lines 68-69, Maria turns her gaze toward Amy and asks her the reason she is laughing
(“What”). Amy, in line 70, directs Maria’s attention toward the phone by first turning her gaze
toward Maria and then back toward the phone, while smiling. Amy thus communicates to Maria
that there is something interesting taking place on the phone screen. Following the gaze of one’s
interlocutors for communicative purposes and to make inferences about objects of joint attention
is a universal human capacity that has been explored extensively (Kobayashi and Kohshima
1997, 2001; Tomasello et al. 2007; Rossano 2013). Figure 53 below shows how Amy directs her
gaze first to the phone and then to Maria and finally back to the phone again. Maria responds to
Amy’s recruitment by displaying attention toward the phone screen. Specifically, the screenshots
in Figure 53 show how Maria first looks at the screen from a distance in Figure 53.1, moves
closer by extending her neck and her torso in Figure 53.2, and finally steps toward Amy and
leans over on the counter to get a better view of the screen in Figure 53.3. The screenshots also
show the increase in the intensity of Amy’s smiling facial expression moment by moment as
Maria’s displays of attention toward the screen increase. Thus, in this part of the interaction, the
two women constitute a participation framework as they collaboratively attend to the phone
screen and create involvement.
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04:47.819

4:48.286

4:49.120

Figure 53.1-3. Amy’s embodied recruitment and
Maria’s display of attention toward the phone
After Amy recruits Maria as a co-participant, Amy and Zeyno work together to collaboratively
constitute Zeyno as part of the participation framework. In the following part of the excerpt, I
show how Zeyno displays attention toward Amy through gaze and Amy handles the phone in
ways that make the screen available for Zeyno to see. The affordances of the phone, especially
its ability to play the video from the party. The video that is playing on the phone serves as a
resource for Zeyno’s participation, including for her undertaking of agentive actions such as
carrying out meaning making, issuing directives, and laughing with the English speakers.
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Excerpt 9.9
76
Amy: ((Laughing))
77
((Holds her phone parallel to the kitchen counter))
78 Didem: ((Picks up her phone from the kitchen counter))
79
Amy: ((Laughing))
80 Tamer: ((Turns gaze toward Amy))
81 Zeyno: ((Turns gaze toward Amy))

The first action that leads to establishing intersubjectivity between Zeyno and Amy in the videowatching activity is Tamer’s shifting his gaze from the phone I am holding toward Amy, as Amy
is watching the video on her phone and laughing. Recall that at the beginning of the longer
interaction of which this excerpt is a part, my phone was located on the kitchen counter between
Tamer and me (as was represented in Figure 43). We were both looking at it and operating on the
touch screen as Tamer guided me to send the video file to Maria – more specifically this is the
section where he is asking me whether Maria is in my contacts. Figure 54 below shows the
moment before I pick up the phone as Tamer, Zeyno, and I are jointly attending to it. Tamer and
I are addressed participants (in the sense that each one addresses the other) taking part in the
activity of figuring out how to send the file to Maria; meanwhile Zeyno is also attending to the
activity, but she is not addressed by Tamer or me.

Figure 54. Zeyno Didem, and Tamer attending to the phones in line 77 at 04:50.599
When I pick up the phone from the table and hold it in front of my face and thus shift the
position of the object that is the focus of visual attention for Tamer, Zeyno, and me, a shift the
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frame and thus the participation framework occurs. The frame shifts from a two-person activity
of problem solving – and a three-person activity of attending to the phone, if we take Zeyno’s
participation into account – into a single person activity, where I browse the settings of my
phone (the screen is no longer viewable by others) and operate on it by myself. This shift frees
Tamer and Zeyno to engage in other activities and become part of other participation
frameworks.
Right at this moment, in line 79, Amy laughs as she is watching the video with Maria on
her phone. Tamer responds to Amy’s laughter by turning his gaze from the phone toward her, in
line 80. Figure 55 below shows Tamer looking at Amy, while I am holding the phone and
looking at it, and Zeyno is looking at Tamer.

Figure 55. Tamer turning to look at Amy in line 80 at 04:51.625
Figure 56 below shows how in less than one second, Zeyno follows Tamer’s shift in gaze
direction and also looks at Amy.
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Figure 56. Zeyno following Tamer’s gaze towards Amy in line 81 at 04.52.360
This part of the exchange shows that shifts in the configuration of participants and activities
organized around the phones which are attended to by other participants constitute resources for
Zeyno to carry out meaning making, make decisions about which activities around her are
salient, and display participation accordingly. The excerpt also shows that the position of the
mobile device modifies its affordance of enabling multi-party engagements. In other words,
while a phone positioned on the counter between participants with a screen that is visible to all, it
invites the attention of the participants. In contrast, a phone held by a participant close to her face
communicates an activity that is salient for one person – who is engaged with the phone at the
moment.
Shortly after the three women establish joint attention on the phone screen, Amy starts to
lift it and turn it toward Zeyno to give her a better view of the video. This sets the groundwork
for Zeyno and Amy’s joint construction of involvement later on. In the following excerpt below,
we see how seeing the familiar video played on the phone enables Zeyno and Amy to create
involvement with each other.
Excerpt 9.10
82
83

Amy: ((Lifts up her torso and moves toward
the center of the counter))
((Stretches out her right arm and
turns the screen toward Zeyno))
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In lines 82 and 83 Amy lifts herself up and steps away from Maria so that she is closer to the
other participants. She then extends her arm as she turns the phone screen toward the people
sitting across the counter, i.e. Zeyno, Tamer, and me. Figure 57 below shows the moment when
Amy displays the phone screen; 57.1 is a screenshot showing all the participants around the table
and 57.2 is the same moment with a focus on Amy and the phone screen. Just visible in the
screen shot is the video that Amy is playing: It is one where she and Zeyno’s sister Ajda are
dancing together.

Figure 57. Amy sharing her phone screen with people across the kitchen counter
in line 83 at 04:54.251
By making the phone screen accessible for the people at the other side of the table, Amy recruits
them to take part in the activity of watching the video together. Moreover, the phone’s
affordance of displaying videos functions as an addressivity resource – a means of reaching out
especially to Zeyno with a message that Zeyno can understand – for Amy. Because they have no
common language, it is a challenge for Amy and Zeyno to interact with each other directly. Their
interactions are usually mediated by others through translations and explanations, as I have
previously demonstrated. At other times, when they attempt to talk to each other directly, they
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need to carry out a lot work in terms of addressivity, for example adjusting their pace, intonation;
using intense gestures, facial expressions, very simple syntax, among other strategies, so that
their message gets across to their recipient. In this case, the phone is a central part of the work.
Figure 39.1 above also shows that multiple activities are going on around the kitchen
counter. I am still holding my phone in front of my face and am engaged in figuring out how to
send the video file to Maria’s phone. Tamer is checking the settings in his own phone, which is
placed on the kitchen counter, in order to figure out a solution for the file sharing problem. Silvio
is right behind Maria, preparing the dinner. Lora (whose face is obscured) is drinking a smoothie.
At this point Maria and Zeyno are the two people who are attending to the video Amy is sharing.
Amy’s nonverbal recruitment for participation in the video watching activity, creates an
opportunity for Zeyno to engage and be part of the participation framework. Especially because
the video Amy is sharing was recorded during the party a couple of days and thus is one that is
familiar for Zeyno. In the extract below, Amy initiates a collaborative video-watching frame as
soon as she receives the video. Here Zeyno displays her participation through smiling and
laughing, producing a response cry (“Aah,” line 85), recruiting Amy through vocatives (lines 86
and 93), and issuing a directive in Turkish (“Let’s send (that) message to Ajda”). The excerpt
shows that Zeyno’s participation gets more and more assertive – and hence agentive – moment
by moment, as she engages in the activity with Amy. In line 84, right after Amy shares her phone
screen with the people across the table, Zeyno starts to smile. That is her first affective response
to Amy after seeing the video. Figure 58 below is a section of the global image in 57 with a
focus on Zeyno this time, showing the onset of her smile before she calls out to Amy.
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Figure 58. Close up of Zeyno looking and smiling at Amy's phone screen
in line 83 at 04:54.251
Excerpt 9.11
84 Zeyno: ((Starts to smile))
85
Aah
86
Amy,
87
Amy: ((Laughing))
88
((Touches the screen to play the video))
89
Watch. ((Laughing))
((Two lines of talk between Didem and Tamer omitted))
90
Amy: ((Rotates the phone))
91
O shit
92
((Looking at Maria)) Look at me this (?)
((Looking back at the phone))
93 Zeyno: Amy?
94
Amy: ((Turns to look at Zeyno))
95 Zeyno: ((Pointing toward the phone with index finger))
96
Mesaj
olarak Ajda’ya gonderelim.
message be-Adv Ajda-Dat send-Opt-1PPl
Let’s send (that) as a message to Ajda.
97
Amy: <laughing> Mesaj?>

Zeyno’s smile is followed by her reaction in line 85, which is a mix of a response cry with some
laughter in it, and in line 86 (“Amy”), Zeyno calls out to Amy. Zeyno does not attract Amy’s
attention this first time mainly because Amy is occupied with other activities. For instance, in
line 88, the video ends and Amy taps the play icon to replay the video and, in line 90, she rotates
her phone to get a better layout of the video. Zeyno persists and recruits Amy by calling out her
name again in line 93 (“Amy?”) and this time Amy turns to look at Zeyno, in line 94. Once
Zeyno captures Amy’s attention, we see that her participation becomes more active. In lines 95
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and 96 Zeyno issues a directive to Amy as she points toward her with her index finger and arm
lifted; she thus occupies more space with her torso and arms than she did previously, as well as
more of the conversational space (she has a longer turn). The very structure of her utterance in
line 96 “Mesaj olarak Ajda’ya gönderelim.” (tr. Let’s send [that] as a message to Ajda.) positions
Zeyno as an agentive participant. She uses the first-person plural marker on the verb “gönder”
(tr. send) and thus construes herself as the sender of the message to Ajda and also a collaborator
for Amy in the action of sending the message – although practically she is asking Amy to send it.
This collaborative action of sending Ajda the video, which Zeyno is planning and directing Amy
to help her do, is a good example of distributed agency, which is encoded in how Zeyno
formulates her directive (in addition, it has similarities to an example analyzed by Al Zidjaly
(2009) where multiple participants compose, type up, and deliver a letter). Using the first person
plural, Zeyno expresses the complex distribution of agency in this action, where Zeyno devises
plan and the call to action, Amy executes it, and then Zeyno and Amy are committed to the
outcome, that is, they will both take part in the dialogue the message will initiate with Ajda.
Of course, Amy does not understand Zeyno’s directive and responds by simply repeating
the word “mesaj” (tr. message) with rising intonation. The topic changes after that. It seems that
this repetition, given that Amy is not able to respond to Zeyno in any meaningful way without
having understood Zeyno’s utterance or even the activity Zeyno is attempting to initiate,
repeating a segment of Zeyno’s utterance is a good strategy for Amy to work toward
intersubjectivity with Zeyno. Repeating part of her utterance like this allows Amy to achieve
some degree of alignment with Zeyno, if not understanding.
In sum, in this excerpt Zeyno is positioned as a participant in the interaction once again,
through the collaborative work she and Amy engage in. Remember that in the previous parts of
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the excerpt, Zeyno was excluded from the interaction that was taking place between me and
Tamer, which was indexed through both our linguistic choice – i.e. we spoke to each other in
English although we could have easily carried out the interaction in Turkish – and bodily
behavior – i.e. the phones were positioned on the counter between Tamer and me, away from
Zeyno, and my arm rested between the phone and Zeyno in a way that blocked her participation.
Amy turns the video toward Zeyno and grants her access to the screen. This mobilizes Zeyno to
participate in the interaction in ways that are increasingly assertive and agentive.
5.3. Conclusion
In summary, in this chapter I have shown how participants collaboratively build action
and how agency is distributed between participants and objects that have varying flexibilities to
build action. I have analyzed excerpts of interactions where using a mobile device, such as
showing pictures to each other on iPad, delivering a message using a voice translation app, and
sharing video files and watching them together. I have shown through my analyses of these
excerpts that the affordances of the mobile devices emerge in relation to the participants’
familiarity with the technology as well as the technology’s skillset. For instance, the rudimentary
natural language understanding capacity of the voice translation app turns out to be a limitation.
Likewise, because I am not familiar with AirDrop, I don’t have the flexibility to build action
without Tamer and end up following the directives he issues to me. The analysis also shows how
the human participants handle situations where the mobile device fails to carry out the work it
was designed to do. For instance, when the translation app fails to produce a correct translation,
the participants find ways of amending the situation by trying to understand the reason for the
failed translation and get Amy to produce a message for Zeyno through the help of human
participants rather than the translation app.
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This chapter contributes to our understanding of situated use of technology and the coconstruction of agency and participation in technologized contexts. I have shown how using
technologies involves coordinated verbal and nonverbal actions, and how speakers who share
and do not share a language use phones and tablets as communicative resources. I have also
demonstrated how technologies figure into how people accomplish framing in interaction,
negotiate participation, and express and co-construct agency.
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CHAPTER 6. CONNECTION MOVES: SOCIAL REFERENCING, RECRUIT AND
RESPOND, FLOOR SUTURING
6.1. Introduction
It is easy to conceptualize people who don’t have a common language as inhabiting separate
worlds. However, the analysis so far has shown that this is not the case. People interact with each
other beyond what their linguistic repertoires would seem to allow. I have shown how they carry
out meaning making by observing the activities others engage in to make sense of the situation
and participate in meaningful ways. I have also shown how they utilize the objects and
technological devices around them in order to reach out and interact with others. In this chapter I
focus on actions aimed at establishing alignment and connection between the participants: As
family members and friends share attention, co-construct situations, and communicate using
multiple resources, they create relationships and themselves as part of a social group. They create
patterns of interaction and “family-specific frames” (Gordon 2009) – notably those that are
playful in nature – that work to construct themselves as a small group culture. The same
mechanisms of participation, collaboration, and agency are at play as the members of this family
carry out cognitive and intersubjective work to connect with each other.
In what follows, I identify and explain three strategies frequently used in this family to
create connection: Social referencing, recruit and respond, and floor suturing. The first strategy,
social referencing, occurs when a family member who does not understand the ongoing talk
observes the nonverbal actions of the other participants and builds off of their responses.
Specifically, by monitoring the laughing behavior and facial expressions of the other participants
and making the inference that there is a laughable, she laughs with them and aligns with them.
As Glenn (2003: 49) observes, “any utterance or action could draw laughter.” We have seen
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examples of this already, such as where Amy looks to me to see my response to the dialogue
between Tamer and Zeyno and uses this as a cue to start smiling, and in the excerpt discussed in
4.2.2., where Zeyno had forgotten to measure the amount of semolina she used to make the
dessert and disclosed this to Tamer. The second strategy, recruit and respond, involves how local
interactional roles are established as a result of how the participants use embodied resources, as
well as their linguistic repertoires and their roles within the family. In particular, the bilingual
speaker becomes an epistemic broker (Raymond 2014) through the nonverbal recruitments of the
monolingual speakers. The nonverbal recruitments consist of gaze shifts that are in tune with
turn transitions. I show a pattern, which I label recruit and respond, that the monolinguals use to
connect with each other. Specifically, the monolinguals shift their gaze toward the bilingual
when they are expecting/asking for a translation, and back toward the other monolingual when
they react to the utterance. This way, they acknowledge the monolingual participant as the
primary interlocutor and build connection with them. Finally, I show two examples that illustrate
the third strategy, which I refer to as the floor suturing phenomenon. Floor suturing is
interactional work carried out by the bilinguals to facilitate the participation of the monolingual
speaker who does not have access to the ongoing talk, metaphorically stitching together two
floors and connecting participants. Floor suturing occurs when the bilingual switches from one
language into another to address a participant without being recruited and indicates in their talk
information about the talk that has been happening in the other language. Instances of floor
suturing I analyze here have two common characteristics: The first one is that the bilingual
participant expresses common ground while switching between languages, although the
participant who did not have access to the ongoing interaction does not have shared information
with the rest of the group. The second one is a shift in the topic and framing of the interaction.
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Collectively, these strategies constitute what Tannen (2007: 50) refers to as “connection
maneuvers.” They serve as means to accomplish sociability in talk, and, in so doing, help
constitute the family as a social group (following e.g. Erickson 1982, 1988; Gordon 2009).
6.2. Social referencing
Feinman (1982: 445) defines social referencing as “the receipt and use of another persons’
interpretations of a situation to form one’s own understanding of that situation.” For instance, a
child who falls while running – with no injury – looks up and looks at their parent before they
respond to the accident. If the parent displays concern or worry about the fall, the child starts to
cry. If, on the other hand, the parent acts like there is nothing serious, the child gets up and
continues to run. Ochs (1993) brought this concept into the realm of language socialization and
identity construction. While Ochs analyzed how parents help young children understand
situations, social reference can be considered something that happens throughout the interactions
of one’s life.
6.2.1. Keying off of another participant’s laughter
In this section I will discuss how one participant, Amy, works to establish alignment and
connection with the others by being attuned to others’ responses, and making inferences, when
they are speaking in a language she does not understand. In the excerpt I examine, Tamer,
Zeyno, and I are talking in Turkish and laughing, as Tamer is teaching Zeyno how to use the
voice translation application (the one Amy used to try to convey a Mother’s Day message to
Zeyno in extracts examined in Chapter 5) for the first time. The source of the humor is that the
voice translator produces output utterances which are syntactically and semantically anomalous,
hence humorous. In order for a participant to fully appreciate what is funny in these translations,
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they need to be bilingual and understand both the input and the output. Tamer and I – as the
Turkish-English bilinguals in the interaction – are the only ones who can understand both the
input and the output. However, the excerpt shows that all four of us laugh together when the
translator produces infelicitous output. I show through micro-analysis of the excerpts that the
participants who do not have access to the language – and hence the source of humor – monitor
the responses of the participants who do and build off of those responses. As a result, the family
is able to build alignment and connection through laughing together. I will first give some
context about the interaction describing how the excerpt began and unfolded, what causes the
anomaly and hence the humor in the voice translation, and then show how Amy’s gaze patterns
allow her to monitor the actions of the bilinguals and build off of them to laugh together with the
others.
The sequence starts when Amy and Tamer come home from work for lunch. Because it is
Zeyno’s last day in the US, they are trying to spend as much time together as possible. Upon
arriving, they find that Zeyno and I had not yet set the lunch table. The food is warmed up, but it
is not served, and the tzatziki is still not ready. Meanwhile, Zeyno is playing games on her iPad,
and I am reading. Tamer starts to tease Zeyno by pretending to complain about the lunch not
being ready, while he and Amy set the table. Tamer introduces a play frame by jokingly
complaining, in Turkish, about the fact that lunch is not ready yet, threatening to go back to work
and expressing his mock negative feelings about the situation. This utterance includes one
English word, “disappointed.”
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Excerpt 10.1
1 Tamer: Üf ne
biçim disappointed
Ex what shape disappointed
oldum
bilemezsin.
be-Past-1PSg know-Abl-Neg-Aor-2PSg
Wow I am extremely disappointed you have no idea.
2
((Takes the pot of rice from the stove))
3 Zeyno: Ne? Ne demek o?
What? What does that mean?
4 Didem: Hhh.
5 Tamer: ((Picks up the phone.))
6 Tamer: Sor?
Ask
Ask?
7 Zeyno: Ha dur.
Ex stop
Oh wait.
8
Amy: Do we heat this up?

The playful frame is introduced in line 1 when Tamer says “Wow I am so disappointed you have
no idea.” Although his utterance is formulated as a complaint, his prosody while using the
exclamation “üf” as if it is a lexical item and his use of the extreme case formulation (Pomerantz
1986) ne biçim (tr. extremely) are cues for a teasing frame, defined as “mocking but playful jibes
against someone” (Drew 1987: 219). I pick up on these cues and responds with laughter in line 3.
Zeyno, however, as a Turkish monolingual, does not know the meaning of the word
“disappointed,” and she cannot interpret Tamer’s utterance. She initiates first an open type repair
and then a restricted type repair (Dingemanse and Enfield 2015) in line 2 – in other words, she
starts with a more mitigated repair -- by saying “What? What does that mean?” Tamer, instead of
telling Zeyno what the word means, goes on to pick up the phone to show her how to use the
translation app. He directs her to ask her question to the app. Zeyno, however is not familiar with
the app. She does not yet understand that input for the app needs to be produced after a starting
click the app makes and needs to be completed before an ending click. She does not yet
understand that she needs to speak simply and clearly. (Tamer explains all of these things in
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detail later.) Thus, Zeyno’s input generates futher teasing and humor. In line 13, Zeyno is
producing Turkish input for the app to translate into English.
Excerpt 10.2
9 Zeyno: Dispotnik ne
Türkçe[si.
Dispotnik what Turkish-Poss
Dispotnik what is that in Turkish?
10
App:
[Click.
11 Tamer: I am so disappointed.
12
((Puts the phone on the counter.))
13 Zeyno: Bozul[dum.
Upset-Past-1PSg
“I’m upset.”
14 Tamer: ((Lifts his hand in a stop gesture.))
15
[Tsk!

In line 9, “Dispotnik ne Türkçesi.” (tr. Dispotnik what is that in Turkish?) Zeyno pronounces
disappointed as “dispotnik” and pursues the meaning, i.e. Turkish translation, of the word. In line
11 Tamer speaks to the app and says “I am so disappointed.” to provide input. This is different
from Zeyno’s initial question because in line 1 “Üf ne biçim disappointed oldum bilemezsin”
Tamer produced a Turkish sentence with an English word. However, here he is producing a
sentence that is only in English. He is making a strategic choice because he is familiar with how
the app works. In order for the app to translate, one needs to choose an input language. The app
then processes the input according to the grammatical rules of that chosen language. The app will
fail if the input is part Turkish and part English because the English word will not be listed in the
app’s Turkish lexicon. Tamer is also aware that one needs to speak carefully with clear word
boundaries. The way he speaks to the app is different from the way he speaks to the human
participants. He holds the app close to his mouth and produces each word with care. He makes
the effort to separate the words from each other. All of this underlies his use of the app to
include Zeyno and Amy in the conversation.
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Zeyno, on the other hand, is not familiar with technologies that process and produce
natural language, and she is not aware of their affordances. The voice translation app can only
function – if it does correctly at all – if the input is produced as a clear string with discrete words.
It cannot differentiate the voices of different speakers and includes all in the input it receives
between the opening and closing click sounds. Zeyno, in line 13, produces an utterance,
“Bozuldum.” (tr. I am upset.) while she is very close to the microphone, and the app did not
produce the closing click, meaning her utterance constitutes input for the translation app
although her intention is not to produce input. This is her guess for the meaning of
“disappointed,” whose meaning is under scrutiny at the moment. Immediately after Zeyno starts
to speak, while she is producing the first syllable, Tamer first raises his hand and makes a gesture
to direct her to stop talking, and then he produces a click sound that indicates disapproval, in this
case, of her talking.
In the following part of the episode, the app produces the Turkish translation of Tamer’s
utterance (line 11, “I am so disappointed”), which then becomes a source of humor for the family
members.
Excerpt 10.3
16

App:

17
Amy:
18 Didem:
19
Amy:
20 Tamer:
21

Click [Ben çok [hayal kırıklığına [uğra.
I
very dream broken-DAT
reach
I to be very disappointed.
[((Looks at Didem.))
[((Laughs.))
[((Laughs.))
((Puts rice on one of the plates.))
((All laugh.))

The translation produced by the app in line 16 (“Ben çok hayal kırıklığına uğra.”) is
ungrammatical. The verb ‘uğra’ is in its bare form, lacking the tense and person markings. The
choice ‘hayal kırıklığı’ seems to be too strong to indicate disappointment, as this word literally
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means a state where one’s dreams are broken (i.e. shattered). Finally, the stress pattern in the
translation is also unnatural. The app produces each word as bearing stress. However, in Turkish
the leftmost member of a phrase loses stress (Kabak and Vogel 2001). For all these reasons, the
translation produced by the app is ungrammatical and anomalous, hence laughable for the
Turkish speakers.
The humor created through the misrepresentation, however, is only truly available to
Tamer and me at the moment of its production because only we have access to both Turkish and
English, and thus the means to compare and savor the discrepancy between the two utterances.
Zeyno has access to the anomalous output (which is in itself perhaps amusing), but not the input.
Amy only has access to the well-formed input from Tamer. The horizontal transcription below,
in Figure 59, used to highlight the simultaneous actions of the participants, shows how Amy
monitors my responses while the app is producing the Turkish translation.

Figure 59. Horizontal transcription of gaze and nonverbal responses to the app's
translation
The app begins to produce the translation at about 00:50 (which corresponds to line 16 in the
vertical transcription above, “Ben çok hayal kırıklığına uğra.” (tr. I to be very disappointed.), and
Amy starts to look at me continuously midway into the app’s utterance at about 00:52 to monitor
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my response to it. Shortly after Amy turns her gaze toward me, at about 00:52.500, the onset of
my laughter begins. I first start with a small smile, which increases in intensity in time and turns
into a vocal laughter within a period of one second. Toward the end of the translation Amy starts
to laugh, still looking at me, and her laughter continues for over half a second after the
translation. This sequence shows that although Amy does not have immediate access to the
translation produced by the app and the knowledge why it is funny, she manages to monitor the
reactions of the other participants – in this case me – who do have the access and keys off of
their responses. Figure 60.1 and 60.2 below show the two moments in Amy’s monitoring and
aligning behavior just discussed.

1. Amy monitors Didem’s response
(Line 14) 00:52.586

2. Amy laughs with the Turkish speakers
(Line 16) 00:55.073

Figure 60. Amy engaging in social referencing
In this excerpt, we see that Amy carries out a lot of work in terms of meaning-making and
aligning with the reactions of the Turkish speakers. She carries out meaning-making work as she
builds on the verbal and nonverbal resources that are available to her to understand what activity
is taking place and what the tone of that activity is, who is taking part in the activity, who has a
central role, and what the participants’ footings are. She carries out alignment work by using
mostly nonverbal resources such as gaze, body orientation, and laughter to attend to the same
foci of attention as the other participants and to respond to those objects and activities in ways
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that are in line with their responses, in this case laughing when they laugh. In doing these things,
Amy is able to establish connection with the Turkish speakers.
Connection is an important dynamic in these interactions; after all, the interactions I
consider in this study are family interactions, and although there is a lot of instructing, news
sharing, explaining, directing, and other kinds of activities that target the accomplishment of
certain goals, a bigger goal that underlies all of these is constituting themselves as a family, that
is, building connection and solidarity in shared moments. Here, I have shown how Amy achieves
this goal by laughing with the other family members although she does not have the knowledge
about what the laughable is. As Kangasharju (1996), Gordon (2003) and many other scholars
have shown, laughter serves as a means of displaying alignments and creating connection. The
process of social referencing and the family’s use of technology both facilitate the achievement
of this shared laughter and what Gordon (2009) calls a shared sense of “familyness.” In other
words, the family members, by laughing together and creating repertoires of laughables together,
constitute themselves as a social group, i.e. a family.
6.2.2. Keying off of a teasing gesture
The next part of the interaction illustrates how the collaborative process of social referencing in a
conversation that involves technology is a means of creating connection among family members.
In this case, the monolingual participant observes the reactions produced by another participant
and makes the inference that something laughable is taking place. Thus, instead of repeating the
reactions of another participant, she builds her own interpretation of the situation.
The following interaction takes place a couple of minutes later than the one I analyzed in
the previous section. Right before the excerpt I analyze in this section, Tamer had illustrated how
to use the app with a simple sentence (“Did you sleep well?”), handed the phone over to Zeyno,
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and asked her to use it to say whatever she wanted to communicate to Amy. Her first try, which I
do not address here, does not go very well because of the mismatch between the app’s
affordances and characteristics of Zeyno’s input. The utterance Zeyno produces (which can
roughly be translated as “I thought you would serve yourselves the food, taking as much as you
like”) is long and complex in terms of syntax, semantics, and pragmatics. Moreover, she does not
produce the input between the opening and closing click sounds. As a result, the app is not able
to provide a translation.
Tamer does not comment on the fact that Zeyno missed the click sounds, possibly
because he also missed them, as he was serving rice at the tiem. He does, however, react to
Zeyno’s utterance, as shown in the excerpt below. He sarcastically tells Zeyno that she should
produce an even longer sentence. This comment is produced as teasing, being accompanied by
exaggerated facial expressions and hand gestures. Zeyno does not notice these, perhaps because
she is simultaneously attending to the mobile phone positioned on the kitchen counter and trying
to stop Tamer from putting rice on her plate. Thus, her gaze is directed toward the counter.
Following Tamer’s sarcastic directive to produce a longer utterance, Zeyno takes it
literally and produces a longer utterance that is even more complex to the point that it is not a
well-formed sentence. Tamer reacts to Zeyno’s behavior with an even more exaggerated series of
teasing facial expressions and hand gestures. Amy and I interpret Tamer’s contextualization cues
as indicating teasing and respond by laughing. In interpreting the teasing behavior of Tamer, I
had access to both Tamer’s verbal and nonverbal behavior. Amy, on the other hand, only had
access to his nonverbal behavior. She used this information – Tamer’s facial expression and hand
gesture – to infer that the activity going on is one of teasing.
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Excerpt 11.1
1 Tamer: ((Laughs))
2
App: Click.
3 Tamer: <laughing<Daha uzun bişey söyle.>
Say something longer.
4
Amy: ((Walks to the microwave.))
5 Tamer: ((Takes out forks from the drawer.))
6
App: Click.
7 Zeyno: Bunu
ben tam
[giderayak
yaptın
kiThis-ACC I
right about-to-go do-Past-2PSg Comp
You did this right before I leave so that8 Tamer:
[((Lifts his hand up, tilts
his head up and rolls his eyes.
A gesture of mock aggression.
Smiles.))
9
Amy:
[((Looks at [Didem and then Tamer.
Walks to the stove.))
10
Amy:
[((Laughs.))
11 Didem:
[((Laughs.))

The main difference between this excerpt and the one in the previous section is that this excerpt
is part of a playful frame that started before the exchange above. Thus, there is the expectation
that something funny will happen. Tamer laughs in line 1. In line 3, he is speaking with a
laughing voice, and his comment itself is a tease when he says, “Daha uzun bişey söyle” (tr. say
something longer). While Tamer and Amy are busy setting the table and monitoring Zeyno’s
actions, the app gives out opening and closing clicks in lines 2 and 5, but none of the participants
react to it. Amy is going back and forth between the fridge and the microwave, Tamer is serving
rice, and I am watching the activities taking place in the kitchen. Thus, Zeyno speaks (line 7) at a
time when the app is not receiving input. Even if Zeyno managed to formulate an acceptable
input for the app, her utterance would not be translated due to her mistiming. Tamer focuses on
the utterance itself.
Zeyno produces her utterance in line 7: “Bunu ben tam giderayak yaptin ki-” (tr. you did
this right before I leave so that-). This utterance is highly complex. For instance, she starts to
produce an embedded clause when she says “ben” (tr. I) but never completes it. She goes on to
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say “tam” (tr. right/almost), which is a clausal adverb, indicating she will produce another
complex utterance. Instead she continues with “giderayak”, which I translated as “about-to-go”.
This is a colloquial and idiomatic adverb, which the app is unlikely to translate accurately. Last
but not least, “ki” is a borrowed complementizer that is Indo-European in origin and is
homophonous with a possessive pronoun derivational morpheme. Thus, Zeyno’s utterance is
very complicated and unsuitable for a voice translation application, which does not have a very
advanced natural language processing ability. Tamer’s teasing behavior in line 8 is a response to
the mismatch between the app’s limited ability to process natural language and Zeyno’s not
accommodating to the app’s abilities.
During this time, Amy engages in multiple activities. She walks around the kitchen, both
helping with the lunch preparations and observing the interaction going on between the Turkish
speakers and the translation app. First, she walks toward the microwave, switching her gaze
between Zeyno, Tamer, and me. Once she is behind the microwave, Zeyno starts speaking, and
Amy stops there, watching. Figures 59.1 and 59.2 below show Amy’s monitoring behavior that
leads into the forthcoming moment of shared laughter and alignment, even though Amy does not
understand Turkish
In line 9, Amy first looks at me as Zeyno is speaking (Figure 61.1) and then quickly
looks at Tamer as he starts to lift his arm for the teasing gesture (Figure 62.2). He also raises his
head up and rolls his eyes and then closes them. Amy references this exaggerated teasing gesture
as she starts to laugh. This time, Amy’s laughter precedes those of the other participants. The
reason for this difference between this excerpt, where Amy starts to laugh before the other
participants, and the other excerpt, where Amy starts laughing soon after I do, is the difference in
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the nature of the laughable. In the first excerpt, it was the ungrammatical translation – a Turkish
utterance – produced by the translation app, and only the Turkish speakers understood it.

1. Amy monitors Didem's response in line 7 2. Amy monitors Tamer's response in line 8
Figure 61. Amy engaging in social referencing
Thus, Amy was observing my responses and laughing after I did. In this case, the laughable is
Tamer’s reaction to Zeyno’s utterance, which is nonverbal. Thus, Amy has direct access to it. In
both cases, however, Amy uses inferencing to follow along with what is taking place. She aligns
with the other family members by producing the same reaction to what is taking place around her
and constructs connection with them by being similar.
Immediately after Amy starts laughing, within less than a second, Zeyno, Tamer, and I
also start laughing. The horizontal transcription in Figure 62 below shows the exact timing of the
laughing behavior of the four participants. The onset of Amy’s laugh and gaze toward Tamer
most probably began earlier than the point they appear on the transcript. The reason is that until
at about 1:43:500, Amy is standing behind Zeyno and her face is obstructed by Zeyno’s head.
When Amy takes a step toward Tamer at that moment, we see she is looking at him and has a
laughing face.
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Figure 62. Horizontal transcription of excerpt
Drew (1987) argues that the response to a tease is a po-face, that is a serious face, because even
through a tease is not serious, it still indexes some kind of deviant action or characteristic on the
part of the recipient of the tease, who then reacts with a resistance, i.e. po-face. This idea of
teasing and reacting to it with a po-face seem to carry a sense of disconnection. Here, however,
Zeyno reacts to the tease with laughter, together with the other family members (Figure 63
below). It seems that Tamer’s teasing behavior has the opposite effect. It creates connection
between the family members (teasing is a commonly used strategy to create connection; see e.g.
Straehle 1993 and Gordon 2009, among others). More specifically, this interaction has the
purpose and function of creating alignment between Zeyno and Amy and a mock disalignment
between the two women and Tamer.
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Figure 63. The family laughing together in line 10
This playful theme of Amy and Zeyno against Tamer appears at multiple points
throughout this episode; teaming up against Tamer works to create solidarity and connection
between Zeyno and Amy. These instances involve connecting despite the fact that they do not
share a common language; the bilingual participants, technologies, and other resources discussed
in previous chapters are all used to accomplish this. For instance, at one point in this stretch of
talk, Tamer asks Amy to use the app to complain to Zeyno about his bad behavior, which sets up
his wife and mother as part of a team who can commiserate about it. At another point, Amy asks
me to translate to Zeyno that Amy also cannot use the translation app successfully and that
Tamer teased Amy because of this earlier that day. This again constructs Amy and Zeyno as
connected and in a sense “against” Tamer. Finally, at the end of this episode, Zeyno verbally
declares that she does not want to or need to use the translation app when interacting with Amy.
This is another means of manifesting and constructing the connection between Zeyno and Amy.
Zeyno starts by expressing her frustration by saying that she is about to faint, an idiom frequently
used in Turkish when talking about exposure to something insufferable for longer than
necessary.
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Excerpt 11.2
20 Zeyno: Ay bayılacam.
Ex faint-Fut-1PSg
Oh I’ll faint.
21
((Turns to Amy))
22
Biz Amy’len tarzanca
konuşuyoruz.
Us Amy-Com tarzan-ish speak-Impf-1PPl
Amy and I speak Tarzan language.
23
((Makes speaking hand gesture))
24
Amy: ((Laughs))

After turning to Amy, Zeyno says “Biz Amy’len tarzanca konuşuyoruz” (tr. Amy and I speak
Tarzan language). This utterance, which puts an end to Zeyno’s attempt to learn how to use the
translation app, creates connection between Zeyno and Amy. First of all, Zeyno chooses to
address Amy directly in this example, rather than asking for the bilinguals to translate or using
the translation app. Zeyno also construes herself and Amy as part of a with (Goffman 1981),
through her use of the first person plural pronoun – similar in function to the use of inclusive
“we” identified and discussed by Rounds (1987) – the committative case marking -lA on the
word ‘Amy’ – which functions like the English proposition “with,” and also the first person
plural marking on the verb ‘speak,’ which again indexes the inclusive we. While producing this
utterance, Zeyno makes an iconic gesture with her two hands that denotes speaking behavior.
She first closes her fingers together on her left hand and brings them in front of her mouth and
then moves her hand toward Amy, while moving her right hand – in the same configuration –
moving toward herself and vice versa for three rounds, depicting how the “Tarzan language”
goes back and forth between Zeyno and Amy. (Figure 64)
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Figure 64. Zeyno's iconic representation of talking using hand gestures in line 23
Amy responds by laughing the Zeyno, again furthering alignment with her at a moment where
she does not have access to Zeyno’s verbal message.
In summary, the excerpts I have analyzed in this section, from an episode where Tamer,
Amy, Zeyno, and I are taking part in a playful activity organized around the mobile translation
app, show how Amy builds off of the other participants’ responses in this playful interaction and
is able to align with them by laughing with them. In the first excerpt, the laughable is a Turkish
utterance, a mistranslation produced by the app. In this case, Amy continuously looks at me and
starts laughing soon after I do. In the second example, the laughable consists of a series of facial
expressions and hand gestures performed by Tamer in reaction to Zeyno’s handling of the
translation app. In this case, because Amy has direct access to this laughable, she starts laughing
before the other participants, and continue to laugh with the family. All this laughing behavior
serve to create connection between the participants. Especially for Amy, who would otherwise
not be able to join the interaction, it is important to interpret these signs and use them to shape
her own participation in order to align and connect with her Turkish speaking family. Finally, I
pointed out Tamer’s facial expressions and hand gestures (e.g. his looking away from Zeyno,
rolling his eyes, and lifting his hand up) which indicate impatience and annoyance and discussed
how Tamer’s actions are collaboratively interpreted as negative behaviors by the family
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members. Positioning Tamer as an impatient and moody man becomes a resource for Zeyno and
Amy to align and create connection with each other. In creating this connection, this family – a
mother, her two children, and her daughter-in-law – are able to collaboratively participate in
playful frames and create connection. Gordon (2009) suggests that families are constituted
through repeatedly creating family-specific frames – in this case, Tamer teasing others and
Zeyno and Amy aligning together playfully against him is an example of a commonly occurring
playful frame in this family.
6.3. Recruit and respond: Participation, roles, and connection in triadic exchange
In this section I will address the second strategy commonly used by Amy and Zeyno to
index and further the connection between them, especially when only the three of us are
interacting, which centers on what I call “recruit and respond.” I will show that in this context
where Amy, Zeyno, and I spend time together, the participation framework quickly evolves into
one where Zeyno and Amy are primary participants and I am the interpreter and what Raymond
(2014) calls the epistemic broker. In other words, I both translate the utterances produced by
Amy and Zeyno and fill in what I think to be the gaps in the knowledge states of both. Analyzing
one episode, I show how this participation framework is established through the embodied
practices of the participants, such as the timing of their gaze patterns for the selection of next
speaker, which indexes expectation for translation, and the selection of the participant for
delivering the response to a translation. This sequence is the recruit and respond sequence. In
other words, Amy and Zeyno time their gaze switches by making inferences about the ends of
turns and turning to me when they expect a translation. They then turn to each other when they
respond to the translated talk. Apart from this structural way of displaying and creating
connection, the two women also engage in other solidarity building actions, such as
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complimenting, gossiping, and information sharing. I will also bring these points up as they
appear in the excerpts.
The following episode comes from a recording I made during Zeyno’s birthday party in
2016. Eleven people are present at the party. However, in the excerpts that I analyze, Zeyno,
Amy, and I are alone in the kitchen, while everyone else is outside, cooking and chatting in the
backyard. The excerpt begins as Amy is walking around the dining room, cleaning the tables and
fixing the service plates, and Zeyno tells me Amy is showing a lot of effort to make sure the
party is going smoothly, although she is one of the guests. Zeyno notices these efforts, and
makes a point that Amy is carrying out the hosting duties, clearing the plates and making sure
everyone has food and drinks. The fact that Amy is highly skilled in housework and entertaining
(in addition to her career as a successful businesswoman) is a point of admiration for Zeyno. I
have witnessed many times in the company of Turkish women from Zeyno’s generation
commenting on their daughters-in-law’s housekeeping skills. These mothers-in-law either
complain or brag to each other about their daughters-in-law – depending on whether the daughter
in law is skilled and hardworking or not. It is important to understand Zeyno’s comment in this
context. After Zeyno makes the comment that Amy is doing a lot of the hosting work
(unfortunately Amy is outside the camera’s viewpoint at that moment), I turn to Amy and tell her
what Zeyno has been saying – or better put, I provide a version of what Zeyno has been saying
because I combine her comment from a moment ago with her comments from other occasions in
addition to my own observations.
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Excerpt 12.1
1 Didem: She’s watching you all day.
2
Amy: She's watching me?=
3 Didem:
= Like why is Amy working everywhere
she goes. (.)
4
She’ a guest (.) she’s working.
5
People come to her house (.)
she’s working.
6 Zeyno: (.) Ne
dedin
what say-Past-2PSg
benim dediğimi
I-Gen say-Nom-Poss-Acc
[mi]
Q
What did you say? What I said?
7 Didem: [Niy]e Amy her
gittiği
yerde
çalışıyo
why
Amy every go-Nom-Poss place-Loc work-Impf
diyo=
say-Impf
She is asking why is Amy working everywhere she goes.
8 Zeyno:
=Haa. Hamarat.
Ex
skillful
Yeah. She’s skillful.

My role as not only an interpreter and an epistemic broker but also as a family member and a
participant in this interaction is at the forefront in this part of the excerpt. I do not only convey
Zeyno’s comment, which was a compliment about Amy carrying out a lot of work in that
particular moment, but add contextualizing information from my point of view, in a teasing
manner. For instance, in order to frame Zeyno’s compliment as a result of her observation, I first
tell Amy, in line 1, that “She is watching you all day.” Adding the adverbial ‘all day’ is transfer
from a Turkish idiomatic usage. It doesn’t literally mean all day, but is used when one means to
exaggerate the duration or the frequency of an activity. In lines 3 (“Like why is Amy working
everywhere she goes.”), 4 (“She’s a guest (.) she’s working.”), and 5 (“People come to her house
(.) she’s working.”), I take on Zeyno’s voice, in a form of what Tannen (2007) calls constructed
dialogue, to convey to Amy the details of Zeyno’s observation. Again, Zeyno has not said any of
these things, but merely pointed out that Amy is clearing out the dining room. After checking
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with me that I translated what she had said about Amy, Zeyno delivers her compliment, that
Amy is skillful (though Amy cannot understand the compliment because it is in Turkish).
In the next excerpt, Amy explains why she likes taking care of work even when she is not
hosting, but she is interrupted both by me and by Zeyno, who introduces a gossip frame and
comment further on how it’s always Amy who takes care of hosting guests and points out that
the others are not as skillful as Amy. This comparison again works as a compliment to Amy and
the gossip frame indexes the closeness between the three of us. I translate what Zeyno says
throughout this excerpt.
Excerpt 12.2
9
Amy: Because I=
10 Didem:
=Skillful.
11 Zeyno: [Şeyy.]
Well.
12
Amy: [Because I] cannot sit down.
13
[Can't do anything.]
14 Zeyno: [Belki de beceriksiz] (.) hahah
Maybe unskilled. hahah
15 Didem: Ne?
What?
16 Zeyno: Yazık yani öbür taraflar daha şeyIt’s a pity. I mean the others are moredaha becerikli- (.) Amy.
Amy is more skillful.
17 Didem: You’re more skillful than the others=
18
Amy:
=hhh=
19 Didem:
=So (.) <laugh<you have to work> (.)
wherever you go.

.

I interrupt Amy in line 10 when I translate what Zeyno said in line 8 (“Skillful”) and then Zeyno
overlaps with her in line 14 (“Maybe unskilled”), as she introduces a gossip frame where she
evaluates both Amy and the host of the party at the moment. Zeyno carries this out in a very
indirect way. In line 14 she does not use a personal pronoun or any other indication of who she is
referring to. In line 16 (“It’s a pity. I mean the others are more- Amy is more skillful”) she uses
the impersonal pronoun “the others” to refer to the host, the plural marking making the statement
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more impersonal, thus reducing its face threatening effect. After I translate Zeyno’s point about
the others being less skillful, Amy laughs, and I laugh with her, in lines 18 and 19. We thus both
show appreciation for Zeyno’s comment.
In this part of the excerpt there are no verbal recruitments for translation. However, when
we look at the gaze patterns of Amy, we can see that she looks at me when she is expecting a
translation. For example, at the end of line 14 when Zeyno laughs, Amy looks at me, possibly
because she interprets it as the end of Zeyno’s turn, and projects that this is a chunk of speech
that is long enough to translate. However, Zeyno’s utterance is ambiguous, and I initiate a repair
by asking her “Ne?” (tr. what?) and Amy turns her gaze toward Zeyno again. Toward the end of
line 16, Amy projects the end of it as Zeyno says “becerikli” (tr. skillful) and looks at me again.
This time I reciprocate her gaze and translate what Zeyno said in line 17. In doing so, I position
myself as a participant in the interaction, rather than a mere interpreter through carrying out a
deictic shift. In line 16 Zeyno refers to Amy in third person. However, when I translate it into
English in line 17 I switch to second person and refer to Amy directly. Thus, I construct the
utterance not as a reporting of Zeyno’s utterance, but as my own. Doing so would normally blur
the line between the author and the animator, however, in triadic interactions like these, the
monolinguals can identify who the author is from the dynamics of the interaction because the
monolingual and the bilingual take turns to produce and translate utterances. Moreover, in line
19 I elaborate on it by adding my own evaluation “You have to work (.) wherever you go.” This
exchange is an example of me asserting my status as a participant in the interaction and
emphasize my role as the co-author of these utterances. As a result, I constitute myself as part of
the solidarity building. I am not only facilitating interaction between others through translating
their utterances verbatim, but I also contribute to these interactions myself.
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The next excerpt is the end of this episode. Amy repeats the point she had raised in the
previous excerpt, and this time I translate what she says for Zeyno.
Excerpt 12.3
20
Amy: Yeah. And also I cannot sit down.
21 Didem: [Oturamıyorum] diyo.
She says “I cannot sit down”
22
Amy: [And see] (.) thing is not done right.
23 Didem: Oturup da böyle işlerin yapılmadığını görunce
bunalıyorum diyo.
She says “I feel bad when I sit and see that
the work is not being done”

It takes observation and inference making on Amy’s part to lead her to repeat her point in line
20, after she has already made the same point in the previous excerpt in line 12. It requires that
Amy, by observing the conversation between Zeyno and me, including the length and order of
turns, arrive at the conclusion that her utterance has not been translated. Her repetition here is a
kind of persistence and involvement (Tannen 2005); that is, she asserts her position as a
participant in the interaction as a means of building solidarity. Moreover, the meaning making
she carries out to come to the conclusion that her utterance has not been translated, in itself, is an
exercise of agency and participation. It is also a recruitment given the local organization of this
activity: Because it is only Amy, Zeyno, and me sitting at the table, Amy’s response to Zeyno
calls for a translation and I am the only one who could fulfill the role of translator. Thus, every
time either Zeyno or Amy produces an utterance that is relevant for the other – and most
utterances are because all three of us are ratified participants – there is an implicit agreement that
I will translate it. This pattern, which typically goes off without a hitch, involves agency and
creates connection.
Amy’s recruitment here is achieved through both her gaze that targets me at specific
points of her utterance and the implicit agreement – that is a result of my role as a family
member and a Turkish-English bilingual – that I will translate Turkish utterances into English for
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her. Moreover, Amy’s gaze functions as a recruitment because of the sequential status of her
utterance (the utterance being a response to Zeyno). When Amy says, in line 20, “And also I
cannot sit down,” it builds on Zeyno’s comment (that Amy is more skillful as a host than the
others) and is explicitly marked as a response with the conjunction ‘and’ and the adverb ‘also.’
The horizontal transcription in Figure 63 below shows the direction of each participant’s gaze
and how those changes align with the utterances being produced.

Figure 65. Horizontal transcription
The scroll shows that at the beginning of her utterance Amy is looking at me, and I look at her
approximately .25 seconds after she begins to speak (Figure 64.1). She then looks at Zeyno when
she finishes her utterance for a brief .25 seconds (Figure 64.2) and looks back at me at the
beginning of her next utterance. I turn to Zeyno and start to translate at the same moment (Figure
64.3). Hence Amy looks back at Zeyno until I finish my translation (Figure 64.4). She looks at
me when she begins her next utterance and continues to do so until toward the end of my
translation, at which point she looks at Zeyno. The timing and direction of gaze coded in the
horizontal transcription shows that Amy looks at me at the beginnings of her utterances, until
toward the end of the utterances, where she turns to look at Zeyno as seen in Figure 66 below.
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Figure 66. Amy's gaze pattern as she recruits Didem for translation
This is a consistent pattern throughout the recordings and shows that Amy selects me as the
translator at these points of the interaction, and she selects Zeyno as the primary recipient of
these utterances, attending to her reactions at the end of her turns. Given this sequential and
relational context, Amy’s gaze functions as a recruitment for translation, and, in so doing, as a
means of communicating with Zeyno (in a way that involves me) and constructing solidarity
among the three of us.
This episode is followed by a seven second silence, where Zeyno is looking out the
window (possibly watching the people outside), I am looking at Zeyno, and Amy is looking at
Zeyno and then me. Zeyno takes a deep breath, I sigh, and Amy introduces the new topic by
asking me if I like the Japanese wine, or ‘sake.’ In the first part of the excerpt, Amy and I first
talk about the sake and how much it is, then Zeyno introduces a topic related to sake. In this part
of the excerpt, we see that Zeyno practices agency and participation by carrying out meaning
making by observing Amy and me, in terms of the objects with engage with and the actions we
carry out. And, the three of us come to create a shared understanding about the object that is the
focus of our discussion, the sake jar.
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Excerpt 12.4
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

Amy: Feeling good with the sake?
Didem: I like it.
How much is this?
Amy: Five dollars.
Didem: Each?
Amy: ((Nodding))
Didem: Actually you know it’s not so bad.
Amy:
[or six maybe
Six seven and five maybe.
Zeyno: Şey
atıyo
mu o
[kavanozları.
thing throw-Impf Q that jar-Plu-Acc
Is she throwing away those jars?
Çok güzelmiş.
very nice-Mod
They are very nice.
Didem:
[hmm
Zeyno: Sen yemek götürmek içinyou food take-Nom for
You for taking foodçorba morba
götürsen
versoup schmoup take-Cond-2PSg give
You should take soup or sth. giveO
burdakileri
al
da.
that here-Adj-Plu-Acc take Conj
that- take the ones over here.

This excerpt is another example of how the participant who does not have access to the language
spoken between the other two participants makes use of the resources available to her in order to
make inferences about what is taking place in the interactional situation and participate in that
interaction in relevant and meaningful ways. When Amy asks me “Feeling good with the sake?”
in line 26, I pick up the sake jar, turn it around in my hand, and look at it while responding to her
“I like it. How much is this?” in line 27 (Figure 67).
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Figure 67. Didem, Amy, and Zeyno jointly attending to the sake jar in line 27
As I engage with the sake jar, Zeyno is looking at me. Zeyno takes part in this joint attention on
the sake jar, and thus can roughly follow the topic although she does not understand the content
of the talk. As a result, in lines 35-40, she manages to introduce a topic that is closely related to
the ongoing conversation by asking whether Amy is throwing away the used sake jars and
recommending that I take the jars and use them as lunch containers.
In Chapter 4, I discussed in detail the cases where the monolingual participant, either
Zeyno or Amy, directs attention to an ongoing activity and makes inferences about it, which in
turn they use to construct their requests for translation. This practice allowed them to ask
questions about the ongoing activity that displayed their knowledge of the activity, indexing their
agency and status as a participant in the activity. In that chapter, though, I did not address how
this behavior is related to establishing connection between the participants. Attending to the
same object, being part of the same participation framework, sharing the same keying for an
activity, having the same stance toward an object are all ways of indexing and establishing
connection. Tannen (2005), for instance, talks about how some women in conversation engage in
story rounds in order to create solidarity by telling stories with similar topics one after the other.
Thus, our drive for understanding what activities those around us are engaged in is not just a
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cognitive project, it is a social project in which we aim to create connection by taking part in
those activities.
In the final part of this episode, Amy opens another topic that is related to the sake jar
theme, completing the round. Amy starts the turn with a directive, asking me to translate how
sake is sold in vending machines in Japan.
Excerpt 12.5
((5 lines of talk about whether the jar could function
as a lunch container in Turkish and English omitted))
47
Amy: Tell her in Japan it’s in the vending machine.
48 Didem: Japonyada bunlar böyle makinada
Japan-Loc these like machine-Loc
In Japan these are like in machines
49
para atıp
alttan
çıkıyomuş.
money throw-Conj bottom-Abl exit-Impf-Mod
you put in money and it comes out at the bottom.
50 Zeyno: Hmm?
51
Amy: Hm ((Nodding)). It’s like to go cup.
52 Zeyno: Kola gibi.
coke like
Like coke.
53 Didem: Hmm kola gibi.
Ex coke like
Hmm like coke.

Having been recruited with a verbal directive to translate Amy’s utterance to Zeyno (“Tell
her…”), I fully take on the role of epistemic broker. Raymond (2014: 27) points out that, in
epistemic brokering “interpreters are seen to be taking into account not only the basic transfer of
informational content between the interactants, but also how that content is being designed for
recipients at precise moments within the unfolding interaction.” In this case, I get Amy’s point
across to Zeyno, that this sake in its glass jar is sold in vending machines in Japan. Moreover,
having the knowledge that vending machines are not common in the places Zeyno goes to, I
make the assumption that the word “otomat” (tr. vending machine) might not be very salient for
Zeyno. Thus, instead of just using the word, I give a description of the machine and the process
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of buying a sake from a vending machine in Japan in lines 48-49 (“In Japan these are like in
machines you put in money and it comes out at the bottom”). I also carry out iconic hand
gestures that illustrate putting a coin in a vending machine (Figure 68).

Figure 68. Iconic hand gesture showing the process of buying sake jar from a vending
machine in line 49
As seen in Figure 67, by producing an iconic gesture depicting the use of vending machine, I
create an embodied sign that everyone has access to and can focus attention on.
A similar pattern in the participation can be observed in this part of the interaction as
well. The horizontal transcript representing this part of the excerpt is given below in Figure 68.

Figure 69. Horizontal transcription
At the point Amy starts to speak, both she and Zeyno are looking at me. Zeyno then quickly
(within .25 seconds) turns to Amy (Figure 69.1), looking at her until .50 seconds after the end of
Amy’s utterance. Then turns her gaze toward me in anticipation of the translation (Figure 69.2).
This works exactly like in the previous excerpt, where Amy was issuing a recruitment for a
translation through gaze. The difference is that here the recruitment for translation comes from
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the recipient rather than the speaker. Amy looks at Zeyno, possibly because she has already
produced a verbal recruitment for me to translate and does not need to use gaze for the purpose.
She only looks at me for a brief .25 seconds and turns to Zeyno for the rest of the utterance.
When I finish translating, Zeyno turns to Amy, and they achieve mutual gaze. Zeyno produces a
response of interest and surprise “Hmmm” with a HL intonation, and Amy responds with a nod
and an agreement token “Hm hm” (Figure 69.3). This completes the micro interaction that takes
place through the joint production of this utterance.
The interaction takes place in sequences within 2 dyads. The first dyad consists of Amy
and me, when she says “Tell her in Japan it’s in the vending machine.” in line 47. Here Amy is
the speaker and I am the listener. We have mutual gaze throughout this utterance. The second
subset is me and Zeyno, where I translate Amy’s utterance to her. In this case Zeyno and I have
mutual gaze, Zeyno’s gaze toward me preceding mine toward her, given her expectation. The
final subset is Amy and Zeyno. Once the message is carried across from Amy to Zeyno through
me, the two women turn toward each other, establish mutual gaze, and produce the response for
this piece of information. The fact that Zeyno holds back her response of surprise and interest for
a whole second, until she turns to look at Amy, shows that she selects Amy as the primary
recipient of this response, rather than me. Overall, the pattern of Amy and Zeyno turning to me at
moments where they expect translation and to each other when they are responding, shows that
they actively orient to these exchanges are means of furthering the connection between them.
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Figure 70. Zeyno and Amy's recruit and react sequence
In summary, in this section I have analyzed an episode between Zeyno, Amy, and me,
where solidarity is constructed between two participants who do not share a common language,
as well as a third who provides translations. I identified a number of linguistic strategies that are
used to construct solidarity, including compliments, gossip, information sharing, and introducing
topics that are connected to the present topic of talk. Finally, the pattern that I call recruit and
respond is possible as a result of the family relationships between the participants and the local
organization of the interaction. Thus, it is closely connected to the connection dimension of the
interaction. Recruit and respond occurs as the monolingual participants look at the bilingual
participant to recruit them as epistemic brokers (at the beginnings and ends of turns), hold their
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responses until the translation is complete, and then turn to the other monolingual participant,
whom they position as the primary recipient and deliver the response to them.
6.4. Floor suturing: Bilinguals carrying out language switch and expressing common
ground through information structure
In this section, I will illustrate the third type of work that I identified that the interpreters carry
out in order to include in the participation framework the monolingual who does not have access
to the ongoing talk. I call this strategy floor suturing. I adopt the term ‘suture’ not from medical
discourse but from psychoanalytic film theory. In film theory, the term refers to the techniques
used by the director, mainly in the form of camera angles, in order to draw the viewer into the
film and make them feel as if they are part of the diegesis instead of someone who is merely
watching the story on screen (Silverman 1983). This captures how the bilingual participant, by
engaging in certain actions, works to draw in the participants who would otherwise be bystanders
in the interactions.
This strategy relates to a phenomenon called merging, which Egbert (1997b) reports to be
coined by Schegloff (in personal communication). As Egbert explains, this refers to moving from
multiple conversations to a single conversation. In other words, merging is the opposite of what
Sacks et al. (1974) referred to as schism, that is, one conversation splitting into multiple
conversations. Sacks et al. point out that whenever there are four or more people in a given
conversation, there are mechanisms that may lead to schisms, that is the group will divide into
smaller groups as long as there are enough to constitute at least one speaker and one listener. The
authors argue that in groups that consist of four of more people, schism works as a check on turn
distribution. Goodwin (1987) discusses an example of a merge that follows a schism in
conversation, where one participant addresses another one – who is currently taking part in
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another conversation – in order to bring her and her coparticipant back and thus unite the two
conversations.
Floor suturing differs from merging, however. First, studies on schism and merging (e.g.
Egbert 1997a) mostly analyze monolingual conversations, whereas changes in language in
interaction are typically dealt with in code switching and translanguaging literatures. Thus, these
two phenomena are often not analyzed in tandem. Further, floor suturing is different from code
switching. Heller (2010: 6) points out that “at the heart of code switching is the separation of
languages in different domains, a separation that is undoubtedly behind the fact that many people
who codeswitch are not aware of their behavior until it is brought to their attention.” Second, I
coined the new term floor suturing to highlight something not highlighted in the notion of
merging: the agentive interactional work carried out by the bilingual speaker – who often serves
as the interpreter in these interactions – and how this fulfills the aim of bringing together two
participation frameworks that are separated by access to language and including all family
members in the conversation. In other words, in floor suturing, the bilingual participant switches
from one language to the other in order to address and bring in a participant. The utterance after
the switch may consist of the repetition of the utterance that was just produced in the other
language or one that carries that topic further. An important aspect of this kind of language
switch is that the utterance produced after the switch carries some information which indexes
that it is part of the conversation the group was having before the switch, hence the idea of
suturing floors. The bilingual speaker, by switching from one language into another and
including information in their utterance that their talk is part of the ongoing conversation, creates
a space where all participants, regardless of their linguistic repertoires, are part of the talk as
addressed recipients.
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In what follows, I first consider floor suturing as it occurs in a decision-making sequence,
then I illustrate an example of floor suturing that occurs with a change in keying.
6.4.1. Floor suturing in a decision-making sequence
In this section, I illustrate a case of floor suturing that occurs when a participant’s input is needed
in a decision-making process. The conversation taking place is in Turkish, but the family needs
Amy’s input to decide, or rather, they need Amy to decide the course of action they need to take.
Thus, Tamer switches from Turkish to English and repeats a point raised by Zeyno in order to
include Amy in the participation framework. Thus, he also includes her in the collaborative
decision-making process. In this example, the phenomenon that indexes shared information is
ellipsis. Tamer elides the information that is shared between the participants in the Turkish
conversation when asking the question to Amy. Thus, he indicates that this was the topic of the
interaction that was just taking place in Turkish, and that he is now continuing the very same
interaction seamlessly in English.
The family is preparing for the dinner party that Amy and Tamer are hosting that
evening. Zeyno is cooking halva (the dessert made with semolina, sugar, and milk that we saw
being made in Chapter 4) and soup for the evening, walking around the kitchen, bringing more
ingredients from the fridge, and stirring the contents of the pots. Yunus is washing the dishes.
Tamer, Amy, and I are sitting around the counter, drinking beer, chatting, and watching Zeyno
and Yunus work. Zeyno walks over to Yunus and offers to wash the dishes, but he insists on
washing them himself. Yusuf then asks Zeyno to open the dishwasher door so that he can put in
the clean dishes to dry. It is common practice for Amy and Tamer to hand wash dishes and use
the dishwasher as a drying rack. Following the conversation about washing the dishes and
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opening the dishwasher door, Zeyno brings up the topic of how the dishes will be washed after
the party later that evening.
Excerpt 13.1
1 Zeyno: Dur ben yıkıyim.
Wait let me wash
2 Yunus: Yo yo ben yıkarım.
No no I’ll wash
3 Zeyno: ((Walks away toward the stove))
4 Yunus: Siz şey- sadece şu şeyi açabilir misiniz.
You just- could you just open that thing.
5 Zeyno: Neyi?
Open what?
6 Yunus: Uh7 Tamer: Bulaşık makinesini.
The dishwasher
8 Zeyno: ((Opens the dishwasher door))
9
((Turns to Tamer))
10
Zaten onu boşaltırız,
We will empty that anyways.
11
Akşam burda yıkanıcak heralde di mi o kadar bulaşık.
Tonight all those dishes will be washed in here right.
12
Yoksa kaat mı koyucaksınız.
Or will you bring out paper.
13 Tamer: ((Turns to Amy))
14
Paper plate o:r- (.) regular plates
15
(3)
16
Amy: Plates.
17
We have the other plates too.
18
((Gets up to check the cupboard))

After helping Yunus with the dishwasher door, Zeyno turns to Tamer as to talk about the
dishwashing plans for later that evening because Tamer is one of the hosts. Zeyno seems to be
asking Tamer about the dishwashing plans, but the way she formulates her questions makes her
preferences very clear. In line 11 “Akşam burda yıkanıcak heralde di mi o kadar bulaşık” (tr.
Tonight all those dishes will certainly be washed in here right), Zeyno offers the first option:
Washing the dishes in the dishwasher. The adverb she uses, ‘heralde,’ which I inadequately
translated as certainly, has a complex meaning. It carries a sense of probability and expectation.
In this case, Zeyno has the expectation that the dishes should be washed in the dishwasher
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because there will be a lot of them. She refers to it as “o kadar bulaşık,” (tr. that many dishes)
highlighting her stance that the dishes are too many to handwash. Moreover, she uses the -AcAK
future marker on the verb as she says “yıkanıcak” (tr. will be washed). This is one of the three
verbal markers that convey a meaning of future, and is used specifically for planned events, thus,
strengthening her support for this option. The second option Zeyno brings us is using paper
plates, in line 12 “Yoksa kaat mı koyucaksınız.” (tr. Or will you bring out paper.). Again, she
uses the marker -AcAK, in addition to the second person plural person marking on the verb,
which increases the sense of certainty and selects Tamer and Amy as the responsible agents that
will carry out the decision making and execution.
Tamer, instead of responding to Zeyno’s question, turns to Amy, in line 13, and switches
to English in line 14 “Paper plate o:r (.) regular plates.” It seems that Tamer here is repeating
Zeyno’s question in some way. However, his utterance is different from the ones I analyzed in
previous chapters. He is not translating something Zeyno said for Amy. He certainly is not
marking it as such. The utterance is an elided sentence. There is no predicate, no subject, no
temporal adverb indicating when the plates will be relevant for the elided action. This heavy
ellipsis indicates that there is common ground. However, that common ground is not with Amy,
obviously, because she just joined the conversation. Rather, the ellipsis communicates to Amy
that Tamer and Zeyno have been talking about this topic, and that now Tamer is inviting Amy in
the conversation.
Amy is able to make sense of Tamer’s question even though it is heavily elided because
the evening’s party is very salient at that moment. The preparations are in progress and the time
is very close. Amy thinks about the question, for a whole 3 seconds, and then responds in line 16
(“Plates”), indicating that they will be using regular plates. She then gets up to take out a set of
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plates out of the cupboard. Zeyno’s point about using the dishwasher for plates never comes up
in this exchange. Although information or even intent is not repeated verbatim in the talk in
Turkish and English, the participants occupy the same participation framework. Figure 70 below
shows the participants in F-formation, with Zeyno and Tamer both looking at Amy as they wait
for her response.

Figure 71. Zeyno, Amy, and Tamer in F-formation
In sum, in this excerpt Tamer carries out floor suturing by switching to English from
Turkish and carrying out ellipsis to indicate shared information as he invites Amy into the
participation framework. This example illustrates how a bilingual speaker creates connection
among participants by facilitating the participation of a monolingual speaker. It also illustrates
how agency is distributed between the three participants – Zeyno, Tamer, and Amy – when it
comes to planning for the party. All three participants work collaboratively to figure out a plan
about dishwashing after the party. Their shared sense of accountability for that aspect of the
party resonates with family solidarity.
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6.4.2. Floor suturing with a change in keying
The next example I will analyze shows how floor suturing, ultimately a change in participation
framework, leads to a change in participants’ footings and the framing of the activity. Although a
change in framing is inevitable to a certain degree when there is a change in participation
framework, in the sense that once the definition of the situation changes, so does the participants
who take part in it and the roles they carry out, the excerpt below is an example of a stark change
from a serious talk complaining about food to a playful, teasing one. Floor suturing in this case
occurs via ellipsis, a switch from English to Turkish, and the use of the conjunction ama “but,”
which indicates that there has been previous talk that this utterance is following and
problematizing.
The family is having one of their big weekend breakfasts together. On the table there is
white cheese, tomatoes, olives, eggs, Turkish sausages, toast, and fried eggs with ‘pastırma’ – a
type of charcuterie meat dried with herbs and salt. Tamer starts complaining about the sausages,
saying that they are too sharp, i.e. they have too much garlic and cumin. Then I add that the
‘pastırma’ (although I call it pastrami in the recording) is also very salty, as shown in the lines 1
and 2 extract. Tamer, after a 10 second long pause, during which we eat, switches from English
to Turkish to address Zeyno.
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Excerpt 14.1
1 Didem: Pastrami also so salty.
2
We’re gonna be like (.) cotton mouth all day.
3 Yunus: Uh-huh.
4
(10)
5 Tamer: Annemin
hiç sorunu
yok ama.
mom-Poss-Gen Neg problem-Poss-Acc Neg but
But mom has no problem.
6
Götürdü
sucukların
falan hepsini.
take-Past sausage-Plu-Gen Par
all-Poss-Acc
She ate all the sausages and stuff.
7 Didem: Hem de çift
yumurta.
Conj
double egg
And even two eggs.
8 Zeyno: Baktım
benden daha toplusunuz?
look-Past-1PSg I-Abl more big-2PPlu
I gathered you are all bigger (i.e. fatter)
than I am. (so she decided to eat more than us)

Tamer first brings Zeyno in by commenting that “But mom has no problem.” in line 5 and then
explaining her attitude by saying “She ate all the sausages and stuff.” in line 6. This playful
comment about the fact that Zeyno has eaten from the charcuterie changes the framing of this
interaction from a serious one where the English speakers were complaining about the spice and
salt content of the food into teasing episode targeting Zeyno. Tamer’s comment and explanation
leave a lot of information to be guessed by Zeyno. For instance, what problem the English
speakers have with the food that Zeyno doesn’t is not mentioned. Moreover, when I follow
Tamer by changing into a playful footing and adding that Zeyno has also eaten two eggs, the
topic shifts from eating salty and heavy food to eating a large amount. Zeyno contributes to the
teasing exchange by positioning us as the target of the tease as she jokingly points out that she is
eating so much because she has noticed that we are all heavier than her. Here she is building on
the master narrative, as described in Tannen (2008), that thin people need more food, so that they
don’t suffer from being thin anymore. In other words, the floor suturing resulted in an episode of
collaborative teasing.
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In sum, this exchange serves an example of how floor suturing occurs with an obvious
change in keying. In this case the connection aspect is twofold: Tamer is working to further
connection with Zeyno both by working to include her in the participation framework and by
teasing her. In this way, creating a playful or teasing frame serves as a way of involving multiple
participants and of creating solidarity among family members.
6.5. Conclusion
In this chapter I identified three frequent ways family members build connection. The first
practice can be captured by the term social referencing, where the participant who does not have
access to the ongoing talk observes the reactions of the other participants to make inferences
about the ongoing activity and use those inferences to create an appropriate response, thus
aligning with the other family members in their reactions toward a stance object. For instance,
Amy monitored my responses as I attended to the interaction between Zeyno and Tamer and
laughed soon after I laughed; or she attended to Tamer’s facial expressions to infer that he was
teasing Zeyno and laughed before all the other participants. In both cases, being able to laugh
together enables family members to connect with each other and constitute themselves as a
family. When Ochs (1993) and others have discussed social referencing, the focus has been on
how very young children, when they encounter a new object or situation, look to a caregiver to
discern how to interpret and react to it. My examples here, however, show social referencing at
play in interactions between adult family members, where one member does not have verbal
access to the ongoing interaction because she does not speak the language. In these cases, the
nonverbal and suprasegmental reactions of the other participants, who are speaking in the foreign
language as they are interacting with each other, constitute a meaning making resource for the
person who does not have access to the language and thus the verbal message. Furthermore,
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unlike its functions in interactions between young children and adults, social referencing in this
context appears as a resource for alignment and relationship building as the participants who
interprets others’ responses produce responses that match them. In the case of my analysis,
laughter matches laughter, which creates alignment.
The second pattern I identified is related to the monolinguals’ practice of recruit and
respond. As a result of the participants’ linguistic repertoires and their relationships as family
members, the monolinguals’ gaze patterns locally take on the function of recruiting a bilingual
speaker as an epistemic broker. I showed through micro-analysis of excerpts of interactions
between Zeyno, Amy, and me that the monolinguals directed their gaze toward me at the end of
the other monolingual’s turn to recruit me to translate. During the translations, the monolingual
speaker who is the original speaker turns to look at the other monolingual speaker to monitor
their responses. The monolingual speakers also hold off their responses until they achieve mutual
gaze with each other. Through these practices, the monolinguals position each other as primary
recipients and build connection with each other. The “broker” is also included in the exchange.
Although it is true that all parties – monolinguals and bilinguals – in translation activities and
that achieving alignment is not unique to the recruit and respond sequences, this type of
translation activity offers a participation framework that is different from the other types. In this
case, the interactional role of the bilingual is limited to one of epistemic broker and the two
monolinguals assert their positions as primary recipients.
Finally, I show examples of what I call floor suturing, which is interactional work carried
out by the bilingual participants to involve both of the monolinguals in the ongoing interaction.
Floor suturing occurs when a bilingual speaker switches from one language to another, carrying
with them the common ground established in the previous participation framework. More
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specifically, although the common ground is not established in the language that they switched
to, the bilingual speaker carries it over in a way that is reflected in the information structure
through ellipsis and topicalization. I also show that while floor suturing unites the participation
frameworks of the two languages, and brings together all of the speaker, it does inevitably lead to
topic and frame shifts.
In sum, in this chapter I have identified and illustrated three ways through which
participants achieve alignment and connection with each other, which is one way of routinely
constituting themselves as a family. These practices – social referencing, recruit and respond,
and floor suturing – illustrate how successful interaction requires the collaboration of all parties
who are present. In the previous chapter I showed how collaboration takes place with a focus on
asking for translations, which is primarily an information centered frame and on the use of
technology, which is primarily an object centered frame. In this chapter the focus was on
connection and alignment. In all three phenomena, what is constant is the collaborative
achievement of participation and the distributed nature of agency. The examples in this chapter
show that while the focus is on the monolingual speakers, connection is collaboratively achieved
within a network that includes the bilinguals.
In addition, the extracts examined in this chapter collectively reveal the role of play and
teasing in this family’s discourse. Many of the excerpts involved shared laughter. Through the
collaborative construction of such frames, members of the family not only create solidarity, but
also construct themselves as a social group. While previous research has suggested that families
create their shared culture and identity through how they use language in general (e.g. Erickson
2004) and the types of frames they create in particular (Gordon 2009), this study focuses on a
family where not all members share a language. I thus identify new ways people use to
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collaborate with each other and build action, make sense of situations and have joint
understandings of them, and to create alignment and connection as family members.
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CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSION
7.1. Summary of findings
In this chapter I summarize the findings I presented in the previous chapters and discuss how
they contribute to existing research on participation and agency. Integrating research in
interactional sociolinguistics (e.g. by Gumperz, Tannen, Hamilton, and Gordon) and linguistic
anthropology (e.g. by Erickson, C. Goodwin, M.H. Goodwin, and Enfield), I further our
understanding of how participants, i.e. members of a family where the mother-in-law and the
daughter-in-law don’t have a common language, collaborate to make meaning, build action,
establish connection with each other, and constitute themselves not only as agentive participants
but also as members of a family. Each chapter focused on a particular phenomenon while
exploring these topics.
7.1.1. Asking for translations
In Chapter 4 I showed how asking for translations – a seemingly passive action that illustrates
the asker’s lack of access to the ongoing talk – is actually an event that fully displays the
agentive participation, i.e. the capacity for making meaning and building action, of all parties
that are involved. The monolingual participants, Zeyno and Amy, ask for translations of both
their own talk and of others’ talk. I show through analysis of various excerpts that in both cases
the participant who is asking for the translation carries out meaning making using all the
resources that are available to them while the other participants are talking in a language she
doesn’t understand. Through micro-analysis of videos and transcription that captures continuous
gaze, I show how the monolinguals pay close attention to embodied resources such as the gaze
direction of the others, the objects they handle and pay attention to, the actions they attend to, the
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tone of their voice, and their facial expressions. By doing this, the monolingual participants are
able inferences about the events that are taking place, the topics that are being talked about, and
the emotional and cognitive states of the others.
I demonstrated how when the monolingual participants ask for translations of others’
talk, they display these inferences through various resources, including using the grammatical
resources of the language to mark the information that they acquired through observation and
inference-making as common ground, i.e. shared between the participants. The specific resources
I discussed in the chapter include proposing candidate translations via polar questions and whquestions that target the focus particle to display understanding of the situation, incorporating
knowledge of the world (when observation of the current situation is limited) in the candidate
translation, and using polar questions to mark the focus particle and thus assert shared
knowledge.
Likewise, when the monolingual participants ask for translations of their own talk, that is
when they are aiming to contribute an utterance to the interaction, they introduce topics that are
relevant for the ongoing interaction. They again shape their contributions using their inferences
based on their observations of the ongoing interaction. By introducing a topic that is related to
the ongoing interaction instead of one that is completely new, the monolinguals achieve a sense
of local relevance in their participation. This achievement of relevance is a sign of the
monolinguals’ capacity for meaning making and action building, which allows them to constitute
themselves as agentive participants. It is also a move that furthers the connection between the
participants. By staying on topic and joining the ongoing interaction that is already taking place
instead of introducing unrelated talk, the monolinguals display alignment toward the participants
and the activities they are engaged with.
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7.1.2. The use of technology in multilingual family interaction
In Chapter 5, I showed how the affordances of technological artifacts are utilized by the family
members as they display agency, participation, and involvement with each other. I argued that
uses of technological artifacts not only make new ways of addressing one another possible, but
also allow the participants to introduce and interact within, various frames.
I examined different functions of mobile phones and tablets in this chapter, including
displaying videos and photos, sending files from one device to another, and carrying out voice
translation. I argued that these visual and auditory affordances of mobile phones allow the
monolinguals to address each other directly in ways that would not be possible without these
devices. Looking at photos and videos together on a mobile phone or tablet screen provides
nonverbal shared information for the monolinguals, who otherwise have very limited means of
directly interacting with each other. Moreover, these signs allow them to carry out certain actions
(e.g. kissing, laughing, and pointing) that display their affective stances and open up further
participation opportunities for both parties. Thus, the technological artifacts become a means
whereby the monolingual participants address one another directly, make meaning, achieve
intersubjectivity, and ultimately constitute themselves as agentive participants.
My analysis also showed that the use of mobile phones in facilitating the interactions of
the monolinguals is more complex than just the monolinguals directly addressing one another.
These devices are used frequently by all the participants in this family (echoing and extending
findings of previous research, e.g. by DiDomenico and Boase 2013, that show that mobile
phones play important roles in monolingual interactions). At times, the family members engage
with their mobile devices on their own, and at other times two or more participants attend to the
same device simultaneously, collaborating on activities that are built around the device. The
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affordances of the device allow participants to build frames according to their projects and
abilities, i.e. familiarity with the various aspects of the device, as well as the capabilities of the
device. For instance, in the excerpt where the family is using AirDrop to share a video and then
watch the video together, different frames emerge for different participants. While Tamer and I
orient to a problem solving frame, trying to work out how to send the file from one phone to
another, Zeyno is participating in frames focused less on information and more on relationships,
such recruiting us to send the video to her sister Ajda and watching the video with Amy and
responding to it by laughing.
My analysis of the use of mobile devices in the interactions of this family ultimately
shows how agency is distributed between the participants, and the affordances of the
technological devices – the enablements, but especially the limitations – are negotiated and dealt
with. For instance, in the excerpt where Amy uses a voice translation application to address
Zeyno and give her a Mother’s Day message, and the voice translation application fails to
produce an intelligible translation, the bilinguals and the monolinguals collaboratively work to
first make sense of the malformed translation and the reasons for it and then to construct a wellformed message and teach Amy to deliver it herself. All the while, Zeyno actively displays
agency and participation by displaying her epistemic and affective stance and alignment with
Amy.
7.1.3. Creating connection in multilingual family interaction
In Chapter 6 I identified and illustrated three ways of creating alignment between family
members. I have shown how all three strategies aim to create connection, primarily between the
monolingual participants Zeyno and Amy, however, they are achieved through the collaborative
efforts of all participants who are present.
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The first move is social referencing, where the monolingual participant who does not
have access to the ongoing interaction monitors the responses of other participants and builds off
of those responses in order to produce a reaction that is matching with the reactions of others.
Thus, connection is established through displays of alignment in terms of shared affective
responses – which could be described as completing what Du Bois (2007) calls the stance
triangle – as well as through participation more generally.
The second connection move I identified is the recruit and respond sequence. Recruit and
respond occurs in triadic exchanges between two monolinguals and a bilingual. The epistemic
status (Heritage 2012) of the bilingual (in most cases, me), as the person who has access to both
languages and talk in those languages, coupled with her relationship to both monolinguals leads
to her being positioned as the default linguistic and epistemic broker. In interactions that take
place with such a participation framework, the monolingual participants’ gaze, timed specifically
toward the ends of speakers’ turns, function as recruitment for the bilingual participant to
translate the utterance. Once the bilingual participant translates the utterance, the monolinguals
hold off their responses until they turn to each other and secure their interlocutor’s attention.
Thus, they orient to each other as primary recipients, creating direct connection by involving a
mediator and then through nonverbal behaviors.
The third connection move is floor suturing. This is a language switch that is carried out
by a bilingual speaker without any verbal and nonverbal recruitment from the monolinguals and
which aims to facilitate the participation of the monolingual participant who does not have
access to the ongoing talk. Floor suturing is a specific kind of language switch, one where the
bilingual makes sure that the utterance – through its information structure – marks certain
information as shared. By doing this, the bilingual speaker not only includes the monolingual
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participant in the interaction, but she also communicates to the monolingual speaker the general
topic of the conversation that has been taking place. Efforts to include participants in the
interaction and to bring together two participation frameworks that are separated by difference in
language are a typical form of collaboratively working to achieve alignment in this family.
7.2. Discussion of findings
In this section I comment on my findings in relation to the fields of research to which they
contribute.
7.2.1. Agency and participation
Agency and participation are the two main lines of research to which this study contributes.
Drawing on an interactional sociolinguistic and multimodal approach, my analysis builds on a
large body of work in anthropology, sociology, and discourse analysis that has shown that
participation in interaction is orderly and embodied and that participants collaboratively engage
in making meaning and building action. I bring this line of research into dialogue with theorizing
on agency by Enfield (e.g. 2017) that defines agency as the relationship between an agent and an
action and argues that agency is essentially distributed, that it is composed of the capacities of
parties that are involved in a course of action and its effects. According to Enfield, the two
elements of agency are flexibility and accountability, where the former relates to the building of
the action and the latter relates to the consequences of the action. This distinction is important for
my analysis because I am analyzing the interactions of people with different linguistic – and thus
interactive – repertoires. This means that the participants have different degrees of flexibility and
accountability when it comes to meaning making and action building. They also occupy different
participation roles.
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My analysis of the everyday interactions in a multilingual family shows how agency and
participation co-construct one another. Engagement in any kind of participation – be it attending
to others’ actions through gazing behavior, making inferences based on observations, directing
others to carry out certain actions, or talking – is an act of agency. Moreover, practicing agency
as such furthers the potential of the participants to further participate. For instance, monitoring
the behavior of other participants helps participants (especially the monolingual participants)
make inferences about the types of actions that are going on, which in turn makes it possible to
engage in talk in ways that are relevant for the ongoing interaction. Another example is when a
monolingual participant recruits a bilingual participant to translate an utterance for her, it
provides additional resources that the monolingual participant can use to contribute to the
interaction.
It is not surprising that scholars conceive both participation and agency as inhabiting a
network of subjects rather than individuals. Scholars working on participation (e.g. C. Goodwin
2018) refer to it as collaborative and co-operative. In the recent literature on agency, scholars
talk about agency as distributed (e.g. Enfield 2017; Kockelman 2007; Al Zidjaly 2009). Goodwin
(2018) points out that people inhabit each other’s worlds; in other words, people constantly
engage with each other working with their knowledge states and actions in order to build action
in concert with them, simultaneously building on what has come before and predicting what is to
come next. Goodwin (1995) has shown that this kind of cognitive capacity enabled a man with
speech impairment to engage in dialogue and build complex propositions. Hamilton (2019)
demonstrates how patients with dementia use what is available around them to participate in
interaction, and how their co-interlocutors assist their participation. In my study, I show how the
same capacity for meaning making allows people who have no or very little verbal access to the
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ongoing interaction to still make sense of the situation and contribute in meaningful ways. This
contributes to our understanding of how agency is distributed in talk, and the ways in which this
distribution takes place.
7.2.1.1. Action and knowledge
Investigating how people engage in meaning making often leads to an exploration of how they
express what they know, what they do not know, what their sources of knowledge are, and even
what they are expected to know or not know. This is so because all of these dimensions of
knowledge play a role in how people engage with each other and the world around them.
Questions about knowledge and action are investigated in studies on language and interaction
from different points of view. Formal approaches to language explore how knowledge is
expressed through grammar. For instance, studies in epistemic modality consider the semantic,
syntactic, and/or functional aspects of structures such as modal verbs, mood markers, adverbials,
and other particles as well as phenomena including word order, pitch, and other means of
emphatic stress. All these strategies mark the relationship of the speaker to their utterance in
terms of knowledge.
In my analyses, I illuminate the various properties of Turkish and English that allow
speakers to express epistemic modality, including word order, clause structure, morphology, and
stress. In my analyses of Turkish especially, I have built on research in formal linguistics and
illustrated how formal properties play out in naturally occurring interactions in everyday life. My
main aim in writing these analyses was to further our understanding of how meaning making
takes place in the presence of participants who do not share a language; it was not necessarily my
goal to contribute to our understanding of the structure of Turkish. However, the analyses I
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present do show how structures related to epistemic modality, which to date have mostly been
studied from formalist points of view, play out in the wild.
When it comes to studies on language in use, interactional sociolinguistics offers one of
the earlier accounts of how knowledge plays into our everyday interactions. My analysis builds
on this body of work and research tradition emphasizing the meaning making processes people
engage in during their everyday encounters. Gumperz (1982) discusses contextualization cues,
which are shared repertoires of signals that guide the interpretation of social actions. Likewise,
Tannen and Wallat (1993), who showed that people’s understandings of situations and thus their
ways of participation are closely related to their knowledge of those situations, or their
“cognitive schemas,” also highlight the role of knowledge in interaction before the focus on
epistemics as a theoretical approach arose in the field. Analysis of framing, which is one of the
central projects of Interactional Sociolinguistics, deepens our understanding of how people move
in and out of encounters and activities, constantly making inferences and filling gaps in
knowledge of self and others, making projections regarding what the encounter is, what is
expected of them, and what they expect in return. Thus, being in sync in terms of knowing what
the situation is and what the expectations of such a situation are, are at the heart of being able to
participate meaningfully in said situations. My analysis shows that even with very limited verbal
resources, participants make use of every signal they have access to and build working
knowledge of social situations, participants, and actions.
Another major framework that explore how people engage in meaning making is
epistemics as studied in Conversation Analysis. Heritage (2013a: 555) argues that this research
project is based on “the knowledge claims that interactants assert, contest and defend in and
through turns-at-talk and sequences of interaction.” The author argues that one of the engines
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that drive conversation is the epistemic engine. People constantly orient to what they know and
do not know as well as what they project their interlocutors to know and not know. Thus,
Heritage finds, for example, that if a person is in a responding position but possesses more
knowledge about a topic, they will index this position linguistically. He also differentiates
people’s relative positions in terms of the knowledge they possess or have the right to possess
(epistemic status), and their moment-by-moment displays (epistemic stance), commenting that
there might be mismatches between one’s epistemic status and epistemic stance, possibly leading
to negotiations, assertions, and re-assertions of stances and statuses. Other work in CA by
Raymond (2014) emphasizes the involvement of epistemic brokers in interactions that facilitate
knowledge management and flow.
Although I do not build directly on research in the area that has come to be known as
epistemics or epistemic discourse analysis, my study speaks to the epistemic project and my
findings contribute to this line of research. As I have pointed out, knowledge is at the heart of
building action and participation, both in terms of driving them and making them possible. I
show how the monolingual participants in my study engage in various actions to transition from
a less knowledgeable status to one that is more knowledgeable. Moreover, I show how the
bilinguals act as epistemic brokers as they translate talk, explain situations, and provide
background information to the monolinguals. The most important aspect of this study in terms of
its contribution to epistemics is that it shows how participants build knowledge of social
situations through careful observation and meaning making and then build on those inferences as
they participate in the interaction, indexing their epistemic status as knowledgeable. In a family
setting, where closeness is achieved through recurrent participation in daily activities and talk,
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understanding what is going on and participating in ways that are in alignment with other family
members acts as a way of constituting the self as part of the family.
7.2.2. The use of mobile devices in face-to-face interaction
This study also furthers our understanding of how mobile phones constitute resources in face-toface interactions. First, it affirms existing research that technological artifacts can constitute
resources for the ongoing interactions. For example, a digital camera with a display screen, by
means of showing photos, becomes a tool for communication for persons with speech
impairments (Aaltonen et al. 2014), and aspects of the mobile communication that might seem
private, e.g. text messages, are shared between teenager by reading out loud or handing the
phone to the interlocutors and become topics of talk (DiDomenico and Boase 2013). I show how
technological artifacts are used in the context of a multilingual family.
Second, the analyses I have presented have demonstrated the micro-level interactive
practices participants use in conjunction with mobile technological devices to create contexts for
collaborative action building. While on the surface the excerpts I have examined show people
engaged in common activities such as looking at photos and watching videos, my analysis of
them illustrates other significant aspects of collaborative action building in the presence of
mobile devices. One of these aspects is the touch screen that emerges as a collaborative deictic
space, where more than one person can act on in order to fulfill a task such as sending a file.
Operating on a limited shared space around a single task highlights how agency is distributed. It
also highlights, extending Al Zidjaly (2009), how distributed agency plays into the various roles
participants play in accomplishing difficult tasks, for example issuing directives versus carrying
them out, pointing versus touching the screen, as well as the rights and responsibilities related to
courses of action. My analysis of the translation app excerpts also demonstrates the micro-level
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actions that make up conversational exchanges, while also combining the topics of interactions
with voice technology, interpreting/translation, and family interaction. I showed how agency is
distributed between the human participants when the voice translation app fails to produce
Amy’s intended Mother’s Day message.
In sum, the affordances of the mobile technology may emerge as enablements or
limitations in face-to-face interactions depending on the users’ familiarity with the technology,
the tasks they are aiming to accomplish, and how developed (or not) the skillset of the
technology is. Of course, having access to the language of the interaction matters, too. One thing
is certain though: Regardless of whether the device works as expected or not, it constitutes a
resource the participants can use to build collaborative action. Technological devices, such as the
mobile devices examined here, with their capacity to produce speech and other multimodal signs
such as photographs and videos as well as their capacity to allow talk and interaction between
humans by connecting to the internet and social media, are essentially different from other
objects, for instance the sake jar that played a role in an excerpt examined in Chapter 6. Duranti
(2004: 455) points out that “ego-affirming agency . . . is achieved, albeit in different degrees, any
time language is used. The very act of speaking in front of others who can perceive such an act
establishes the speaker as a being whose existence must be reckoned with in terms of his or her
communicative goals or abilities.” The presence of technological devices offers the participants
unique ways of building collaborative action and engaging with the affordances of the said
devices, and I have demonstrated how these ways unfold.
7.2.3. Creating connection in a multilingual family
In creating collaborative action, family members also create connection. My analysis shows that
members of this family carry out a lot of work in order to create involvement with each other,
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attend to each other’s actions and display alignment, and engage in what Tannen (2007) calls
connection maneuvers. In chapter six, I identified and discussed three discursive strategies that
focus on creating connection between the family members – social referencing, recruit and
respond sequences, and floor suturing. However, it is possible to see how creating connection is
an underlying force in all the interactions that take place in this family. The excerpts frequently
show how sequences that start as information exchange quickly turn into playful interactions,
with the information exchange aspect being thrown aside or at least backgrounded. In the
examples I analyze, misunderstanding between Zeyno and Amy is not really an issue. As they
observe the talk and the activities of those around them, they utilize signals such as handling of
the objects, universal gestures such as pointing, gaze (in that it indexes attention), and voice
quality. Thus, a working understanding of the interactive practices used by the family members
is often achieved, and there are no significant issues of misunderstanding. The sequence
discussed in İkizoğlu (2019), where Amy and Zeyno attempted to talk to each other using a voice
translation application, is an example of a time when misunderstanding is easily overcome.
Moreover, Zeyno’s reactions to the series of failed translation attempts show that the true
purpose of the interactions between Zeyno and Amy is creating connection. This contention is
supported in the data: There is an example where Zeyno tells Amy that it is not important
whether the messages are translated correctly because understanding the intentions is enough.
This study shows how fluidly interaction (and laughter) develop in the interactions
among members of one family, and in so doing it furthers our understanding of not only some
very important aspects of participation by showing how participants make sense of situations and
collaborate with each other to build action, it also sheds light on how all these cognitive and
intersubjective processes serve to achieve a function that is essentially social and cultural:
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Creating connection and constituting themselves and each other as members of a family. Gordon
(2009) shows how a family culture is created through repeated engagements in certain activities,
language play, and stances. It is the case for the family at hand as well: This study reveals how,
in how family members co-construct action in ways that involve all, “overcoming” the fact that
two members do not share a language, they create solidarity and themselves as a group. This
study reveals how, in how family members co-construct action in ways that involve all,
“overcoming” the fact that two members do not share a language, they drink and discuss sake,
prepare semolina halva, share cat photos, tease one another, and engage in myriad other
activities. In other words, they create solidarity and themselves as a family group.
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APPENDIX A. TRANSCRIPTION CONVENTIONS
Adapted from Tannen et al. (2007)
(( ))

Double parentheses with italics enclose transcriber's comments

-

A dash indicates a truncated intonation unit or word

?

A question mark indicates a relatively strong rising intonation

.

A period indicates a falling, final intonation

,

A comma indicates a continuing intonation

(2)

Numbers in parentheses indicate the length of silence

[word]

Square brackets (single and double) enclose simultaneous talk

<>

Angle brackets enclose the manner in which an utterance is produced
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APPENDIX B. ABBREVIATIONS
The following abbreviations appear in the morphological glosses of the Turkish utterances in the
analysis chapters.

Abl

Ablative

Ins

Instrumental

Acc

Accusative

Loc

Locative

Aor

Aorist

Mod

Mood marker

Caus

Causative

Neg

Negative

Com

Comitative

Nom

Nominalizer

Comp Complementizer

Opt

Optative

Cond Conditional

P

Person

Conj

Conjunction

Par

Particle

Dat

Dative

Pass

Passive

Dim

Diminutive

Past

Past tense

Ex

Exclamation

Pl

Plural

Fut

Future

Poss

Possessive

Gen

Genitive

Q

Question

Impf

Imperfective

Sg

Singular
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